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FY15 Financial Year Ended 30 June 2015 
FY16 Financial Year Ended 30 June 2016 
GM Gross margin 
GM% Gross margin percentage 
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IM Information Memorandum  
K, $’000 Thousands 
LTM Last twelve months 
M Millions 
Macquarie Macquarie Bank Limited 
Management Management of the Company 
NAB National Australia Bank Limited  
NDA Non-disclosure agreement  
NSW New South Wales 
NPAT Net profit after tax  
PPSR Personal Properties and Securities Register 
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RATA Report as to Affairs 
RCPS Redeemable Convertible Preference Shares 
Relation back day The date of appointment of administrators 
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Suncorp Suncorp Group Limited 
St George St George Bank Limited 
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The Court The Federal Court of Australia or any of the state Supreme Courts 
The Regulations Corporations Regulations 2001 
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1. Executive Summary  
1.1 Appointment 
On 9 December 2016 we, David Lombe and Vaughan Strawbridge (Administrators) were appointed Joint and Several Administrators of HSW Corp. Pty Ltd ACN 104 435 181 (HSW Corp), Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd ACN 069 891 201 (PHI), Howards Storage World Pty Ltd ACN 094 719 490 (HSW), Lealdir Pty Ltd ACN 104 246 433 (Lealdir) (All Administrators Appointed) (collectively HSW Group, the Group or the Companies) by a resolution of directors pursuant to section 436A of the Corporations Act 2001 (Act). 
1.2 Conduct of Administration 
Upon appointment, we took immediate steps to control the HSW Group’s assets and continued to carry on the Group’s business. Our investigations identified that PHI conducted the retail store operations and acted as the importer, wholesaler and distributor of stock with HSW acting as the franchisor and employer of head office staff. Lealdir was the store leasing company and HSW Corp, the parent entity of the Group did not trade.  We immediately commenced an urgent sale and marketing campaign in an attempt to preserve the value of the HSW Group business.   To enable us sufficient time to run a thorough sale and marketing campaign we applied to the Court for an extension of the convening period. The Application was heard in the Supreme Court of New South Wales on 4 January 2017 and Orders were granted to extend the convening period to 24 April 2017.   The reasons and benefits for the extension of the convening period are set out in Section 2.3.  The business and assets of the HSW Group were sold to My Home Storage Pty Ltd and Store Trade Pty Ltd (collectively, the Purchaser) on Monday, 13 February 2017, which included the transfer of 17 stores and approximately 170 staff retaining employment with the business.  
1.3 Investigation, Offences, Voidable Transactions 
We have undertaken a preliminary investigation of the affairs of the Companies in relation to suspected contraventions of Section 180 - 184 of the Act regarding the general duties of directors and officers. Our findings indicate that the Directors have possibly contravened Section 181 and 182 of the Act.   We have also identified possible voidable transactions which may be recoverable by a liquidator in accordance with the provisions of the Act.   Our investigations are discussed in detail in section 8 Investigations below. 
1.4 Deed of Company Arrangement 
We received two Deed of Company Arrangement (DOCA) proposals during the Companies’ sale program. However, these proposals were either not funded, or inferior to the offer received from the ultimate Purchaser. Given the sale of the business, we do not have a DOCA proposal capable of being put to creditors for consideration.   
1.5 Dividend  
We estimate the following distributions will be made to the relevant classes of creditors in the Group:  

   

Estimated dividends (cents in the dollar) HSW Corp PHI HSW Lealdir
Secured Creditor (NAB)
Priority creditors N/A 100 Nil N/A
Unsecured creditors* Nil Nil Nil Nil
* This does not include any recoveries that may be available to a Liquidator

88
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1.6 Administrators’ Opinion 
At the forthcoming meeting on 1 May 2017, creditors will be asked to make a decision regarding each company’s future by passing a resolution in respect of the options available to them. The options available to creditors for each company are:   that the company execute a DOCA; or 
 that the Administration end; or 
 that the company be wound up. 
 No DOCA proposal has been received for any of the Companies capable of being put to creditors therefore this is not an available option.  HSW Corp, PHI, HSW and Lealdir are all insolvent and have insufficient assets to enable creditors to be repaid in full. Therefore, the Administrations should not end with the control of the Companies being returned to the directors.  It is therefore our opinion that the Companies be wound up. The reasons for our opinion are discussed in section 11 Administrators’ Opinion. 
1.7 Second Meeting of Creditors 
The second meeting of creditors is to be held on Monday, 1 May 2017, at 11:30AM (AEST), at the offices of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Level 9 Grosvenor Place, 225 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000.   A teleconference of this meeting will be available to creditors at our Melbourne offices located at Level 11, 550 Bourke Street, Melbourne VIC 3000.   
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2. Introduction  
2.1 Purpose of the appointment and report 
The purpose of the appointment of Administrators is to allow for independent insolvency practitioners to take control of and investigate the affairs of the insolvent company. Administrators are empowered by the Act to assume control of an insolvent company, superseding the powers of the Directors and Officers and deal with the company’s assets in the interests of creditors.   The intention of a voluntary administration is to maximise the prospects of a company, or as much as possible of its business, continuing in existence, (via a DOCA or sale of the company’s business) or, if that is not possible to achieve better returns to creditors that would be achieved by its immediate liquidation.  The purpose of this report is to provide creditors with information regarding the HSW Group’s business, property, affairs and financial circumstances, including the Administrators’ recommendations to assist creditors make an informed decision on the Companies’ future. This report provides the following information:   Background information about the company 
 The results of our preliminary investigations 
 The estimated returns to creditors 
 The options available to creditors and our opinion on each of these options. 
2.2 First Meeting of Creditors 
On Tuesday, 20 December 2016, concurrent meetings of creditors of the Companies were held in accordance with Section 436E of the Act. At this meeting, our appointment as Joint and Several Administrators was confirmed.    At that meeting, we advised that we would undertake an investigation into the affairs of the Companies while we pursued both a sale and restructuring process in order to facilitate the best outcome for all creditors. We also advised the meeting that it was our intention to seek an extension of the convening period to provide additional time to complete the sale of business program prior to holding the second creditors meeting. There were no objections from the creditors.   It was also resolved that a committee of creditors (Committee) be formed for HSW Corp, HSW and PHI. This Committee ceases to exist when the Companies are wound up.   However, as required under the Act, creditors will be given an opportunity to nominate and vote for a committee of inspection, for the Liquidation period, for the respective companies at the second meeting of creditors on 1 May 2017.   A copy of the minutes of the first creditors meeting was lodged with ASIC on 22 December 2016. 
2.3 Extension of Convening Period 
Administrators are required by the Act to convene a second meeting of creditors within 20 business days of the date of their appointment, and to hold this meeting within five business days either side of the end of this convening period.  Given the size and nature of the HSW Group’s business and the Administrators’ objective to maximise the prospects of the Group’s business to continue (whether through a sale of business or DOCA), for the interests of creditors, this period was considered to be too short a time frame.   An application was made in the Supreme Court of New South Wales (Court) and orders sought to extend the convening period by 96 days. A notice dated 6 January 2017 was sent to all creditors advising that the extension had been granted by the Court.  A notice was also sent to the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC).  The application resulted in the convening period for the second creditors meeting extended to 24 April 2017. In seeking an extension of the convening period, we took into account the following key considerations:  
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1. An extension of the period will allow the best opportunity for the business to be sold as a going concern and provide the best return for creditors  2. To take account of the Christmas and New Year Period  3. To allow the business to continue as a going concern while offers to purchase the business are considered  4. To allow us time to investigate the Companies’ affairs and report to creditors potential future recoveries in the Section 439A Report prior to the second creditors meeting  5. To allow any binding DOCA proposals to restructure the business be submitted and considered. 
2.4 Second Meeting of Creditors 
Pursuant to Section 439A(3) of the Act a second meeting of creditors will be held on Monday, 1 May 2017 at the offices of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Level 9 Grosvenor Place, 225 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000, at 11:30AM (AEST). (See attached Appendix E - Notice of Meeting ).  At this meeting creditors will be asked to make a decision about the future of the Companies by passing resolutions in respect of options that will be available to them.   We have made the recommendation in this report that each company be wound up pursuant to Section 439A of the Act.   At the second meeting, the creditors can resolve to form a Committee of Inspection.   At the meeting creditors will be asked to approve the remuneration of the Administrators and Liquidator, if appointed. Full details of the remuneration claims are found in section 13 Remuneration and Appendix D. 
2.5 Administrators’ independence, relationships and indemnities 
In accordance with section 436DA of the Act, a Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities (DIRRI) was provided with the first report to creditors dated 12 December 2016 and was also tabled at the first meeting of creditors.  We conduct ongoing assessments as to whether any potential conflict of interest issues develop during the course of the Administration. There have been no changes to circumstances or new information identified that cause a real or potential risk to our professional independence that requires us to update our DIRRI dated 12 December 2016. A further copy of the DIRRI is attached as Appendix A. 
2.6 Electronic communication 
Section 600G of the Act allows for a creditor to receive communications and notifications electronically provided the creditor has consented to receive correspondence in this manner.  Electronic communication is a speedy and cost effective and reduces the expenses incurred in an administration.   If you wish to receive future correspondence electronically complete the “Election to receive notice electronically” form attached at Appendix J and email it to Andrew Whittingham at hsw@deloitte.com.au. 
3. Background Information  
3.1 HSW Group’s business activities  
The business of the Companies was founded in the 1970’s and has grown to become one of Australia’s largest specialty retailer in the organisation and storage segment. The HSW Group was an omni-channel retailer and a well-established brand in the Australian homewares and storage market, having a national footprint of 58 stores (28 operated by PHI and 30 franchised stores) located in a combination of shopping centres, shopping strips and homemaker centres, as well as having an online retail channel.  
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 In addition to selling specialist storage products, PHI developed specialist experience in home measure, quote and installation capability servicing the consumer market of various products under the Howards Storage World trademarks.  In 2010, PHI commenced a customer loyalty program, called “Inspirations”, which has expanded and now includes approximately 600,000 members.  Products sold to the public under the Howards Storage World brand include: 
 home space saving, storage solution and organisational products; 
 do-it-yourself home shelving storage solutions; 
 kitchen gadgets; 
 entertainment storage solutions; 
 homewares and home decorating products; 
 travel organisers and accessories; and 
 personal lifestyle and electronic gadgets and accessories. 

  
3.2 Corporate Group Structure 
The diagram below illustrates the HSW Group corporate structure and the companies under Voluntary Administration. Creditors are advised that HSW International Pty Ltd and Plaza Home Imports International Pty Ltd are not subject to our appointment and Plaza Home Imports Singapore Pty Ltd is currently in liquidation in its legal jurisdiction of Singapore.   
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The table below sets out the relevant details of each company in the Group:  

  
3.3 Incorporation and Registered Office 
A search of the ASIC database disclosed the following incorporation details for the Companies:  

  
3.4 Shareholders, Officers and Security Interests 
3.4.1 Shareholders 
The Companies are limited by shares. The ASIC database records the shareholders as:  

    

Entity Business operations
HSW Corp - Ultimate non-operating holding company of the HSW Group

PHI
- Trading entity 
- Employer entity for retail stores, e-shop and warehouse employees
- Manages the e-shop business
- Australian importer, wholesaler and distributer of inventory to franchisee & company stores
- Holds inventory in warehouse in Frenchs Forest, NSW 

HSW 
- Trading entity
- Australian franchise licencing company
- Employer entity for head office employees
- Owns the Group's IP

Lealdir - Australian store leasing company

Entity Incorporation Date State Registered Office
HSW 12 August 2004 NSW Building B1, 1-3 Rodborough Road, Frenchs Forest NSW 2086
HSW Corp 15 April 2003 NSW Building B1, 1-3 Rodborough Road, Frenchs Forest NSW 2086
Lealdir 31 March 2003 NSW Building B1, 1-3 Rodborough Road, Frenchs Forest NSW 2086
PHI 24 July 1995 NSW Building B1, 1-3 Rodborough Road, Frenchs Forest NSW 2086

Entity Shareholder Class Number %
HSW Corp Dirk Spence Ordinary 105,000         17%
HSW Corp Janet Spence Ordinary 105,000         17%
HSW Corp Spence Pty Ltd Ordinary 137,000         22%
HSW Corp Leh Pty Ltd Ordinary 105,000         17%
HSW Corp Edda Howard Ordinary 105,000         17%
HSW Corp P Donald Investments Pty Ltd Ordinary 61,000           10%
HSW Corp Nicholas Beck Ordinary 12,000           2%
HSW Corp Aljak Pty. Ltd. Redemable Convertible 

Preference Shares 2,000,001      -
HSW HSW Corp Pty Ltd Ordinary 3                   100%
PHI HSW Corp Pty Ltd Ordinary 6                   100%
Lealdir HSW Corp Pty Ltd A Class 210               100%
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3.4.2 Officers 
The ASIC database indicates that during the 12 month period prior to the Administrators’ appointment the Company’s directors and officers were:  

  For the purposes of this report, Mr Dirk Spence, Ms Pauline Donald and Leslie Howard will herein be referred to collectively as the Directors.  
3.4.3 Security Interests – secured creditor 
A search of the Personal Properties and Securities Register (PPSR) has identified that the National Australia Bank Limited (NAB) is the first registered security interest holder having registered various security interests over all present and after acquired property in respect of the HSW Group. There are also guarantees and indemnities in place from each of the Companies within the Group.   NAB’s exposure on 9 December 2016 totalled $5.6m. On appointment, NAB exercised its right to set-off accounts ($530k), however, interest continues to accrue on the Group’s facilities until they are repaid. NAB’s exposure at the date of this report is c.$5.2m summarised as follows:   

 
3.4.4 Other registered security interests  
Additional registered security interests were recorded on the PPSR. We received nine claims of retention of title over stock in the possession of PHI at the time of the Administrators’ appointment. These claims involve trading arrangements in which the creditor may have supplied goods to PHI on terms that title does not pass until the goods have been paid for.  Claims received total $209k. We have reviewed each claim and the outcomes of each are summarised below:  

Entity Name Position Appointed Ceased
HSW Corp Pauline Donald Director 9 October 2012 N/A
HSW Corp Dirk Spence Director 15 April 2003 N/A
HSW Corp Henry Uen Secretary 21 January 2013 N/A
HSW Corp Leslie Howard Director 17 Sept 2012 7 September 2016
HSW Pauline Donald Director 21 Jan 2013 N/A
HSW Dirk Spence Director 10 October 2000 N/A
HSW Henry Uen Secretary 11 Feb 2013 N/A
HSW Leslie Howard Director 11 Sept 2012 7 September 2016
PHI Pauline Donald Director 21 Jan 2013 N/A
PHI Dirk Spence Director 24 Jul 1995 N/A
PHI Henry Uen Secretary 11 Feb 2013 N/A
PHI Janet Spence Secretary 9 August 2000 N/A
PHI Leslie Howard Director 11 Sept 2012 7 September 2016
Lealdir Pauline Donald Director 21 Jan 2013  N/A
Lealdir Dirk Spence Director  31 Mar 2003  N/A
Lealdir Henry Uen Secretary 11 Feb 2013  N/A
Lealdir Leslie Howard Director 11 Sept 2012 7 September 2016

Secured creditor's debt Amount ($'000)
Trade finance facility 4,719                        
Landlord guarantees 903                           

Total - 9 Dec 2016 5,622                      
Less: secured creditor's rights to set-off accounts (530)                         
Add: accrued Group interest since appointment 153                           
Secured creditor's exposure (inc. interest) 5,245                      
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  A schedule of all PPSR registrations over each entity is attached at Appendix H.  
3.5 Winding up Applications 
There were no winding up applications outstanding with respect to each of the Companies as at the date of our appointment.  
  

Status of Claim Claims received Claim Value ($'000)
Ineffective Claims 3 84                                    
Effective Claims 3 113                                  
Unresolved Claims 3 12                                    
Total Retention of Title Claims 9 209                                  
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4. Historical financial performance  
4.1 Financial Statements 
HSW Group has audited financial statements for FY14 and FY15, and draft financial statements for FY16. These consolidated financial statements are inclusive of other related entities, HSW International Pty Ltd, Plaza Home Imports Singapore Pte Ltd and Plaza Home Imports International Pty Ltd, which are not subject to the Voluntary Administrations.   HSW Corp and Lealdir did not trade, therefore, for the purposes of this section, we have utilised the PHI and HSW’s management accounts, rather than the audited accounts.  
4.2 Profit & Loss 
The profit and loss statements for the financial years FY14 to YTD17 (5 months) are summarised as follows:  

  

HSW Group Profit and loss  FY14 FY15 FY16 YTD17 Var. Var.
Management accounts ($'000) (A) (B) (C) A&B B&C

PHI revenue 34,469     38,769     39,711     14,220     4,300     943        
HSW revenue 3,388      3,234      2,872      962         (154)      (363)       

Total income      37,857      42,003      42,583      15,182       4,146           580 
PHI cost of sales (14,837)    (16,732)    (17,580)    (6,266)     (1,895)    (848)       
HSW cost of sales 338         5            3            -          (333)      (2)          

Gross margin      23,357      25,276      25,006         8,916       1,919       (270) 
Less expenses

Rent (5,896)     (6,452)     (6,691)     (2,955)     (556)      (240)       
Salaries expense (10,676)    (12,026)    (12,631)    (4,938)     (1,351)    (605)       
Repairs and maintenance (330)        (321)        (290)        (114)        9           31          
Director's fees (141)        (141)        (59)          (56)          -        82          
Other expenses (4,938)     (4,842)     (5,113)     (1,955)     96         (271)       

Total expenses   (21,981)   (23,782)   (24,784)   (10,018)   (1,801)    (1,003) 
EBITDA 1,376      1,494      221          (1,102)    118        (1,273)   

Depreciation expense (1,141)     (1,181)     (1,192)     (409)        (40)        (11)         
Other non-operating expenses 109         (332)        (2,218)     (228)        (441)      (1,886)    

   Interest expense (492)        (514)        (654)        (256)        (21)        (140)       
   Tax expense 20           118         (573)        -          98         (691)       
Total non-operating expenese     (1,504)     (1,908)     (4,637)        (893)       (404)    (2,729) 

Net profit / (loss) after tax (NPAT)        (128)        (414)     (4,416)     (1,995)       (286)    (4,002) 

HSW Group - performance metrics FY14 FY15 FY16 YTD17
General performance metrics
Gross profit margin 61.7% 60.2% 58.7% 58.7%
Employee costs / revenue 28.2% 28.6% 29.7% 32.5%
Rent / revenue 15.6% 15.4% 15.7% 19.5%
Employee costs & rent / revenue 43.8% 44.0% 45.4% 52.0%
Operating expenses / revenue 58.1% 56.6% 58.2% 66.0%
NPAT margin (0.3%) (1.0%) (10.4%) (13.1%)
Average no. of stores 23 27 28 29
Store performance metrics ($'000) (by store)
Average revenue 953 979 1,023
Average GM 584 592 609
Average rent and employee costs (431) (419) (433)
Average contribution 153 173 176
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PHI revenue comprise of company owned store retail sales, its online E-shop sales and sale of imported stock to franchise stores. HSW revenue comprise of franchise fees and marketing fees from franchisees.    The HSW Group changed its operating model in 2014 by expanding its corporate store network from 16 stores in January 2013 to 23 stores at January 2014, and 27 stores by March 2015, which management advise was due to the attractive opportunities in the leasing market and the difficulty in finding new franchisees. The increase in company stores included “buying back” franchisee stores.   Despite the increase in stores and average contribution per store being steady, the Group’s overall profitability continued to deteriorate leading to a significant loss of $(4.4m) in FY16. This can be attributed by the increase in “other non-operating expenses” from $492k in FY14 to $2.218m in FY16. These costs include Foreign Exchange Gains/Losses; store closure costs; and general non-operating costs (such as professional costs, legal expense and impairments).  The bridge diagram below shows the major elements of the decline in net profit after tax (NPAT) from ($0.1m) in FY14 to ($4.4m) in FY16.   

  We have analysed the Group’s performance over the last three financial years and provide the following commentary: 
4.2.1 Profit and Loss FY14 to FY15 
 The increase in sales of $4.1m (from $37.9m in FY14 to $42.0m in FY15) was partially offset by an increase in the cost of sales (COS) and only resulted in an overall increase in gross profit of $1.9m.    The increase in operating costs of $1.8m appear reasonable due to the net increase of four stores in the Group’s network, and the Group may have even experienced efficiencies noting that operating expenses costs as a percentage of revenue decreased from 58.1% to 56.6%  
 However, these efficiencies were largely offset by the increase in non-operating costs, causing the Group to incur a greater loss of $414k in FY15. These non-operating costs included legal, bank and professional fees ($210k), store closure costs ($90k) and impairments ($66k). 
4.2.2 Profit and Loss FY15 to FY16  
 PHI purchased two large franchise stores during FY16 (Richmond and Mt Gravatt). PHI sales increased by $943k, however this was offset by a decrease in HSW revenue of $363k providing a net increase of Group revenue of only $580k.  However, with PHI gross margin percentage (GM%) falling from 60.2% to 58.7%, the net impact to gross profit was a decrease of $270k.  
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 Both operating ($1.0m) and non-operating costs ($2.7m) spiked during FY16 causing the Group to incur a significant loss of $4.4m.  
 Management advise that the increase in operating costs ($1.0m) was largely attributed to rent and salary costs increasing from the purchase of the two franchise stores.   Other non-operating expenses of $2.2m in FY16 was attributed by the following key factors:   Legal, bank and professional fees (including sale broker) of $600k mainly incurred by management in pursuing the recapitalisation of the business   Closure of the Howards @ Home business ($500k impairment)  Impairment of onerous property leases ($400k)   Impairment of the Group’s investments in four Victorian stores earmarked for closure in FY16 ($400k). 
4.2.3 Profit and Loss YTD17 
 The YTD17 GM% of 58.7% is in line with FY16, we reviewed the gross margin (GM) by business unit, and the graph below shows that average monthly GM by business unit was $1.93m in FY15 and $1.98m in FY16, however, declined to $1.78m in YTD17. Management attributed the decline to the following factors:  

 Discounting of slow moving stock 
 Decline in GM on sales from warehouse to franchise stores from early 2016 
 Volume declines due to the conversion of franchise stores to company owned stores (i.e. selling less stock to franchisees) which has also had an adverse impact on operational revenue (franchisee fees). 

HSW Group – GM by month 
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4.2.4 Store Profitability analysis 
The table below summarises individual store performance in FY16 and YTD17, and are listed by each store’s level of contribution margin. Contribution margin is the amount that the store contributes to the Group’s overheads, and is calculated as store revenue, less stock, wages and rental expenses.   Contribution margin declined from an average of $13k per store per month in FY16 to $4k per month in YTD17. Stores with negative contribution margins are loss making (where its sales cannot cover its rental and wages expenses). On appointment, the Group’s management advised that they had identified Brunswick, Wantirna, Melton and Craigieburn as stores to be closed, however, no formal closure plans were in place on our appointment.   We discuss further in Section 6.1, our ongoing store performance review during the Administration period.   

       

HSW Group store performance ($'000)
Store Sales GM CM Sales GM CM
Richmond 2,452       1,473       666          950          575          183          
Warringah Mall 2,103       1,260       416          652          387          30           
Chadstone 1,489       911          396          388          237          (30)          
Cheltenham 1,427       861          332          500          303          81           
Jindalee 1,289       770          266          468          277          58           
Bundall 1,162       689          265          541          320          126          
Penrith 1,185       713          263          423          248          67           
Springvale 956          575          261          351          211          73           
Northbridge 1,140       686          219          407          245          47           
Townsville 1,030       609          198          358          206          49           
Maribyrnong 1,406       842          194          499          301          42           
Robina* 1,059       632          163           -              -              -             
Hornsby 1,071       640          154          326          191          13           
Springwood 918          551          137          297          171          (1)            
Rockhampton 754          454          119          238          133          (9)            
Mt.Gravatt 1,089       644          115          441          260          (32)          
Mornington 835          499          114          325          188          25           
Bendigo 604          361          113          202          113          30           
Norwood 719          423          110          281          164          41           
Gepps Cross* 1,036       547          107           -              -              -             
Campbelltown 777          459          81           260          151          (19)          
Erina Fair 845          509          80           298          177          (6)            
Mackay 541          318          72           299          102          (1)            
Mt Barker 561          331          60           211          118          13           
Shellharbour 632          374          25           243          138          (9)            
Doncaster -          -          -          551          333          9             
Carindale -          -          -          323          196          (4)            
Brunswick 660          395          (4)            197          117          (43)          
Wantirna 695          413          (16)          231          136          (44)          
Melton 339          203          (19)          94           40           (31)          
Bathurst* 58           31           (27)           -              -              -             
Craigieburn 210          113          (41)          69           23           (42)          
Total 29,041   17,287   4,818     10,421   6,064     618        
Average per store per month 81           48           13           72           42           4             
* Robina, Gepps Cross and Bathurst stores closed by management in FY16
** Doncaster and Carindale stores were purchased in FY17

FY16 YTD 17
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4.3 Balance Sheet 
The balance sheets as at year end for FY14 to FY16 and YTD17 are summarised as follows:  

  The Group’s net assets deteriorated by $7m from FY14 to YTD17 representing losses incurred during the period. Further, the Group had a deficiency in assets over liabilities in the year ending 30 June 2016. The following commentary is provided regarding the Group’s major balance sheet movements during that period:  1. The large increase in other current assets relates to forward foreign exchange contracts receivable of $2.5m. This should have been netted off against a corresponding $2.5m liability for forward foreign exchange contract payable included in other current liabilities in YTD17. This off-set had occurred in the number represented for FY14 to FY16.   2. Fixtures and fitting is net of accumulated depreciation. The declining value demonstrates the ageing of the store fitout of the company owned stores.  
3. Trade creditors increased significantly over the period, with a peak of $6.2m at November 2017. The deterioration of the ageing of trade creditors and commentary regarding creditors being paid outside of payment terms is provided in section 8.8.5 in our investigations below.  
4. Current loans and borrowings comprised of the NAB trade finance facility, shareholder loans and lease finance. While the NAB trade finance facility reduced over the period, shareholder loans increased $1.3m over the period, as evidenced in the table below:  

 

HSW Group management accounts FY14 FY15 FY16 YTD17 Var
Balance sheet ($'000) A B A & B

Cash and cash equivalents               541               573               999            1,269          728 
Inventory            7,683            8,606            7,748            7,549        (133) 
Debtors and prepayments            1,993            2,440            1,444            1,585        (408) 
Other current assets               908               817               130            2,700       1,792 1

Total current assets            11,125            12,436            10,320            13,103        1,979 
Property, plant and equipment               143               182               289               255          112 
Fixtures and fittings            3,184            3,150            2,357            2,430        (753) 2
Intangibles               755               887            1,434            1,417          661 
Other non-current assets               160               116               119                 66         (94) 

Total non-current assets              4,242              4,336              4,198              4,168          (74) 
Total assets            15,367            16,772            14,518            17,271        1,904 

Trade creditors          (4,158)          (4,714)          (5,268)          (6,230)     (2,072) 3
Current loans and borrowings          (5,439)          (6,207)          (5,691)          (6,206)        (767) 4
Intercompany loans               261             (275)             (267)             (400)        (661) 5
Redeemable convertible preference shares                 -                   -            (2,000)          (2,000)     (2,000) 6
Statutory liabilities             (507)             (717)             (563)          (1,224)        (717) 7
Employee entitlements             (937)          (1,027)          (1,147)             (961)         (24) 
Other current liabilities          (1,661)          (1,390)          (1,354)          (3,995)     (2,334) 1

Total current liabilities        (12,441)        (14,330)        (16,290)        (21,016)     (8,575) 
Non-current loans and borrowings              (88)              (70)              (60)              (60)            28 
Other non-current liabilities             (287)             (383)             (595)             (615)        (329) 

Total non-current liabilities              (375)              (453)              (655)              (675)        (301) 
Total liabilities        (12,816)        (14,783)        (16,944)        (21,692)     (8,876) 
Net assets / (deficiency)              2,551              1,990          (2,426)          (4,421)     (6,972) 
General performance metrics
Current ratio 0.89 0.87 0.63 0.62
Quick asset ratio 0.28 0.27 0.16 0.26
Inventory turnover 2.09 1.97 1.98 N/A
Days sales in inventory 175 185 184 N/A
Days COS in creditors 105 103 109 N/A

Note

HSW Group - current loans and borrowings($'000) FY14 FY15 FY16 YTD17
HSW - lease finance               419                 88                 12                 -   
HSW - shareholder loans                 -                   60               110               130 
PHI - lease finance                 -                   36                 41                 27 
PHI - shareholder loans              (56)               285               513            1,153 
PHI - NAB trade finance facility            5,077            5,738            5,015            4,897 
Total              5,439              6,207              5,691              6,206 
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 5. Intercompany loans relate to transactions between the entities of the HSW Group and other related entities (Howards Storage World International Pty Ltd, Plaza Home-Imports International Pty Ltd and Plaza Home Imports Singapore Pte Ltd).  6. HSW Corp borrowed $2.0m from Aljak Pty Ltd in the form a Redeemable Convertible Preference Share (RCPS) in FY16 to fund the purchase of the Richmond store from the former franchisee as well as $500k used to repay the NAB debt. This was a 12 month short-term loan which incorporated an RCPS option in HSW Corp with a repayment date due 17 November 2016. As at the date of our appointment, this debt remain outstanding. Further detail surrounding this RCPS transaction is provided in section 5.10.1.  
7. Other current liabilities comprised of deferred lease incentives, provisions, marketing funds and forward contracts payable. The main increase in this area was forward contracts payable, ordinarily netted off at year end in the management accounts (as was the case in FY14 to FY16). The corresponding forward contracts receivable is discussed above.  
4.4 Working Capital Deficiency 
Working capital is a financial measure which represents operating liquidity available to a company, measuring the Group’s ability to pay its short term debts. Net working capital is calculated as current assets minus current liabilities. Detailed below is a comparison of the net working capital of the Group between FY14 and YTD17.  Working capital can be converted to a ratio, the “current ratio”. The higher value of the ratio, the greater the ability of the Group to meet its short-term obligations.   

  We provide the following comments in respect to the Group’s working capital deficiency:   The Group experienced issues with negative working capital and current ratios below 1 from at least FY14, which is an indicator of the Group’s insolvency    The Group’s working capital deficiency deteriorated significantly between FY15 and FY16 (down $4.1m) primarily due to declining sales and major increase in non-operating expenses, including impairments and supporting the loss-making Singapore stores as discussed in section 4.2.2 above  
 By November 2016, the HSW Group’s deficiency in its net working capital position had grown to $7.9m.  Further details of the HSW Group’s indicators of insolvency, including our detailed analysis of the liquidity ratios of both trading entities (PHI and HSW) is provided at section 8.8.3 of our Investigations section.   

HSW Group 
Working capital ($'000)
Total current assets           11,125           12,436           10,320           13,103 
Total current liabilities           12,441           14,330           16,290           21,016 
Net working capital          (1,316)          (1,893)          (5,970)          (7,913) 
Current ratio                  0.9                  0.9                  0.6                  0.6 

FY14 FY15 FY16 YTD17
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4.5 Related Entities 
Our investigations have revealed related party transactions which we detail further below.  
4.5.1 Intercompany Loans within the Group  
The chart below sets out the flow of funds between the Companies:  

  We make the following comments in relation to our understanding of the nature of these intercompany loans:   The operating nature of the Group saw PHI paying the debts of the other entities in the Group   PHI was not repaid for these debts, but rather an intercompany loan was created to capture the movement of funds. The amounts owed to PHI by the respective company is included in the above diagram   The debts paid for by PHI were for the vast majority the operating costs of HSW, including wages. 
4.5.2 Shareholder Loans 
The Group’s shareholders are outlined in section 3.4.1 above and we summarise the loans provided by shareholders to the Group below:  

  We make the following comments in relation to the above shareholder loan accounts:   Janet Spence and Broken Glass Investments Pty Ltd have provided us with loan agreements dated 23 October 2016. These loan agreements indicate a guarantee was provided by the other Group entities for repayment of the above two loans.    Nicholas Beck has lodged a proof of debt against PHI in the amount of $76.9k (being $75k loan and unpaid interest of $1.9k). The Directors’ Report as to Affairs (RATA) for the Group list this loan in the creditors listing for each entity in the Group, implying a guarantee similar to that of Janet Spence and Broken Glass Investments Pty Ltd. However, in the absence of documentation regarding the same, we have assumed the loan is not guaranteed by the other entities in the Group.  
 We have not received a proof of debt from Les Howard regarding this shareholder loan as at the date of this report.   

Shareholder Recipient Sart date End date Subject to 
guarantee

Loan balance 
($'000)

Janet Spence HSW Corp 30-Jun-14 26-Sep-16 Yes 955                
Broken Glass Investments Pty Ltd 
(50% owned by Pauline Donald) HSW Corp 13-Oct-14 24-Mar-16 Yes 224                
Les Howard PHI 14-Oct-14 14-Oct-14 Unknown 51                  
Nicholas Beck PHI 13-Oct-14 12-Jun-15 Unknown 77                  
Total              1,307 
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4.5.3 Other Shareholder Claims 
A review of the Group’s books and records and claims submitted by shareholders in the Administration disclose the following potential claims in relation to employee entitlements and director’s fees:  

  (1) The Group’s books and records disclose that Dirk Spence director's fees outstanding prior to FY17 were “paid” by adjusting Janet Spence's loan account  
(2) Les Howard has submitted a claim for leave and superannuation entitlements calculated as a percentage of director’s fees paid to him during 1995 to 2016. We understand that Les Howard was a contractor (as he issued tax invoices to HSW Corp) and therefore will need to investigate the validity of any leave and superannuation claim. However, we note that we have not received a claim for any outstanding director’s fees.  
  

Excluded employee 
claims ($'000)

Leave 
entitlements Superannuation PILN & 

redundancy Directors' fees Total 
Dirk Spence (1) 90                   8                          652                 25                   775                 
Pauline Donald 51                   6                          169                 58                   283                 
Janet Spence 2                    1                          5                    9                    18                   
Les Howard (2) 127                 114                      -                  155                 396                 
Total                      270                            130                      826                      247                  1,473 
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5. Directors’ Report as to Affairs (RATA) 
5.1 Summary 
Under section 438B of the Act, directors are required to provide a RATA for a company under administration as at the date of the appointment within five business days of receipt of the request from the Administrators or such longer period as the Administrators allow.   The Directors requested an extension of time for the submission of the RATA under to section 438B(2) of the Act days to 16 January 2017. We granted this request for an extension.  The Directors submitted their RATA on 16 January 2017.   The RATA, together with the respective accompanying schedules may be inspected by contacting Andrew Whittingham of Deloitte on (02) 8260 4390 or at hsw@deloitte.com.au.  The RATA represents the Directors’ view of the Companies’ asset and liability position, as at the date of our appointment, on both a book value (BV) and estimated realisable value (ERV) basis.   The RATAs for each entity as submitted by the Directors have been summarised below.   

   We comment on Directors’ RATAs as follows:  
5.2 Sundry Debtors  
5.2.1 PHI 
PHI’s receivables relate to stock sold to HSW franchisee stores on 30 days end of month terms. PHI’s records disclose that as at the date of our appointment, it had receivables totalling $1.56m with the following ageing:  

  
To date, the Administrators have recovered $1.3m PHI receivables and estimate a further $50k to be recovered.   

Directors' RATA
$'000 Ref. BV ERV BV ERV BV ERV BV ERV BV ERV
Assets

Sundry debtors 5.2           -             -         1,563       1,563           60           60         391           -         2,013       1,622 
Cash at bank 5.3           -             -           473         473         289         289           -             -           761         761 
Stock 5.4           -             -         6,171       4,443           -             -             -             -         6,171       4,443 
Plant & equipment 5.5           -             -         3,332         339           -             -             -             -         3,332         339 
Other assets 5.6       1,017         100           -             -           290         750           -             -         1,307         850 

Subtotal      1,017         100    11,538      6,817         638      1,098         391           -      13,585      8,016 
Assets subject to security 5.7           -             -           134           34           -             -           230           23         364           57 
Less: amounts owing           -             -           (99)         (99)           -             -         (120)       (120)       (219)       (219) 
Subtotal (Net)      1,017         100    11,574      6,752         638      1,098         501        (97)    13,730      7,854 
Liabilities

Employee entitlements 5.8           -             -      (1,129)    (1,129)    (2,032)    (2,032)           -             -      (3,162)    (3,162) 
Subtotal      1,017         100    10,444      5,623   (1,394)      (934)         501        (97)    10,568      4,692 

Secured creditors 5.9    (5,667)    (5,667)    (5,667)    (5,667)    (5,667)    (5,667)    (5,667)    (5,667)    (5,667)    (5,667) 
Subtotal   (4,650)   (5,567)      4,778        (44)   (7,060)   (6,600)   (5,166)   (5,764)      4,902      (974) 

Unsecured creditors 5.10    (3,228)    (3,228)    (5,656)    (5,656)    (3,094)    (3,094)  (30,618)  (30,618)  (42,595)  (42,595) 
Surplus/(Shortfall)   (7,877)   (8,794)      (879)   (5,700) (10,154)   (9,694) (35,783) (36,381) (37,694) (43,570) 

HSW Corp PHI HSW Lealdir HSW Group 

PHI - Aged receivables as at 9 Dec 2016 Amount ($'000) % of total debtors
Current                         1,064 68.0%30 days                            381 24.0%
60 days                            110 7.0%
90+ days                               9 1.0%
Total                             1,563 100.0%
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5.2.2 HSW 
HSW’s receivables relate to monthly franchise and advertising fees outstanding from franchisees. The Directors’ RATA disclosed receivables totalling $60k with the following ageing:   

  
We obtained a HSW aged debtors report on appointment, which shows much higher ageing:    

  To date, we have recovered $80k and estimate a potential further $2.4k to be recovered. The balance has been determined to be uncollectable due to dispute with the franchisee.  
5.2.3 Lealdir 
The Lealdir debtor of $391k relates to a loan account with PHI. The Directors’ ERV of this is nil on the basis of PHI’s insolvency. We concur that this asset will not be recoverable.  Our enquiries did not disclose any debtors owing to HSW Corp. 
5.3 Cash at Bank 
5.3.1 PHI 
The Directors disclose cash at bank on appointment (BV and ERV) to be $473k. It appears that they have excluded the balance in the PHI Commonwealth Bank of Australia Limited (CBA) account. Our enquiries disclose that PHI cash balances on appointment was $485k, comprised as follows:-  

  NAB exercised its right to set-off credit funds held in its bank accounts against its outstanding liabilities. Therefore on appointment, NAB swept $472.5k held in its accounts and applied these funds against its $5.6m exposure.  Therefore, the administrators were only able to realise $12k on appointment from the PHI’s CBA account. 
5.3.2 HSW 
The directors disclose cash at bank on appointment (BV and ERV) to be $289k and our enquiries disclose the following HSW accounts on appointment.   

 

HSW - Aged receivables as at 9 Dec 2016 Amount ($'000) % of total debtors
Current                             36 60.0%
30 days                               4 6.0%60 days                               1 2.0%
90+ days                             19 32.0%
Total                                   60 100.0%

HSW Debtors - books and records Amount ($'000) % of total debtorsCurrent                             90 76.4%
30 days                               8 6.5%60 days                               1 0.8%
90+ days                             19 16.4%
Total                                 118 100.0%

PHI - cash at bank Amount ($)
Business cheque account 391,998                    
Business cheque account 78,733                      
Foreign currency account (USD) 782                           
Foreign currency account (EUR) 999                           
Total NAB accounts                    472,512 
Business cheque account (CBA) 12,079                      
Total PHI bank accounts                    484,591 

HSW - cash at bank Amount ($)
Business cheque account 57,969                      
Business cheque account - Bear Cottage account 74,653                      
Business cheque account - Marketing fund 156,082                    
Total HSW accounts                    288,704 
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 As mentioned above, NAB exercised its right to set-off credit funds held in HSW trading account, and swept $57.9k to offset its debt. The main trading account receives franchise fees and the account has been maintained in the Administration to avoid disruption to franchise fee payments being received.  HSW’s Bear Cottage account was used to deposit donations received for this charity. We have forwarded the funds in this account (pre-appointment and any funds raised during VA) to Bear Cottage.   HSW’s marketing account receives the advertising levies required under the terms of the franchise agreements, in addition to other marketing contributions and rebates from suppliers of PHI and company owned stores. Funds in this account have been forwarded to the Purchaser less advertising and marketing expenses incurred.   We note that HSW Corp and Lealdir did not have any bank accounts.  
5.4 Stock on Hand  
5.4.1 PHI 
The RATA balance for stock on hand indicates that the BV of the stock at the date of appointment was $6.2m. The ERV of the stock was shown as $4.4m. On appointment, we conducted an assessment of the stock on hand which is consistent with the directors’ RATA BV.  Upon conducting the relevant searches, some stock is subject to ROT security claims via security interests registered on the PPSR. Parties with security interests in the PHI stock have been contacted to identify the nature and value of their security. A summary of these claims is provided in section 3.4.4 above.    Our enquiries did not disclose any stock owned by HSW Corp, HSW or Lealdir. 
5.5 Plant & Equipment 
5.5.1 PHI 
The HSW Group’s plant and equipment is owned by PHI and is mainly comprised of software licences, motor vehicles, office and warehouse equipment and fixtures and fittings (including store fitouts).   The Directors’ RATA disclose plant & equipment on appointment had BV of $3.3m and ERV of $339k. It appears that the directors’ have applied various discounts to the plant and equipment to arrive to their ERV of $339k, which appear reasonable.  On appointment we obtained a copy of the fixed assets register from the books and records, which agrees to the BV disclosed in the Directors’ RATA. We also instructed an independent valuer to conduct an assessment of the warehouse equipment, office equipment, and fixtures and fittings. An assessment was also undertaken by our valuer of selected stores to determine the nature and value of store fitouts.   Our enquiries did not disclose any plant and equipment owned by HSW Corp, HSW or Lealdir. 
5.6 Other Assets 
5.6.1 HSW Corp 
The Directors’ HSW Corp RATA disclose other assets with a BV of $1m and a realisable value of $100k as at the appointment date. The schedule to the RATA disclose these assets to be shares in related HSW Group entities. We do not believe that these shares have any realisable value. 
5.6.2 HSW 
The Directors’ HSW RATA indicates other assets with a BV of $290k and an ERV of $750k as at the appointment date. The schedule to the RATA disclose these assets to be trademarks.  
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5.7 Assets Subject to Specific Charges 
5.7.1 PHI  
The Directors’ PHI RATA discloses assets subject to specific charges with a BV of $134k and an ERV of $34k. Also shown is the amount owing under the charge in the sum of $99k. Assets subject to specific charge relate to leased office equipment and two motor vehicles.   On appointment we contacted all lessors and we continued the rental of these assets during the Administration. We also obtained from lessors their payout figures which match the Directors’ RATA. Since the sale of the Group’s business, we have disclaimed all leases and rental agreements and provided the lessors with the Purchaser’s contact details.  
5.7.2 Lealdir 
The Directors’ Lealdir RATA discloses assets subject to specific charges with a BV of $230k and ERV of $23k. The schedule to the RATA disclose these assets to be the Shellharbour store fitout, with a corresponding amount owing under the security interest in amount of $120k to Stockland. This security interest is registered on the PPSR and any amounts outstanding to Stockland are an unsecured claim against Lealdir.  
5.8 Employee Entitlements  
5.8.1 PHI 
The Directors PHI RATA disclose employee entitlements totalling $1.1m. Their schedule appears incomplete as it includes balances for payment in lieu of notice, redundancy, long service leave, and outstanding incentives, however, excludes balances owing for annual leave and superannuation.   Our review and analysis of the PHI employee claims are provided below. As a going concern, we note that $519k was owing to PHI employees on appointment. However, if we ceased trading and terminated all employees on appointment, total employee claims is estimated to be $1.18m.  

   We have calculated terminated employee claims in PHI to be $373k. The reduction is as a result of the sale of business and the transfer of 153 employees to the Purchaser, “saving” PHI c.$807k of employee claims. 
5.8.2 HSW 
The Director’s HSW RATA disclose employee entitlements totalling $2m. Their schedule appears incomplete as it includes balances for payment in lieu of notice, redundancy, long service leave, and outstanding incentives, however, excludes balances owing for annual leave and superannuation.   Our review and analysis of the HSW employee claims are provided below, and includes excluded Director employee entitlements in full (totalling $1.117m). As a going concern, we note that $756k was owing to HSW employees on appointment. However, if we ceased trading and terminated all employees on appointment, total employee claims would have been $1.48m. 

PHI
($'000) Terminated Transferred
Calculated as at 9 Dec 2016

Annual Leave 60                   169                  229                        
Annual leave Loading 2                     -                  2                           
Long Service Leave 54                   72                   127                        
Bonus 14                   8                     22                          
Superannuation 50                   90                   139                        

Subtotal 181                338                519                       
Termination -                  -                  -                        

PILN 37                   135                  172                        
Super on PILN 4                     14                   17                          
Redundancy 152                  320                  471                        

Subtotal 192                468                661                       
Total employee entitlements 373                807                1,180                    
Less excluded employees claims -                 -                 -                       
Total priority employee claims 373                807                1,180                    

 Total PHI
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  We have calculated terminated employee claims in HSW to be c.$907k. The reduction is as a result of the sale of business and the transfer of 16 employees to the Purchaser, “saving” HSW c.$574k of employee claims.   We note that HSW Corp and Lealdir do not have any employees. 
5.9 Secured Creditor  
5.9.1 NAB 
NAB is the first registered security interest holder having registered various security interests over all present and after acquired property in respect of the HSW Group’s assets.   NAB’s exposure on 9 December 2016 totalled $5.6m. On appointment, NAB exercised its right to set-off accounts ($530k), however, interest continues to accrue on the Group’s facilities until they are repaid. NAB’s exposure at the date of this report is c.$5.2m summarised as follows:   

 
5.10 Unsecured Creditors  
The Directors have estimated unsecured creditor claims to total $42.6m. Details of each company’s unsecured claims, as disclosed by the Directors are provided below.   

 
5.10.1 HSW Corp 
The Directors’ HSW Corp RATA disclose unsecured creditor claims totalling $3.2m, summarised as follows: 

HSW 
($'000) Terminated Transferred
Calculated as at 9 Dec 2016

Annual Leave 186                  113                  299                        
Annual leave Loading -                  -                  -                        
Long Service Leave 230                  78                   309                        
Bonus 17                   30                   47                          
Superannuation 67                   35                   102                        

Subtotal 500                256                756                       
Termination -                  -                  -                        

PILN 957                  103                  1,061                     
Super on PILN 96                   10                   106                        
Redundancy 472                  204                  676                        

Subtotal 1,525             318                1,843                    
Total employee entitlements 2,025             574                2,599                    
Less excluded employees claims (1,117)              -                  (1,117)                    
Total priority employee claims 907                574                1,481                    

HSW  Total 

Secured creditor's debt Amount ($'000)
Trade finance facility 4,719                        
Landlord guarantees 903                           

Total - 9 Dec 2016 5,622                      
Less: secured creditor's rights to set-off accounts (530)                         
Add: accrued Group interest since appointment 153                           
Secured creditor's exposure (inc. interest) 5,245                      

('$000) HSW Corp PHI HSW Lealdir HSW Group 
Unsecured claim 3,228               5,656               3,094               30,618             42,595             
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The related party creditor claims totalling $1.2m are shareholder loans made to HSW Corp and 
guaranteed by the Group companies. These claims are discussed further in section 4.5.  
 The Aljak Pty Ltd RCPS debt relates to a transaction entered into by the Group in August 2015. We understand the terms of the transaction as follows:   The Group exercised its right under the franchising agreement to purchase a previously franchised store located in Richmond, VIC.    The franchisee agreed to sell the store and provide $0.5m cash in return for a RCPS to the value of $2.0m. The RCPS was effectively a short term loan with interest payable   The Group used $0.5m of the $2.0m funds to pay down NAB facilities.    The RCPS was set to expire in November 2016, with the debt payable at that time. The debt was not paid and remains outstanding.    Accordingly, the RCPS is an unsecured creditor claim against HSW Corp.  
5.10.2 PHI 
The Directors’ PHI RATA disclose unsecured creditor claims totalling $5.7m, summarised as follows:  

  
The Directors schedule of unsecured creditors appears only to include trade creditors and no amounts owing to statutory creditors, e.g. the ATO.   Our estimate of PHI unsecured creditor claims total $7.2m, based on a review of the company’s records and creditor claims received to date (including trade creditors, statutory creditors and related party creditors).  The related party creditor claims totalling $1.2m are shareholder loans made to HSW Corp and guaranteed by the Group companies. These claims are discussed further in section 4.5.  
5.10.3 HSW 
The Directors’ HSW RATA disclose unsecured creditor claims totalling $3.1m, summarised as follows:   

  
The Directors schedule of unsecured creditors appears only to include trade creditors and no amounts owing to statutory creditors, e.g. the ATO.   

HSW Corp - Creditors ($'000) RATA amount claimed by creditor RATA amount admitted as owing 
Janet Spence 933                          933                           
Broken Glass Investments Pty Ltd 220                          220                           
Nicholas Beck 75                            75                             

Related party claims 1,228                           1,228                            
Aljak Pty Ltd - RCPS loan 2,000                        2,000                        
Total                             3,228                              3,228 

PHI - Creditors ($'000) RATA amount claimed by creditor RATA amount admitted as owing 
Ordinary unsecured creditors 4,428                  4,428                        Related party creditors 1,228                  1,228                        
Total                             5,656                              5,656 

HSW - Creditors ($'000) RATA amount claimed 
by creditor

RATA amount 
admitted as owing 

Ordinary unsecured creditors 361                          361                           Directors' remuneration 1,505                        1,505                        
Related party creditors 1,228                        1,228                        
Total                             3,094                              3,094 
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Our estimate of HSW unsecured creditor claims total $2.8m, based on a review of the company’s records and creditor claims received to date (including trade creditors,  statutory creditors and related party creditors).  
The related party creditor claims totalling $1.2m are shareholder loans made to HSW Corp and guaranteed by the Group companies. These claims are discussed further in section 4.5.  
5.10.4 Lealdir 
The Directors’ Lealdir RATA disclose unsecured creditor claims totalling $30.6m, summarised as follows:  

  The Directors have estimated landlord claims to include amounts owing on each lease until the end of the lease term, plus estimated make good costs for each premises, less the value of the bank guarantee held by the landlord. This estimate include property lease agreements in the name of Lealdir for both Group owned and franchised stores.   We note that the landlord claims will need to be increased by any unpaid rent at the date of our appointment, however, reduced by the 18 property leases that will be assigned and/or transferred to the Purchaser as a result of the sale of HSW Group’s business. Furthermore, the claims of landlords will be mitigated when new tenants are found for those properties. Therefore the total unsecured creditor claims for Lealdir are currently uncertain.    The related party creditor claims totalling $1.2m are shareholder loans made to HSW Corp and guaranteed by the Group companies. These claims are discussed further in section 4.5.  
5.11 Explanations for difficulties 
5.11.1 Directors’ explanation 
At the first meeting of creditors held on 20 December 2016, Mr Spence read out a statement which included the following reasons for the financial difficulties of the Group:  1. Singapore Operations: “Our operations in Singapore were profitable, until the deterioration of the Singapore economy early 2015. In mid-June 2015 the Singapore economy started to deteriorate with significant layoffs from the collapse in oil prices, which also saw massive falls in property values and the closure of a large number of retail stores, not just Howards. In early 2016 after the operation started to show losses, we made a decision to close our five stores and warehouse operation. The total cash losses from operations were $1.8M before the write off of our original capital investment.”  2. Sale of Business: “In 2015 as Singapore was beginning to decline we retained an investment adviser, Cycam, to assist in raising capital either through an investment partner, or through a sale of the business. On the recommendation of our adviser we made a number of changes to our business:   We closed Howards @ Home Direct, a storage home party sales programme. The test programme was hugely successful, however the Board determined that the financial commitment in terms of new systems and processes to manage sales and delivery was too significant an investment. The initial test programme however cost the business $0.5M.   On the advice of our adviser, in order to be able to present the possibility of a corporatized model to potential investors, we entered into conditional purchase agreements with our franchisees, to convert franchise stores to corporate stores at an estimated cost of $17.0M.   While we then negotiated terms with potential investors, inventory sales to our franchisees dramatically declined and marketing investment reduced as franchisees focused on exiting the business.  When talks stalled with investors and franchisee sales were cancelled, the impact on our business was $1.4M.” 

Lealdir - Creditors ($'000) RATA amount claimed by creditor RATA amount admitted as owing 
Landlord claims 29,390                      29,390                 Related party creditors 1,228                  1,228                  
Total                       30,618                        30,618 
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 3. Reduction in Working Capital Facilities: “The affect this had on the Australian business and with losses from Singapore growing, our bank as a secured lender, required us to reduce our finance facilities. To assist the banks requests and the business through this difficult cash flow time, there were requests for shareholder loans. Pauline Donald, Nicholas Beck, my wife Janet and I, loaned a further 1.0M to the business in the last 12 months. We attempted to negotiate a further extension with the bank to sell franchises to reduce debt and find additional short term funding.  These attempts failed and our facilities expired on 8 December when we appointed the Administrator” 
5.11.2 Administrator’s opinion 
Whilst we agree that the above were contributing factors to the Group’s poor performance, fundamentally, the business suffered from a shortage of working capital for a significant period of time. From our initial investigations into the Group’s business we have identified the following additional factors which contributed to the failure of the Group:   Challenging retail industry: The retail industry has been suffering a decline for a number of years causing retailers to face tough challenges in staying competitive in a price sensitive market and the need to be innovative in a growing digital environment where foot traffic into shopping centres is declining.   Business model: The Group’s business had a high fixed cost base, which does not flex with declining store performance. The Group was unable to close loss-making stores in an efficient and timely manner to mitigate negative working capital.   
 Increase in rental expense: inability to mitigate annual rental increases, whilst store gross margin and profitability declined.    
 Working capital constraints: PHI’s funding of the heavy losses in the Singapore investment reduced working capital in the Australian operations and restricted the ability to source some international stock for PHI’s wholesale business to franchisees.   
 Poor internal processes: Company owned stores were able to purchase local supplier inventory direct, with minimal controls regarding quantity and gross margin impact. The lack of purchasing controls and supplier payment processes saw many supplier credits unclaimed, which deteriorated store gross margins.   
 Poor inventory selection and management: PHI was not active in reviewing the ageing of its inventory and clearing obsolete stock to improve working capital when required. The inventory selection also required rationalisation at a brand and SKU level, to assist with meeting customer demands and maintaining its reputation as a niche, quality and specialist storage solution homewares provider.    Leadership strategy not aligned to Group’s interests: Recapitalisation strategies, including “corporatisation strategy” (see section 7.1) saw management’s attention distracted from focusing on the Group’s core business operations. It appears that the Directors’ valuation of the Group’s business was unrealistic and therefore they were unable to achieve a sale. Management did not take quick and decisive action to rectify the decline in performance and rebalance the capital structure.  
6. The Administrators’ Strategy  
On appointment, we concluded that the optimal strategy would be to continue to trade the business whilst undertaking a sale of business program.   This strategy was undertaken to maximise the prospects of the Group, or as much as possible of its business, continuing in existence, (via a DOCA or sale of the company’s business) or, if that was not possible, to achieve better returns to creditors (including employees) then what would be achieved by an immediate liquidation. We considered a going concern sale of the business was in all creditors’ best interest as this would:  
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 Maximise proceeds from the sale of the Group’s assets, including its brand and intellectual property, which may have not been realised under an immediate close down scenario. Similarly, inventory realisations are generally greater under a going concern scenario, rather than a wind down clearance sale. 
 Provide time to complete a store rationalisation program and head office restructure to prepare the Group’s business for sale and improve overall business operations for an incoming purchaser. 
 Allow realisation of aged inventory during the peak retail period over Christmas and January to improve PHI’s inventory profile. 
 Minimise creditors’ claims: 

 Employee claims - reducing redundancy costs by seeking to secure ongoing employment for as many employees as possible 
 Secured creditors – by seeking a going concern sale of the business in order to minimise calls on landlord guarantees and to effect the assignment of leased equipment to a purchaser 
 Landlord claims - by seeking to maximise the number of leases assigned to a purchaser thereby reducing landlord claims for breach of lease such as make-good, re-letting costs and lost of rent.   

 Improve position for trade and unsecured creditors for future trade relationship if the business continued to operate. 
 Preserve asset value and brand for franchisees. 
6.1 Administrators’ store rationalisation program  
On appointment, the Group operated 28 retail stores. We commenced an immediate assessment of the Group’s operations including performance at the individual store level. We note that management had already identified four unprofitable stores for closure due to their negative contribution margins, i.e. the store revenue were unable to cover its own rent and wages expense, let alone contribute to overhead expenses.   We continued to track the weekly performance of all 28 stores during our appointment, particularly during the peak retail period, and identified a further eight underperforming stores whose contribution margin was insufficient to effectively contribute to the Group’s overhead expenses.   We utilised the peak Christmas season to clear aged stock through the 28 store network, and during this time, obtained feedback from interested parties as to likely stores they would be including in their offer to purchase.   By mid-January 2017, we commenced a store rationalisation program of 12 identified unprofitable stores, which we also note were not included in any offers received from interested parties during the sale of business process. However, at the conclusion of the sale, the ultimate Purchaser requested to retain Springwood and therefore we did not close this store.  
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6.2 Administrators’ receipts and payments 
A summary of the receipts and payments made by the Administrators in PHI, HSW and Lealdir during the period 9 December 2016 to 12 April 2017 is attached at Appendix I.   
6.3 Administrators’ actions to date 
Immediate operational and statutory actions were completed, including an initial assessment of the financial viability of the business to prepare a strategy that would maximise proceeds from the Group’s assets. A detailed outline of tasks performed over the course of the administration is provided with our Remuneration Report at Appendix D, however a summary of these actions are as follows: 
6.3.1 Taking control of the business and assets of the Companies 

 Attend the Group’s head office and to take immediate control of the Group’s business and operations and securing the Group’s books and records 
 Held discussions with the Directors and Management regarding the Group’s day-to-day operations, historical financial performance and implement trading processes for the administration period. It is noted that we made the decision to release the Directors from their roles the same day of our appointment. We considered this to be appropriate given the Directors would be participating in the sale of business process 
 Contact with each franchisee to notify them of our appointment and provide updates regarding the Administration 
 Developed a trade-on strategy which included preparing a cash flow forecast to allow the Group to continue operations as a going concern during the Group’s sale program. 

6.3.2 Compliance and administrative procedures 
 Attending to statutory duties including informing ASIC, the Australian Taxation Office (ATO); other various statutory authorities of our appointment  
 Advertised both the Administrators’ appointment and the concurrent first meetings of creditors on the ASIC Insolvency Notices website 
 Notifying creditors, suppliers, employees and key stakeholders of our appointment 
 Issuing requests to the Directors to complete a RATA, Director’s Questionnaire and deliver the books and records of the Group to the Administrators 
 Convened and held the first meeting of creditors 
 Lodged minutes of the first meeting of creditors 

FY16
CM

FY17 (26 weeks)
CM Closure date

Phase 1
1   Wantirna (16)                             (63)                             6 Feb 2017
2   Brunswick (4)                               (61)                             6 Feb 2017
3   Melton (19)                             (51)                             6 Feb 2017
4   Craigieburn (41)                             (56)                             6 Feb 2017

Phase 2
5   Erina Fair 80                              (12)                             10 Feb 2017
6   Rockhampton 119                            (19)                             13 Feb 2017
7   Shellharbour 25                              (13)                             13 Feb 2017
8   Mt Barker 60                              4                                13 Feb 2017

 NA )Springwood* 137                            ( 16 )                            Cancelled*
Phase 3 **

9   Bendigo 113                            19                              27 Feb 2017
10 Norwood 110                            31                              27 Feb 2017
11 Campbelltown 81                              (27)                             13 Mar 2017

* The Purchaser requested to retain Springwood store on 13 February 2017
** Phase 3 stores were not part of the sale providing the Administrators trade these stores to sell remining stock

Store
($'000)
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 Prepare and lodged a report to ASIC pursuant to section 438D of the Act in relation to potential offences committed by past or present officers of the Companies 
 Prepared this report to creditors pursuant to section 439A of the Act. 

6.3.3 Maintaining operations of the businesses  
 Operational review of the performance of the business and identification of cost reduction strategies available to the Administrators  
 Reviewed and analysed stock on hand including product mix, pricing, ageing and sell through rates  
 Implemented sales campaigns to move slow-moving and obsolete stock 
 Review and restructure of purchase order and other operational processes to improve controls  
 Review of store performance and implementation of store closure strategy 
 Made immediate contact with over 50 suppliers to set up new Administration accounts to ensure ongoing supply of essential IT, marketing and operational services 
 Ongoing monitoring of the Group’s financial performance in the Administration 
 Established a purchase order schedule to maintain ongoing supply of services to operate the business and monitor ongoing trading commitments 
 Regular operational meetings with Management to discuss day-to-day business performance and liaise on trading matters 
 Negotiated ongoing terms of trade with key suppliers, freight providers, landlords and other service providers to ensure business continued to operate as normal 
 Managed and maintained warehouse and office administration operations; 
 Managed stock on hand including assessment of stock purchase orders on foot to support stock volumes required for Howards store network 
 Maintained ongoing payment activities for employees and suppliers to minimise disruption of payments 
 Notified our insurance brokers of our appointment and liaised with them to determine and place appropriate cover for the Group’s assets and business  
 Liaised and negotiated with local and international suppliers to maintain ongoing supply 
 Provided regular updates to suppliers, creditors, employees and franchisees. 

6.3.4 Creditors, employees and stakeholders 
 Attended to telephone discussions, correspondence and queries from creditors, employees, franchisees and other stakeholders 
 Corresponded with creditors regarding their security interests and claims 
 Established and updated a creditors listing to collate claims against each company  
 Issued notifications to employees of our appointment and prepared Frequently Asked Questions memo to assist staff with trading and customer enquiries 
 Held ongoing meetings with head office employees and prepared store / franchisee updates regarding the progress of the Administration 
 Calculated employee entitlements and maintained an employee register for all new and resigned employees 
 Advised employees about The Department of Employment’s FEG processes should relevant employing companies be placed into liquidation 
 Provided Frequently Asked Questions for customers and updated the Group’s website 
 Payment of employee entitlements to terminated PHI employees. 
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6.3.5 Assets 
 Identified and secured all assets of the Group 
 Engaged an independent valuer to provide valuation of Group’s assets 
 Assessed PHI’s stock on hand on appointment, including ageing and range, and liaised with management to establish a new stock order process to support going concern operations during the Group’s sale program 
 Conducted searches of the PPSR and Land Titles Office and notified all interested parties to substantiate any claim they may have on Group’s assets 
 Liaise with our legal advisers regarding registered party PPSR claims  
 Reviewed finance agreements and equipment loans for all secured creditor claims 
 Liaised with financiers and secured creditors regarding their claims 
 Maintained collections process to ensure timely collection of pre-appointment debtors as well as issue of post appointment invoices to support working capital  
 Liaised with third party inventory specialists to assess the best method to realise PHI’s stock in both a going concern (store rationalisation program) and wind down scenario (no sale situation), as part of our assessment of the various offers received for the purchase of the Group’s business and PHI’s stock compared to what could be realised in a wind down scenario 
 Commenced a sale program for the business and assets of the Group to maximise asset realisations (please refer to Section 7 Sale of Business for further details on the Group’s Sale Program). 

6.3.6 Investigation, legal and strategic matters 
 Conducted a review of the books and records, including historical financial information, management accounts, board reports, information memoranda and other similar documents, of the Group, to formulate a view as to the reasons for the insolvency of the Group and the potential preferences and uncommercial transactions claims that may be available to a Liquidator 
 Investigated and managed PPSR claims with our legal advisers 
 Conducted public record searches on the Directors and related entities 
 Reviewed pre-appointment disputes involving the Group 
 Prepared an affidavit and application to the Federal Court of Australia to extend the Group’s convening period to provide the appropriate time to complete Group’s Sale Program for the purpose of maximising the Group’s asset realisations.  
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7. Sale of Business  
7.1 Pre-appointment capital raising initiatives 
Prior to our appointment, Management had undertaken a significant and prolonged effort to sell the business without success. Such initiatives included the engagement of an advisor attempting to seek additional capital and a business broker to sell the business as a going concern.  During 2015, Management commenced a capital raising process after it became apparent the Group required a significant injection of debt or equity to recapitalise the Group and have sufficient liquidity to support the business operations. In June 2015, the Directors engaged Cycam Pty Ltd (Cycam) as an advisor to recapitalise the Group and to formalise a strategy to ‘corporatise’ the franchise stores (through a buyback proposal).   We understand there were at least three recapitalisation and / or offers to purchase the Group as a going concern were received during the 6 month period prior to our appointment.  Our preliminary investigations indicate that the offers received for the business were not sufficient to provide a return to shareholders including the repayment of related party loans and therefore rejected by the Directors. 
7.2 Restructure through DOCA or sale of business  
On appointment, the Administrators had to rapidly make the following assessment: 
 the benefit to creditors and employees of achieving a recapitalisation or sale of the business as a going concern 
 the costs of trading the business given the historical and current trading losses including the limited external funding available  
 the risks of a sale and / or recapitalisation not being achieved. 
 The Administrators formed the opinion that it was in the best interests of all stakeholders, including creditors and employees that the Group be sold as a going concern or restructured through a DOCA. The Administrators’ continued to trade the business whilst seeking a buyer for the Group’s business and assets, which also provided time for a DOCA to be submitted. 
7.3 Sale campaign 
A sale campaign was commenced shortly after our appointment with the following timetable:  

  An advertisement appeared in the Australian Financial Review and the Australian newspapers on 14 December 2016, seeking expressions of interest by 19 December 2016.   An Information Memorandum (IM) was prepared and circulated to all interested parties who had signed a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) with the Administrators. We had also attempted to contact parties who might have an interest in acquiring the business, including: 
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  Trade buyers in Australia and overseas 
 Interested parties who had previously undertaken due diligence on this business 
 Financial buyers 
 Retailers where potential synergies existed within their current business. 
7.4 Interested Parties 
A comprehensive sale campaign was conducted and we established an online data room to assist interested parties with their due diligence.  The key statistics during the sale campaign are as follows:   

  Whilst we had received two offers, only one was unconditional and involved purchasing the entire business as a going concern. The second offer was of lower value and only for the Group’s brand and franchise network.  
7.5 Sale of the Group 
On 9 February 2017, the Administrators exchanged contracts for the sale of the business and assets of the Group with the Purchasers. Completion of the sale occurred on 13 February 2017. From this date, full ownership and operational control vested with the Purchasers.  A net sale price of $4.0m was achieved for the sale of the business and assets of the Group, which included:   The Group’s assets including intellectual property, the brand, franchise network, equipment and stock 
 169 (PHI and HSW) employees transferred, including c.$581k of employee entitlements  
 Sale of the Group’s online E-shop business 
 17 company stores transferred at the date of the sale. 
 As part of the terms of the sale, 29 license agreements were entered into with MHS, providing the Purchasers with an exclusive right to occupy the 17 company leased stores; the head office / warehouse; and 11 franchisee leased stores while lease assignments were finalised.   The respective lease agreements would either be directly assigned, an agreement on revised terms, or an agreement to close the store where an agreed way forward under the terms of the lease is not possible.   Since the date of the sale, we understand that the Purchasers have since closed six company stores as part of their current restructuring strategy for the business. Any redundancy costs related to the closure of these stores are borne by the Purchasers.   The Purchasers offer for the business was more favourable than other offers received by the Administrators for the following reasons:   Compared to other offers, higher cash proceeds were received for the business as a going concern, resulting in a more favourable return for creditors 

Key statistics for Sale of Business Campaign Number
Interested parties listing 116
Expressions of interest received 46
Confidentiality agreements executed 30
Short listed due diligence parties in the data room 19
Non binding indicative offers for the business 5
Formal offers for the business 2
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 A larger number of employees were transferred to the Purchasers compared with other offers, reducing redundancy claims and potentially reducing the amount of the return available to priority creditors from asset realised 
 Other offers were subject to certain conditions 
 The potential of higher claims from guarantee holders (i.e. landlords) which would reduce the return to the secured creditor and priority creditors. 
7.6 Deed of Company Arrangement (Recapitalisation) Proposals 
As part of the sale process, the Administrators received two DOCA proposals subject to specified conditions. The two DOCA proposals obtained provided a lower return to creditors for the Group in comparison with the offer accepted by the Administrators for the sale of the business as a going concern.   The DOCA submitted by the Directors’ were conditional on them securing finance to fund their proposal. The Directors could not, throughout the sale program, provide any evidence of this funding and therefore there was no certainty that their DOCA was achievable. This DOCA was not accepted.   The second DOCA received provided a lower return to creditors than the Purchaser’s offer. It was also unclear what, if any stores, will be assumed.  Therefore, this DOCA was not accepted.   
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8. Investigations  
8.1 Introduction 
Section 438A(a) of the Act provides that as soon as practicable after an administration begins the Administrators must investigate the company’s business, property, affairs and financial circumstances.  Pursuant to Regulation 5.3A.02 the Administrators are also required to investigate and report on any possible recovery actions that may be available to a Liquidator should creditors resolve that the company be wound up.  The following sections outline the various causes of action that may be available to a Liquidator and the potential value of the recoveries, subject to the defendants having the ability to meet any orders for compensation and the costs of the litigation.   An explanation of the possible offences by a Director and insolvent and voidable transactions that a Liquidator could seek to pursue are attached at Appendix B. This information sheet has been prepared by the Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association (ARITA). Creditors who are not familiar with the nature of offences and liquidator actions should refer to the appendix for further explanations.  Creditors should contact our office if further explanation is required regarding the material contained in Appendix B or in our investigations. 
8.2 Summary of investigations 
The following table summarises our investigations and the potential causes of action that may be available to a Liquidator when creditors resolve to wind up the HSW Group:  

  The potential claims are not an indication of recoveries as these will be subject to costs of recovery and defences.  Creditors should note the above amounts are estimates only, based on preliminary investigations into the relevant facts and evidence associated with each claim. The actual recovery rate of the above claims will be determined throughout the course of the liquidation through commercial settlements or by the Courts.   To be successful in any of the above claims, a Liquidator would need to demonstrate that the relevant entity was insolvent when the transactions were entered into or that the relevant entity had become insolvent as a result of entering into the transactions (with the exception of unreasonable director-related transactions under section 588FDA of the Act). Section 8.8 of this report contains further information regarding the solvency of the HSW Group. Any recovery would also be subject to relevant defences which may be available to those claims and the capacity of the defendants to meet any judgement.   We have not completed our investigations, however, in our opinion this matter has not prevented us from being able to provide sufficient, meaningful information in this report or from being able to form an opinion on what is on the creditors’ best interest. Further investigations will be conducted if the Companies are wound up.   We have estimated the potential claim for insolvent trading to be approximately $3m for the Group. Once  a Liquidator is appointed, further investigations would be conducted to determine the quantum of the claim for each of the respective entities within the Group.   Whilst we have no reason to doubt any information contained in this report, we reserve the right to alter our conclusions should the underlying data prove to be inaccurate or materially change from the date of this report. 

Potential claims ($'000) HSW Group 
Unfair preference payments 1,680             
Unreasonable director-related transactions 440                
Insolvent trading 3,000             
Total                 5,120 
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8.3 Sources of information 
In the time available to us, we have undertaken the following investigations to prepare this report and formulate our opinions:    ASIC and real property searches 
 Personal Property Securities Register searches 
 Review of books and records of the Group 
 Discussions with the Directors 
 Discussions with Management and staff 
 Discussions with creditors 
 Review of the financial accounts of the Group. 
8.3.1 Books and records  
Pursuant to Section 286 of the Act, a company must keep written financial records that correctly record and explain its transactions, financial position and performance and would enable true and fair financial statements to be prepared and presented in accordance with the accounting standards.   Failure by a company to maintain books and records in accordance with section 286 of the Act provides a rebuttable presumption of insolvency of the company; however, this only applies in respect of a liquidator’s application for compensation for insolvent trading and other actions for recoveries pursuant to part 5.7B of the Act from related entities.    In our opinion, it appears that the books and records of the HSW Group have been maintained in accordance with section 286 of the Act.  
8.4 Report to ASIC 
The Administrators are required to complete and lodge a report pursuant to section 438D of the Act with ASIC where it appears to the Administrators that a past or present officer of the company may have been guilty of an offence in relation to the company and in other limited circumstances. Any report lodged pursuant to section 438D (or an investigative report lodged by a liquidator pursuant to section 533 of the Act) is confidential and not available to the public. We lodged these reports with ASIC on 6 April 2017.  
8.5 Director’s Duties (sections 180-184 of the Act) 
We have undertaken a preliminary investigation of the affairs of the Companies in relation to suspected contraventions of section 180 - 184 of the Act regarding the general duties of directors and officers.   Creditors should note that it is not an Administrators’, nor a Liquidators’ role to commence proceedings against the Directors and officers for offences under sections 180-184 of the Act. We have reported directors’ breach of fiduciary obligations to ASIC pursuant to section 438D of the Act. A Liquidator, if appointed, would conduct further investigations regarding the potential breaches of Director’s duties.    From our preliminary investigations, we have observed that the Directors have possibly contravened the following sections of the Act: 
8.5.1 Section 180 – care and diligence 
We have identified a potential breach of section 180 of the Act, being the non-lodgement of annual reports with ASIC. We have determined that both PHI and HSW Corp were required to lodge annual reports with ASIC. ASIC records dating back to FY13 indicate that no annual reports were lodged for HSW Corp, whilst annual reports for PHI were lodged for FY13 and FY14 after the four month timeframe stipulated in section 319(3)(b) of the Act. PHI did not lodge annual reports for FY15 or FY16.  
8.5.2 Section 182 – use of position 
We have identified potential breaches of section 182 of the Act, being: 
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  The repayment of $200k in shareholder loans to Broken Glass Investments Pty Ltd (Pauline Donald 50% shareholder). This is discussed further in section 8.6.5.1 below.      The repayment of Dirk Spence’s personal credit card debt with PHI funds. This is further discussed also in section 8.6.5.1 below.  
 The decision made by the Directors to continue with leasing arrangements for a head office premises which was owned by a related entity. Dirk Spence was a direct beneficiary of that related entity. This matter is discussed further in section 8.6.5.2 below.   The Directors not acting in the best interests of the Companies (and the creditors) when negotiating a sale of the business to preserve shareholder value, and not accepting offers that appeared to reflect the true and fair value of the business. This was discussed further in section 7.1 above.  
8.6 Voidable transactions 
The Act requires an Administrator to specify whether there are any transactions that appear to the Administrator to be voidable transactions in respect of which money, property or other benefits may be recoverable by a Liquidator under Part 5.7B of the Act.  Voidable transactions include:   Unfair preferences (Section 588FA) 
 Uncommercial transactions (Section 588FB) 
 Unfair loans to a company (Section 588FD) 
 Arrangements to avoid employee entitlements (Section 596AB) 
 Unreasonable director-related transactions (Section 588FDA)  
 Transactions with the purpose of defeating creditors (Section 588FE(5)) 
 Voidable security interests (Section 588FJ). 
 It is important to note that such transactions are only voidable if they are considered insolvent transactions of the relevant company. In order for a Liquidator to recover any amount it would first be necessary to establish that the relevant company was in fact insolvent at the time of the transaction.  Generally such actions are expensive and are likely to require Court applications.  As such, should there be inadequate funds available, or the Liquidators consider it uncommercial or not in the creditors’ best interests, such recovery actions may not be commenced by the Liquidators.  In these circumstances, creditors wishing to fund any such actions may do so. Should any funds be recovered from these actions, the creditors providing the funding may be entitled to receive their contribution in priority to other creditors.  Litigation funding may also be available to fund these actions.  However, such funding is generally only available where legal advice indicates that there is a strong potential for success. 
8.6.1 Unfair Preferences Payments (Section 588FA) 
We have examined the books and records of the HSW Group and have identified up to $1.68m in payments that may be considered as preferential in nature. A Liquidator, if appointed, may commence proceedings to recover the following payments:   

  From the analysis of unfair preferences, the following should be noted:   We have assumed no recoveries from internationally domiciled creditors. The litigation of potential unfair preferences against these entities gives rise to complex jurisdictional issues, which heavily reduce the likelihood of a recovery. The total amount of payments to internationally domiciled 

Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
Unfair preference payments -          -          806     1,604  32       75       -          -          837     1,680  

HSW GroupEstimated recoveries ($'000) HSW Corp PHI HSW Lealdir
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creditors that may constitute unfair preference payments is $721k and has been excluded from the above summary.   It is also important to note that if any amount is recoverable from a creditor as a preference payment, that creditor will have an unsecured claim against the relevant entity for an equivalent amount in the liquidation and will participate for that amount and in respect of any other outstanding debts in any liquidation distribution.  Before commencing recovery proceedings against a creditor in respect of unfair preference claims, a Liquidator would first need to consider the following matters:   Whether it can be established that the company was insolvent at the time the payment occurred   Whether the creditor who received the payment is likely to have a valid defence to a preference claim   Whether the recipient of the payment is likely to have the ability to satisfy a successful claim and any difficulties that may exist in enforcing a judgment, for example, where the relevant creditor is an overseas supplier with no assets in Australia   Whether the costs of legal proceedings are justified by the size of the potential claim   Whether there are sufficient funds available to undertake any proposed preference recovery action.  The potential unfair preference payments outlined above all occurred within the six month relation-back period, being 9 June 2016 to 9 December 2016. Based on the conclusions reached in section 8.7 below, we consider a Liquidator would likely be able to satisfy the insolvency condition for a preference claim in respect to payments arising in the relation-back period.   There may be defences which are available to particular creditors to a preference claim. The two most common defences are:   That the payment was received in good faith and the creditor receiving the payment had no reasonable grounds for suspecting that the relevant entity was insolvent at the time the payment was received    The running account defence – where goods are supplied and payments made on a running account basis, the maximum amount that can generally be recovered as a preference is the difference between the highest outstanding account balance during the 6 month period prior to the date of appointment and the outstanding account balance on the date of appointment. Our estimated recovery amounts have already taken into account a creditor’s possible running account defence.  It is important to note that the onus of establishing the existence of these defences rests with the creditor.  Further investigations will be undertaken, including a creditor’s ability to satisfy any claims, should the Companies be wound up at the second creditors’ meeting. 
8.6.2 Unfair Loans (Section 588FD) 
Our investigations of the Group’s books and records revealed that none of the Companies made or received any loans from or to any parties which committed either party to extortionate terms. 
8.6.3 Uncommercial Transactions (Section 588FE) 
Our review of the Group’s books and records reveal evidence of uncommercial transactions and these are discussed in further detail in section 8.6.5 below.  
8.6.4 Discharging a Debt of a Related Entity (Section 588FH) 
Our investigations of the Group’s books and records did not reveal any transactions where payments were made to discharge the debt of a related party. 
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8.6.5 Unreasonable Director-Related Transactions (Section 588FDA) 
Our investigations have identified several unreasonable director-related transactions that may be claimed by a Liquidator. The potential claims of $1.23m for PHI and $232k for HSW are discussed below: 
8.6.5.1 Repayment of Directors’ debts 
Our review of the books and records of PHI has revealed several transactions in relation to the repayment of the Directors loans.  a) Loan repayment to Broken Glass Investments Pty Ltd   On 29 September 2016, Broken Glass Investments Pty Ltd (BGI) was repaid $200k of several loans made to PHI dating back to 13 October 2014. ASIC records indicate that Pauline Donald is a 50% shareholder in BGI.   PHI repaid $200k of this loan during the relation-back date period. It is our view that this transaction would be voidable in the event a Liquidator is appointed to PHI.   b) Payment of director’s Personal Credit Card   A review of the Companies’ books and records disclose that a number of payments were made by PHI linked to the Director’s personal credit card. We estimate that PHI paid $240k in relation to personal expenses between October 2013 and September 2016. In relation to these transactions, we understand the following:   PHI paid the full amount of the all credit card bills monthly, regardless of whether expenses were for business or personal purposes   Once the credit card bill was paid, PHI would allocate expenses to three separate categories  

 Business expenses and personal expenses, for which PHI was liable and were expensed to the profit and loss   Charges in relation to other credit cards with no relation to the operations of the Group, for which the CEO was liable and were applied as an adjustment to the loan account of Dirk and Janet Spence.   
It is our view that these credit card transactions paid for by PHI and adjusted for on the loan account of Dirk and Janet Spence would constitute repayment of shareholder loans which may be voidable in the event a liquidator is appointed to PHI.   

8.6.5.2 Decision to retain separate head office and warehouse premises 
The Companies’ books and records disclose that on 1 July 2014, Lealdir entered into a new lease for the Group’s former head office premises located at 4/49 Frenchs Forest Road, Frenchs Forest NSW (Former Head Office). The lessor of this property, 4/49 On Forest Pty Ltd, a Director-related entity, with the company being 30% owned by Dirk Spence and 30% owned by Alex Dorbin, the former CEO of the Group. We note that this related party transaction is also disclosed in the Group’s audited accounts.   Further investigations will be undertaken, including the commerciality of this potential claim, should the Companies be wound up at the second creditors’ meeting. 
8.6.5.3 Shareholder employment terms  
Our preliminary investigations disclose the following in regards to Janet Spence’s employment with the Group:    Janet Spence’s was formerly employed by HSW on a full time basis from 20 October 1997 to 17 June 2011.   
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 Janet Spence was re-employed by HSW on 27 August 2012 in the role the “Corporate Social Responsibility Liaison”. The remuneration package for this employment was $60,000 per annum plus superannuation.  Our preliminary investigations disclose that Janet Spence paid $232k (including superannuation) from 27 August 2012 up to the date of our appointment. Our enquiries with the Group’s staff disclose that Mrs Spence did not attend the Group’s premises, no-one could confirm her role or tasks, and she did not have a work email account.    While we consider this may have been an unreasonable Director-related transaction. We also note Janet Spence loaned $840k to the Group in 2016. Further investigations will be undertaken regarding this claim should the Companies be wound up at the second creditors’ meeting. 
8.6.6 Arrangements to Avoid Employee Entitlements (Section 596AB) 
We have not identified any transactions of this nature. 
8.6.7 Transactions with the Purpose of Defeating Creditors (Section 588FE(5)) 
We have conducted a review of the transactions of the Group for the six months prior to the relation back day to identify any transactions that may have been entered into with the purpose of defeating creditors.   Aside from the potential preference payments and unreasonable director-related transactions outlined above, we have not to date identified any other transactions undertaken for the purposes of defeating creditors that would be recoverable by a liquidator. 
8.6.8 Circulating security interests created within Six Months (Section 588FJ) 
A search of the PPSR reveals that the following circulating security interests have been perfected over the Company’s assets in the six months prior to the relation back day:  

  We do not consider that this security interest would be voidable by a liquidator if one is so appointed to PHI as it appears to be in the ordinary course of business. 
8.7 Insolvent Trading (section 588G) – Determining solvency  
8.7.1 Introduction  
Directors have a positive duty to prevent a company from trading whilst it is insolvent (section 588G of the Act). If a director is found to have contravened section 588G he/she may be ordered to pay an amount of compensation to the company equal to the amount of loss or damage suffered by creditors as a result of the contravention. 
8.7.2 Tests of a company’s solvency  
Under section 95A of the Act, a person (being a corporate or individual) is solvent “if and only if the person is able to pay all the person’s debts, as and when they become due and payable.” A company is therefore insolvent if it cannot pay its debts as and when they become due and payable. Proving insolvency general involves the assessment of the presence of a range of indicia of insolvency. The relevant indicia to the failure of the HSW Group are discussed in this section.  
8.7.3 Group’s solvency  
Our preliminary investigations indicate that the Group may have been insolvent as early as January 2016, however, strong indicators are evident from at least 1 June 2016 to 9 December 2016, when the following factors were present in our analysis of the Group’s solvency:   A special board meeting was convened on 10 June 2016 to discuss the Group’s solvency, and we have sighted an email from Management to the Board dated 8 June 2016 disclosing that “the Board must seriously consider the financial position and obligations not to trade insolvent otherwise each director is personally liable” 

Company Secured Party Registration Date Collateral Class Registration Number 
PHI POWER PACKAGING PTY. LIMITED 6 September 2016 Other Goods 201609060026313
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 The CFO’s Finance Reports consistently advised from as early as February 2014: “cash flow is very tight with no headroom available in current facility limits” 
 The Group’s auditor was unable to complete its audit of the Group’s 30 June 2016 accounts on the basis that there were facts and circumstances that provide reasonable grounds to suspect the Group’s contravention of section 588G (insolvent trading) of the Act 
 Suppliers placing PHI on stop supply, threatening PHI with legal action, and issuing letters of demand 
 PHI and HWS’s overdue creditors had deteriorated significantly 
 The Group’s had an adjusted net asset deficiency from as early as August 2015 
 The Group’s budgeting was becoming increasingly inaccurate 
 Related corporate entities did not have sufficient net assets to pay down overdue creditors 
 Inability to meet scheduled lease refurbishments required in the Lealdir store lease agreements 
 Due to the nature of the Group’s operations, whereby PHI funded the majority of HSW expenses and all of Lealdir’s liabilities, it follows that if PHI is found to be insolvent, then HSW and Lealdir would no longer be viable and these entities would also be considered insolvent on the same date.   Further, section 588V of the Act states that a holding company is liable for the debts of its subsidiary where the subsidiary is insolvent, and:   the holding company and one or more of its directors were aware of the grounds for suspecting insolvency; and    it is reasonable to expect the holding company or its directors would have been aware that the subsidiary was insolvent.  HSW Corp has no assets or bank accounts and is the ultimate holding company of PHI, HSW and Lealdir. Accordingly, if these subsidiaries are found to be insolvent on 1 June 2016, so too could the holding company, HSW Corp.   On the basis that PHI and HSW were the key trading entities, the majority of our analysis has been prepared for PHI and HSW. However, in certain instances, where information was available, we have conducted our analysis at a Group level. Therefore, if PHI or HSW is found to be insolvent, then the Group could be considered insolvent. 
8.8 Indicators of insolvency  
When considering insolvent trading a Liquidator must consider a range of factors to determine whether a company was insolvent and the date that the company became insolvent. No factor by itself is definitive of insolvency rather the factors must be considered in totality.   Our preliminary investigations have revealed the following relevant indicators of insolvency in respect to the Group:  
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8.8.1 Continuing losses from trading 
In section 4.2 above, the Group’s management accounts disclose that the Group had incurred losses since FY14. However, for the purpose of assessing a company’s solvency, we have reviewed the Group’s earnings in the same period.  

  The Group’s monthly profit and loss management accounts disclose that the Group generated positive EBITDA throughout FY15 and up to March 2016, however, losses from April 2016 onwards.   Despite the Group generating positive EBITDA throughout FY15 and to May 2016, these earnings were insufficient to meet PHI & HWS overdue creditors between July 2014 to our appointment.  
8.8.2 Ongoing net asset deficiency  
Whilst the cash flow test is generally viewed as the key test for assessing solvency in accordance with section 95A of the Act, the balance sheet test is still a relevant indicator and commonly used in assessing a company’s solvency, as it reviews whether a company has sufficient (realisable) assets to meet its liabilities.   In section 4.3 above, the Group’s management accounts disclose that the Group had a net asset deficiency from 30 June 2016. However, for the purpose of assessing a company’s solvency, we have reviewed and adjusted the Group’s balance sheet for assets we consider unlikely to be easily realisable, and liabilities which may not require to be repaid (Adjusted Net Asset). Further as HSW 

Indicators of insolvency Section reference
Performance issues

Continuing losses from trading 8.8.1
Ongoing net asset deficiency 8.8.2
Liquidity ratios below 1 8.8.3

Creditor issues
Pressures from creditors, creditors placing Group on stop supply, letters of demand 8.8.4
Significant creditors outstanding outside of payment terms 8.8.5
Overdue taxation obligations 8.8.6

Reporting issues
Auditor withholding FY2016 financial report 8.8.7
Inaccurate budgets and forecasts 8.8.8

External support issues 
Inability to raise further equity capital or debt funding 8.8.9
Inability to access alternative debt finance 8.8.10
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heavily relied on PHI to pay its liabilities, we have also assessed the combined Adjusted Net Asset balance is for these two companies to assess whether the combined assets can meet the combined liabilities.   Our review indicates that PHI’s Adjusted Net Asset position was in deficiency from May 2016 to November 2016, whilst HSW had a deficiency Adjusted Net Asset position as early as July 2014. On a combined basis, the two companies had a deficiency Adjusted Net Asset position as early as August 2015.    
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8.8.2.1 PHI Adjusted Net Assets 
 

  The PHI balance sheet has been adjusted with the following to assess its Adjusted Net Asset positon:    1. Stock in transit – Management advise that this item relates to stock on the water, PHI has purchased from its international suppliers and has legal title to once the items are in transit. However, our experience during the administration indicate that the supplier is unlikely to release the Bill of Lading in relation to these goods if they have not received payment for the goods. Therefore, we have adjusted PHI’s assets with these items  2. Intangible assets – includes written down value of software licences, goodwill in relation to the acquisition of the Richmond store and two South Australian stores. We do not consider these items to be realisable assets of PHI  3. Intercompany loans – we have adjusted the loan accounts which relate to monies owing within the Group noting that the Directors are unlikely to enforce the repayment of these debts.  We note that if PHI has insufficient assets to meet its liabilities, then the rest of the Group would likely be insolvent as they relied on PHI to provide funding for its liabilities.  
8.8.2.2 HSW Adjusted Net Assets 
 

  

PHI - Net asset deficiency 
($'000) Ref FY15 FY16 YTD17
Assets
Total current assets 15,450                9,915                  12,721                
Less: stock on water 1 (401)                   (1,903)                (1,012)                
Less: intangible assets 2 (652)                   (1,198)                (1,181)                
Adjusted current assets 14,397                6,814                  10,527                
Non-current assets 3,901                  3,901                  3,911                  
Total adjusted assets 18,299                  10,715                  14,438                  
Liabilities
Intercompany loans 3,146                  7,971                  9,085                  
Other current liabilities (15,102)               (14,438)               (19,085)               
Total current liabilities (11,956)                (6,466)                  (10,000)                
Less: intercompany loans 3 (3,146)                (7,971)                (9,085)                
Adjusted current liabilities (15,102)               (14,438)               (19,085)               
Non-current liabilities (246)                   (522)                   (524)                   
Total adjusted liabilities (15,348)                (14,960)                (19,609)                
Adjusted net asset deficiency 2,951                    (4,245)                  (5,171)                  

HSW - Net asset deficiency 
($'000) Ref FY15 FY16 YTD17
Assets
Current assets 557                    385                    363                    
Non-current assets 327                    290                    250                    
Total assets 884                       676                       612                       
Liabilities
Intercompany loans (2,928)                (7,714)                (8,960)                
Other current liabilities (2,676)                (1,585)                (1,531)                
Total current liabilities (5,604)                 (9,298)                 (10,492)               
Add: intercompany loans 1 2,928                 7,714                 8,960                 
Adjusted current liabilities (2,676)                (1,585)                (1,531)                
Non-current liabilities (208)                   (133)                   (151)                   
Total adjusted liabilities (2,884)                 (1,717)                 (1,682)                 
Adjusted net asset deficiency (2,000)                 (1,042)                 (1,070)                 
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The HSW balance sheet has been adjusted with the following to assess its Adjusted Net Asset positon:    1. Intercompany loans - we have adjusted the loan account which relate to monies HSW owe PHI noting that the Directors are unlikely to enforce the repayment of these debts   Although HSW’s net assets has been adjusted to reduce its PHI liability, it is still has an Adjusted Net Asset deficiency from July 2014 to November 2016.   
8.8.3 Liquidity ratios less than 1 
Both PHI and HSW had liquidity ratios less than 1 between July 2014 to December 2017  When considering the cash flow of a company, the current ratio provides a useful insight into a company’s ability to meet short term commitments. This ratio is calculated as follows:  

 Current Ratio = Net current assets / net current liabilities;  Liquidity ratios (i.e. current ratio) below 1 are considered to be an indicator of insolvency as it signifies that the company does not have sufficient current assets to meet its current liabilities when due and payable. A company’s liquidity ratio on its own is not a definitive indicator of insolvency and should be measured alongside the company’s access to alternative finance. We discuss the Group’s inability to access alternative finance in section 8.8.9 below.   We have adjusted PHI and HSW’s current assets as outlined in section 8.8.2.1 and 8.8.2.2 above, for assets we consider unlikely to be easily realisable, and liabilities which may not require to be repaid. Both companies disclose an adjusted current ratio less than 1.  This indicates that PHI and HSW were suffering from liquidity problems throughout the period and therefore unlikely to be able to meet their short term liabilities as and when they fell due.   Ratio analysis was not undertaken for Lealdir or HSW Corp as both of these entities do not have any liquid assets, and therefore, the analysis would show ratios of zero. These entities also relied upon PHI for financial support to meet any liabilities.    

  
8.8.4 Pressure from creditors, creditors placing Group on stop supply, letters of demand 
Our review of the Group’s books and records has revealed a history of creditors pressuring PHI to settle outstanding accounts, including taking enforcement action. The Group’s books and records disclose letters of demand being issued on PHI from January 2016, summarised below: 
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The above indicates that an increasing amount of correspondence from creditors seeking payment of overdue balances was evident from March 2016. Furthermore, our review of the Group’s Board Papers reveal that the Board was provided with an extensive list of suppliers who had placed PHI on stop supply in June 2016 and July 2016. We consider that the continuing pressure from suppliers to settle overdue accounts from as early as January 2016 indicates that PHI was experiencing difficulties paying its debts as and when they fell due for approximately 12 months prior to the appointment of the Administrators.   
8.8.5 Significant creditors outstanding outside of payment terms  
The Group’s accounts payable ledgers includes rent (recorded in PHI’S accounts) but excludes statutory creditors. The Group’s accounting system also does not record overseas supplier invoices, until they are paid. Therefore, the Group’s aged creditors’ ledger is a good proxy for local trade creditors (but not all liabilities).  We have analysed the PHI and HSW aged creditors’ ledgers and provide the following summaries:   
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   We make the following observations in respect to the ageing of PHI’s creditors:   Total creditors increased from $2.01m to $4.36m over the period, and total overdue creditors increased from $0.44m to $1.27m.   Total overdue creditors as a portion of outstanding debts increased from 24% to 29% over the period, with a visible upwards trend appearing with outstanding debts peaking at 42% in February 2016.   

  We have excluded Directors’ fees from HSW’s aged creditors’ listing to assess the ageing of third party trade creditors.   We make the following observations in respect to the ageing of HSW’s creditors: 
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  Total creditors reduced from $572k to $107k since FY15, however, total overdue creditors increased from $71k to $104k.   Total overdue creditors as a portion of outstanding debts increased from 12% to 97% since FY15, with a visible upwards trend appearing in the analysis.   Our analysis indicates that there was an upward trend in overdue creditors from December 2015 for PHI and May 2016 for HSW, indicating an increasing inability for those entities to pay their debts as and when they fell due.  
8.8.6 Overdue taxation obligations 
PHI entered into several payment arrangements with the ATO for outstanding GST and PAYG liabilities. Our preliminary investigations have revealed that between August 2013 and October 2016, PHI entered 17 payment plans with the ATO for outstanding amounts ranging from $151k to $693k.   The Group’s finance team advised that new arrangements were constantly renegotiated with the ATO, due to the Group not being able to meet existing plans.   As at 9 December 2016, PHI’s running balance account with the ATO revealed the debt payable to the ATO was $534k and it is apparent that PHI experienced issues paying its ATO debts for some time prior to the appointment of the Administrators. Our preliminary investigations indicated that HSW had a generally good compliance history with the ATO, and was paying only nominal amounts in PAYG and GST. Lealdir and HSW Corp having no outstanding liabilities to the ATO.   From our preliminary investigations, we have concluded that the HSW Group generally had a good compliance history with statutory creditors other than the ATO.  
8.8.7 Auditor withholding financial report for FY16 
Our preliminary investigations reveal that the Group’s auditors, KMPG, did not complete the audit of financial statements for FY16. On 30 November 2016, Chris Allenby of KPMG wrote to the Directors advising that the audit cannot be completed until the Group deals with new financing and capital structure arrangements and future restructuring strategies. Mr Allenby enclosed a draft letter to ASIC under section 311 of the Act, whereby an auditor must notify ASIC of reasonable grounds to suspect there has been a contravention of the Act. Mr Allenby states that: “it is our view that there exists ‘facts and circumstances’ which provide reasonable grounds to suspect that a contravention of Section 588G (insolvent trading) of the Act may have occurred.”  It is our view that the inability for the Group’s independent auditors to complete the audit of the FY16 financial statements is an indicator that KPMG may have had serious concerns regarding the going concern viability of the Group as at 30 June 2016.  
8.8.8 Inaccurate budgets and forecasts 
A review of the Group’s books and records indicates that numerous budgets and forecasts were prepared, both for internal reporting purposes and for distribution to the Group’s secure creditor, throughout 2016. However, when compared with actual financial results, the budget forecasts are shown to have been largely inaccurate.   The internal management cash flow forecasts was consistently updated and also indicated a cash position that worsened throughout 2016, and became precarious from June 2016 onwards, where deficits were forecast, despite a line item for “overdue creditors” not included in the cash flow forecast. This indicates that the Group was likely not to be able to meet its debts as and when they fell due. 
8.8.9 Inability to raise further equity capital or debt funding 
The books and records of the Group demonstrate the Board was looking for ways to restructure the funding requirements of the business, including changing the debt/equity structure of the Group dating back to April 2015. From our review of the books and records, and particularly the Board Papers, we provide the following observations in respect to the equity raising activities of the Group:  
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 In June 2015, the Group engaged Cycam to assist with a “range of corporate strategy and corporate finance / capital raising matters, including but not limited to, re-capitalisation of the Company, corporatisation of franchise model, dual-track planning and execution re potential trade sale or initial public offering, and other group positioning, domestic growth and international expansion matters” (Cycam Letter of Engagement date 3 June 2015).   In August 2015, with the assistance of Cycam, the Group executed the purchase of a franchised store located in Richmond, VIC. As part of this agreement, the Group would also receive cash funding from the franchisee. In lieu of payment of the purchase price, the consideration for the sale and the additional funding was captured by way of a loan which in effect was a RCPS in HSW Corp (despite the Richmond store being owned and operated by PHI). The c.$0.5m in cash funding was used to pay down NAB facilities. This transaction is discussed further in section 5.10.1 above.      Discussions with Group management also disclose that the Group had discussions with several other third parties in relation to obtaining equity funding throughout the period September 2014 to August 2016, however, all were unsuccessful.    The books and records of the Group disclosed an email dated 8 June 2016 from the Group’s CFO to Directors highlighting the “urgent need for a shareholder cash call”. The CFO also highlighted that “the business urgently requires a cash injection of $1m to cover necessary obligations in the next 2 weeks”…..  “I believe the Board and Shareholders will likely need to contribute a further $4m in July/August. I expect that the NAB would support the business and not require repayment of existing facilities should the shareholders contribute the combined $5m outlined.”   In July 2016, the Group wrote to Cycam terminating the agreement and noting: “your strategy to find an investor to buy back franchises and corporatise the business has not been successful”. Cycam was paid $380k by the Group throughout the course of their engagement.     Following the special board meeting of 10 June 2016, where the need for equity injections from shareholders was highlighted by the CFO, the Group was provided with $840k in funding from Janet Spence between July 2016 and September 2016. Part of this funding was a requirement for the NAB to extend the Group’s facilities beyond September 2016. As discussed in section 8.5.5.1 above, $200k in loans was repaid to BGI in September 2016.   From the above, it is apparent that the Group undertook extensive activity with a view to raising equity capital. However, the funding requirements of the Group were ultimately not met through equity funding. Despite the Group being able to raise additional shareholder debt funding of $840k during July 2016 to September 20016, this was insufficient to pay down overdue creditors, which the Board was advised totalled c.$3m at the board meeting on 10 June 2016.  
8.8.10 Inability to access alternative debt finance 
The Group’s sole secured creditor, NAB had advised the Group late 2016 that no further loan funds would be advanced to the Group under its existing facilities. The books and records of the Group and from discussions with management, disclose that the Group sought alternative debt funding from 17 financiers (including major banks and alternative lenders) throughout May 2013 to the date of our appointment, without any success.   The inability to access alternative debt finance for the purpose of funding working capital is a strong indicator of insolvency. 
8.9 Insolvent Trading Claim  
8.9.1 Claim against the HSW Group Directors and form 
In section 8.6 of this report, we provided detailed analysis which we believe demonstrates that the HSW Group was insolvent from at least 1 June 2016. Based on this, the Directors of the HSW Group could be held liable for any debts incurred during that period that remain outstanding as at 9 December 2016, being the date of the appointment of the Administrators.  
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We have estimated that based on an analysis of the debts incurred by the Group following the date of insolvency, there may be a viable claim against the Directors for insolvent trading of approximately $3m.  
 
If a liquidator chooses to pursue an insolvent trading action, creditors are prevented from taking their own action against the Directors for compensation. If a liquidator does not choose to take any action in this regard, a creditor may commence proceedings on its own behalf but only with the consent of the liquidator of the court.    
8.9.2 Management liability insurance policy  
The HSW Group maintained management liability insurance policy (also known as directors and officers insurance policy) which may respond to a claim for insolvent trading, if any is made. To ensure a potential liquidator is able to make a claim, we have lodged a notification with the insurers regarding potential claims against the Directors and former director. Due to confidentiality restrictions, we are unable to disclose any details of the policy.  
8.9.3 Defences available to the Directors  
A defence is available to an insolvent trading claim under section 588H of the Act where the director can establish:   There were reasonable grounds for the director to expect and the director did expect that the company was solvent and would remain solvent    They did not take part in management for illness or some other good reason   They took all reasonable steps to prevent the company incurring the relevant debts  We understand the Directors consider that they have valid defences to any insolvent trading claim but we have not been provided with details of those defences. A liquidator would undertake further investigations into the merits of any proposed defences by the Directors prior to pursuing an insolvent trading claim.  
8.9.4 Financial position of the Directors and former director 
The financial position of the Directors and their ability to compensate for any damages awarded against them in the event proceedings were taken by a liquidator is relevant to the consideration of the commerciality of further action.   We have reviewed publically available information regarding the Directors and former Director’s real property holdings. From searches of the Land Title registers in all states of Australia, we have not identified any properties held by Dirk Spence or Pauline Donald. However, we have identified one property jointly owned by Les Howard and his wife located in Northbridge, NSW. This property is currently mortgaged to Westpac.   We are not entitled to disclose personal financial information that is not publically available without the prior consent of the Directors. Further investigations into the Directors, and former directors personal affairs will be conducted once a liquidator is appointed.    
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9. Estimated Return to Creditors  
We have now completed the sale of the HSW Group’s assets and have requested all suppliers and creditors to submit their final accounts for services up to and including 13 February 2017 in order for us to finalise our Administration commitments.  Our investigations into the Group’s voidable transactions and insolvent trading claims are preliminary, and some claims are sensitive in nature. Therefore, we have withheld any estimated recovery amounts and the potential future return to HSW priority creditor claims and unsecured creditors.   Below is the HSW Group Estimated Statement of Position (ESOP) detailing our estimated net asset realisations and distribution of these funds to the various classes of creditors.   
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9.1.1 Net realisation of non-circulating assets  
The net non-circulating (fixed) asset realisations relate to HSW’s intellectual property, franchise network and brand ($303k), as well as PHI’s plant and equipment, including company owned furniture and fittings ($300k), sold as part of the HSW Group going concern sale.   The Administrators’ fees totalling $155k relate to non-circulating asset realisations and time fees incurred in dealing with the secured creditor and non-circulating asset realisations. The legal fees estimate of $110k relate to HSW franchise agreements and network matters, non-circulating asset realisation, and secured creditor issues.  

HSW Group ESOP HSW Corp PHI HSW Lealdir Total Note
as at 20 April 2017 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
Non Circulating Assets

Plant & equipment (net) - 300 - - 300 
Goodwill/IP/ Franchise network (net) - - 303 - 303 

Less: Costs of realisation -
Administrators fees & disbursements (1) (53) (97) (3) (155)
Legal & other (70) (40) (110)

Net non-circulating assets 
realisations (1) 177 166 (3) 9.1.1
Circulating Assets

Cash at bank - 12 - - 12 
Stock - sale of business - 3,397 - - 3,397 

Less: PPSR PMSI claims (ROT) - (125) - - (125)
Debtor realisations - 1,377 83 - 1,459 
Net trading receipts  - 2,217 361 - 2,579 

Subtotal - 6,878 444 - 7,322 9.1.2
Less: Costs of realisation
Administrators fees & disbursements (32) (1,620) (338) (38) (2,028)
Liquidators fees & disbursements (22) (240) (134) (10) (406)
Legal & other - (360) (30) - (390)

Net circulating assets realisations (54) 4,658 (58) (48) 9.1.2
Funds available for priority employee claims 4,658 
Priority employee claims

Wages/AL/LSL/Superannuation - (181) (352) - (533)
PILN/Redundancy - (192) (556) - (748)

Total priority employee claims - (373) (907) - (1,281) 9.1.3

Circulating assets realisations surplus 4,285 - 9.1.4

Funds available for secured creditor
Non-circulating assets surplus - 177 166 - 343 9.1.4
Circulating assets surplus - 4,285 - - 4,285 9.1.4

Total - 4,462 166 - 4,627 9.1.4
Secured creditor's claim (balance as at 18 April 2017) (5,245) 9.1.4
Return cents in the dollar 88%

Funds available for unsecured creditors See section 9.1.5
Group unsecured creditors claims (estimate based on Directors' RATA) 42,595 9.1.5
Return cents in the dollar See section 9.1.5
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HSW Corp and Lealdir did not realise any non-circulating assets and therefore the Administrators will not be able to recover their costs in relation in the non-circulating fees incurred for these companies ($4k). 
9.1.2 Realisation of circulating assets 
The net circulating asset realisations for the Group totalling $7.322m was principally generated from the Administrators’ trading of the Group’s business, PHI and HSW debtor realisations and sale of PHI stock as part of the Group’s going concern sale.   The Administrators’ costs of realisations totalling $2.028m relate to trading of the Group’s business, circulating asset realisations and time incurred with the administration. Full details of this expense is outlined in our Remuneration Report attached as Appendix D. The legal fees and expenses estimate of $390k relate primarily to selling the Group‘s business, as well as, our application to Court for the extension of the convening period, responding to Directors’ correspondence, review of the Group’s insurance documentation, PPSR, supplier issues, employment and intellectual property & privacy issues.  HSW Corp and Lealdir did not realise any circulating assets and therefore the Administrators will not be able to recover their costs in relation in the circulating fees incurred for these companies ($102k).  The Liquidators’ fees and disbursements expense of $406k is an estimate of the fees to be incurred to finalise our investigations and any other trading issues not yet complete during the administration. Full details of this expense is outlined in our Remuneration Report attached as Appendix D. 
9.1.3 Priority employee claims 
Priority employee claims relate to employee entitlements owing to former employees of the respective companies, and have a priority over the secured creditor in relation to circulating assets realisations.  Our calculation of outstanding employee entitlements totalling $1.28m is summarised below:   

 
a) PHI Employee Claims 
PHI’s net circulating asset realisations of $4.658m, were sufficient to pay the PHI priority employee claims in full. In March 2017, we made a 100c/$ priority distribution and paid PHI employee claims totalling $373k. 
b) HSW Employee Claims 
The Group’s books and records disclose HSW priority employee claims totalling $907k. This amount has already been adjusted for excluded employees (discussed further below), and only includes the maximum claim amount of $3.5k for each excluded employee claim.   Unfortunately, the realisations from HSW’s assets are insufficient to provide a return to HSW employees. Further, the structure of this Group does not provide for the Group’s assets to be pooled for the benefit of employee and creditor claims.   In the event HSW is placed into liquidation, eligible HSW employees should lodge a claim for assistance on certain classes of their employee entitlements with the Australian Government’s Fair Entitlements 

HSW Group - priority employee claims HSW PHI Total
($'000)
Calculated as at 9 Dec 2016

Annual Leave 147                   60                     208                   
Annual leave Loading -                    2                      2                      
Long Service Leave 130                   54                     185                   
Bonus 17                     14                     31                     
Superannuation 57                     50                     107                   

Subtotal 352                     181                     533                     
Termination 

PILN 206                   37                     243                   
Superannuation 21                     4                      24                     
Redundancy 329                   152                   481                   

Subtotal 556                     192                     748                     
Total employee entitlements 907                     373                     1,281                  
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Guarantee (the FEG) scheme, which is administered through the Department of Employment (DoE). Further information regarding FEG scheme is provided in section 10 Fair Entitlements Guarantee below.   If a liquidator is appointed, we will provide HSW former employees or DoE an update regarding the Group’s voidable transaction and insolvent trading claims for any future recoveries that may be available to meet this claim. 
c) Excluded (Related-Party) Employee Claims (Section 566 of the Act) 
Excluded employees are directors or relatives of the Directors of the HSW Group, and therefore include Janet Spence, wife of Dirk Spence.   The priority claims of excluded employees are capped at different amounts for different classes of entitlements pursuant to section 556 of the Act, with the balance being classed as an unsecured claim against the Company. The maximum amount an excluded employee can receive via a distribution to priority creditors is $3.5k each. This is made up of a capped amount of $2k for superannuation and $1.5k for annual leave and long service leave. The balance of any claims will rank as an unsecured claim.   Les Howard submitted a claim in the amount of $241.3k for leave and superannuation entitlements calculated as a percentage of director’s fees paid to him during 1995 to 2016. We understand that Les Howard was a contractor to HSW Corp and he was not listed as an employee in the Group’s books and records. Therefore we have not included any entitlements owing to him in our ESOP.  

 
9.1.4 Secured creditor debt  
NAB is the Group’s sole secured creditor with security over non-circulating and circulating assets and its current debt is approximately $5.245m (including accrued interest to date) summarised as follows:   

  Based on our estimated net realisations detailed above, the surplus from non-circulating and circulating asset realisations available to NAB total $4.627m, which is c.88% of their current debt.   
9.1.5 Funds available for unsecured creditors  
We refer to our Section 8 Investigations where we have identified the potential claims which a Liquidator may pursue for recoveries for the benefit of priority employee and unsecured creditors, summarised below.   

  

Excluded employee claims 
($'000)

Leave 
entitlements Superannuation PILN & 

redundancy Total 
Dirk Spence 90                    8                           726                  825                  
Pauline Donald 51                    6                           228                  285                  
Janet Spence 2                      1                           9                      13                    
Les Howard -                   -                        -                   -                   
Total                       143                                15                       964                    1,122 

Secured creditor's debt Amount ($'000)
Trade finance facility 4,719                        
Landlord guarantees 903                           

Total - 9 Dec 2016 5,622                      
Less: Secured creditor's rights to set-off  accounts (530)                         

Add accrued Group interest since appointment 153                           
Secured creditor's exposure (excluding interest) 5,245                      

Potential claims ($'000) HSW Group 
Unfair preference payments 1,680             
Unreasonable director-related transactions 440                
Insolvent trading 3,000             
Total                 5,120 
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The potential claims are not an indication of recoveries as these will be subject to costs of recovery and defences.   Due to the complex nature in which the Group funded various payments to creditors on behalf of each company, further investigations will be required by the Liquidator to determine which entity the recoveries will be available to.   The ESOP total Group unsecured creditors amount of $42.595m is an estimate based on the Directors’ RATA. Should a dividend be available to unsecured creditors, a Liquidator will request all unsecured creditors to submit their proof of debt forms with supporting evidence in order to determine total claimants for the purposes of a distribution. 
10. Fair Entitlements Scheme 
The PHI employee entitlements have been paid in full.  The Administrators have sent correspondence to all HSW staff that were made redundant advising them of their outstanding employee entitlements.   Should HSW be wound up and placed into liquidation at the second meeting of creditors, eligible employees should lodge a claim for assistance on certain classes of their employee entitlements with the Australian Government’s Fair Entitlements Guarantee (FEG) scheme, which is administered through the Department of Employment.  In preparation for your claim for FEG assistance, if employees have not already done so, we recommend that all former employees register with the FEG online at https://extranet.deewr.gov.au/feg. Should HSW be wound up and placed into liquidation, we will write to all employees who have been terminated with guidance on how to submit their claim to FEG.   Please note that the FEG does not provide funds for some classes of employee entitlements (for example, superannuation, personal/carers leave, etc.) and caps apply to other entitlement categories.  We recommend that all employee claims be made online if possible as this will ensure the fastest response. To ensure the quickest payment of your claim, please be sure to identify HSW’s correct legal name and Australian Company Number on your online claim form. Relevant supporting documentation with respect to your claim will also need to be submitted to FEG as part of your claim. The FEG requires a certified copy of either your birth certificate or passport and any relevant visas. Other documentation such as payslips, a signed contract of your employment, letter of termination and timesheets should also be uploaded if possible, as they will be beneficial in speeding up the processing of your claim.  Until such time HSW is placed into liquidation, please ensure that you do not submit your claim as it will be rejected by the FEG. However, you can register online with FEG now and commence populating the online form.  We note that ordinarily it may take between 12 and 16 weeks from the date your claim is submitted for the FEG to consider, adjudicate and pay any claims. For further information please contact the Department of Employment directly on 1300 135 040 or visit its website at http://www.employment.gov.au/fair-entitlements-guarantee-feg.  
11. Administrators' Opinion  
11.1 Introduction 
The following options are available to creditors do decide:   the Company execute a Deed of Company Arrangement; or 
 the administration end; or 
 the Company be wound up. 
 
Our opinions on each option and our reasons for our opinions are discussed below. 
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11.2 The Company execute a DOCA 
We received two DOCA proposals during the Companies’ sale program. However, these proposals were either not funded, or inferior to the offer received from the ultimate Purchaser. Given the sale of the business, we do not have a DOCA proposal capable of being put to creditors for consideration.   
11.3 The administration should end 
Based on our analysis, the Group is presently insolvent and unable to pay its debts as and when they fall due.  Ending the administration would not be in the best interests of creditors and would expose the Directors to the possibility of liability for insolvent trading (beyond that already discussed in this report). Accordingly, we cannot recommend that the Administration end and control be returned to the directors. 
11.4 The Company be wound up 
In section 9 Estimated Statement of Position, we outline the estimated return to creditors in a winding up scenario.   The Group is presently insolvent and on that basis, we recommend that it is in the best interests of creditors for the Companies to be wound up.  
11.5 Recommendation 
In our opinion, creditor’s interests would be best served if the Companies are wound up.  We reserve the right to change our recommendation to creditors should there be a DOCA proposal received subsequent to the date of this report.  Should we receive any new information relevant to creditors between issuing this report and the date of the creditors meeting; a summary will be made available on our website at www.deloitte.com/au/howards-storage-world.  
12. Other Material Information 
We are not aware of any other information that is materially relevant to creditors being able to make an informed decision on the Company’s future. 
13. Remuneration  
Creditors are directed to the Information Sheet – Approving Fees: a guide for Creditors, a copy of which is attached as Appendix C.   
13.1 Voluntary Administration  
The Administrators’ remuneration is based on the firm’s hourly rates which are included in Appendix D to this report. Creditor approval for fees will be sought at the second meeting of creditors where a detailed narrative will be submitted together with the fee breakdown of work performed by our staff. The time costs incurred to remuneration approvals sought for the Voluntary Administration period are as follows:  

   A summary of the time spent by us and our staff in the Administration to 7 April 2017 at their respective hourly rates is attached as Appendix D. At the second meeting of creditors, we will propose a resolution in relation to the unpaid fees from the Companies for the period 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 and estimated future fees for the period 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017, the date of the second creditors meeting.  If a lesser amount is incurred only the amount actually incurred will be paid. Approval for the future remuneration sought is based on an estimate of the work necessary to 

Voluntary Administration - remuneration approval
sought

HSW Corp 
($, Excl GST)

PHI 
($, Excl GST)

HSW 
($, Excl GST)

Lealdir 
($, Excl GST)

Actual remuneration: 9 December 2016 – 7 April 2017          16,624      1,501,586         332,628          24,150 
Prospective remuneration: 8 April 2017– 1 May 2017          16,405         116,985          90,100          16,405 
Total – Voluntary Administration           33,029      1,618,571         422,728           40,555 
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the completion of the Administrations (if applicable).  Should additional work be necessary beyond what is contemplated, further approval may be sought from creditors. 
13.2 Liquidation  
The Liquidators’ remuneration is based on the firm’s hourly rates which are included in Appendix D to this report. Creditor approval for fees will be sought at the second meeting of creditors where a detailed narrative will be submitted together with the fee breakdown of work performed by the liquidators’ staff.  The estimated fees for the Liquidations of the Companies from the commencement of the Liquidations (1 May 2017) to completion of the Liquidations are as follows:  

   A summary of the estimated time to be spent by the Liquidators and their staff in the Liquidation from the commencement of the Liquidation (1 May 2017) to completion of the Liquidation at their respective hourly rates is attached as Appendix D.  At the second meeting of creditors, we will propose a resolution in relation to the estimated Liquidators fees from the commencement of the liquidation (1 May 2017) to completion of the Liquidation. Approval for the future remuneration sought is based on an estimate of the work necessary to the completion of the Liquidations (if applicable).  Should additional work be necessary beyond what is contemplated, further approval may be sought from creditors. If a lesser amount is incurred only the amount actually incurred will be paid.  
14. Meeting   
Pursuant to Section 439A(3) of the Act a second meeting of creditors is to be held on Monday, 1 May 2017 at the offices of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Level 9 Grosvenor Place, 225 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000, at 11:30AM (AEST). A Notice of Meeting (Form 529) is enclosed as Appendix E.  A teleconference of this meeting will be available to creditors at our Melbourne offices located at Level 11, 550 Bourke Street, Melbourne VIC 3000.    At this meeting creditors will be asked to resolve whether:   the Company execute a Deed of Company Arrangement; or 
 the administration end; or 
 the Company be wound up. 
 Attendance at this meeting is not compulsory. Creditors may attend and vote in person, by proxy or by attorney.  The appointment of a proxy must be made in accordance with Form 532 (copy attached as Appendix G).    A specific proxy can be lodged showing approval or rejection of each resolution.  Proxy forms or facsimiles thereof must be lodged with the Administrators prior to the commencement of the meeting.  Where a facsimile copy of a proxy is sent, the original must be lodged with the Administrators within 72 hours after receipt of the facsimile.  An attorney of the creditor must show the instrument by which he or she is appointed to the Chairman of the meeting, prior to the commencement of the meeting.  Please note that a creditor is required to lodge a Proof of Debt or Claim (copy attached at Appendix F) to be entitled to vote at the second meeting of creditors.  A creditor will not be able to vote at the meeting unless a Proof of Debt or Claim is lodged with me prior to the commencement of the meeting.    

Liquidation - remuneration approval sought HSW Corp 
($, Excl GST)

PHI 
($, Excl GST)

HSW 
($, Excl GST)

Lealdir 
($, Excl GST)

Future remuneration: Commencement of liquidation 
(1 May 2017) to completion*          22,055         239,860         134,075          10,235 
Total - Liquidation           22,055         239,860         134,075           10,235 
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If a creditor wishes to rely upon the Proof of Debt or Claim that they lodged with us at the first meeting of creditors, held on 20 December 2016, they must make reference to that Proof of Debt or Claim when submitting a proxy, or when attending the second meeting of creditors.  Creditors should provide proxies and Proofs of Debt to the Administrators prior to the meeting by one of the following methods:  
Post Attention: Rosie Hassall c/- Deloitte  PO Box N250 Grosvenor Place Sydney  NSW  1220 Email hsw@deloitte.com.au  Fax (02) 9322 7001  We trust that creditors find this report informative and useful.  In the event that you have any queries regarding the contents of this report, or the administration in general, please do not hesitate to contact Andrew Whittingham of this office on +61 (2) 8260 4390 or at hsw@deloitte.com.au.  Yours faithfully     David John Frank Lombe For and on behalf of the  Joint and Several Administrators   
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Appendix A - Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities 
 
  
 



 

Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private company limited by guarantee, and its network of member firms, each of which is a legally 

separate and independent entity. Please see www.deloitte.com/au/about for a detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited and its 

member firms. 

 

The entity named herein is a legally separate and independent entity. In providing this document, the author only acts in the named capacity and does not act in any other 

capacity.  Nothing in this document, nor any related attachments or communications or services, have any capacity to bind any other entity under the ‘Deloitte’ network of 
member firms (including those operating in Australia). 

 

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. 

 

Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited  

 
 

Deloitte Financial Advisory Pty Ltd 

ACN 611 749 841 
 

Grosvenor Place 
225 George Street 
Sydney  NSW  2000 

PO Box N250 Grosvenor Place 
Sydney NSW 1220 Australia 

 
Tel:  +61 2 9322 7000 

Fax:  +61 2 9322 7001 
www.deloitte.com.au 

Declaration of Independence, Relevant 
Relationships and Indemnities 
 
HSW Corp. Pty Ltd ACN 104 435 181 
Howards Storage World Pty Ltd ACN 094 719 490 
Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd ACN 069 891 201 
Lealdir Pty Ltd ACN 104 246 433  
(Collectively the Howards Group / Companies) 
 
 

This document requires the Practitioners appointed to an insolvent entity to make declarations as to: 

A. their independence generally; 

B. relationships, including 

(i) the circumstances of the appointment; 

(ii) any relationships with the company and others within the previous 24 months; 

(iii) any prior professional services for the company within the previous 24 months; 

(iv) that there are no other relationships to declare; and 

C. any indemnities given, or up-front payments made, to the Practitioner. 

 

This declaration is made in respect of ourselves, our partners and Deloitte Financial Advisory Pty Limited 

(Deloitte). 

 

A. Independence 

 

We, Vaughan Neil Strawbridge and David John Frank Lombe of Deloitte have undertaken a proper 

assessment of the risks to our independence prior to accepting the appointment as voluntary 

administrators of the Howards Group in accordance with the law and applicable professional standards. 

This assessment identified no real or potential risks to our independence. We are not aware of any 

reasons that would prevent us from accepting this appointment. 

 

B. Declaration of Relationships 

 

i. Circumstances of appointment 

 

Deloitte was previously engaged by the Companies’ secured creditor, National Australia Bank Limited 

(the Bank) to complete a number of independent business reviews (IBR) of the Howards Group in 2014, 

2015 and more recently in September 2016. These reports were provided to the Bank in order to 

understand the Group’s affairs. Further details of these engagements are outlined in Section ii, Relevant 

Relationships, below.  

 

Following completion of the IBR on 19 September 2016, Deloitte was requested by the Bank to undertake 

a monitoring role of the Howards Group, to provide the Bank updates on the Howards Group performance 

and the status of its sale of business program and alternative restructuring/recapitalisation strategies. 

 



 

During the monitoring period, Phil Smith and to a lesser extent, Vaughan Strawbridge both of Deloitte 

had regular/numerous discussions with the Group’s Chief Financial Officer regarding the financial affairs 

of the Group, cash flow issues and updates regarding the Group’s sale process being undertaken.  

 

The Howard Group financial facilities with the Bank were due to expire on 31 October 2016. The Bank 

provided an extension to 8 December 2016 in order for the group to undertake a sale process.  In 

addition the Bank requested a solvency statement from the board by 6 December 2016.   

 

On 23 November 2016, Mr Dirk Spence, a director of the Group had a telephone conversation with Phil 

Smith of Deloitte to discuss the status of the sale process and franchise issues.  During that call Phil 

Smith discussed the voluntary administration process and the various possible outcomes. 

 

On Friday 2 December 2016 Deloitte were copied on a letter sent by the Bank to the directors of the 

Howard Group advising that due to a number of concerns they would not be providing any further 

extensions to the facility terms.  Deloitte were subsequently copied on a response from the Howard 

Group to the Bank requesting a further two week extension as they were engaged with an interested 

party for the sale of the businesses.  The Bank requested further information be provided regarding the 

likelihood of the sale by Tuesday 6 December 2016. 

 

The Howard Group’s newly appointed financial advisor, Mr Damien Hodgkinson of DEM Australasia Pty Ltd 

contacted Vaughan Strawbridge on Monday 5 December 2016 to discuss a potential need to appoint 

voluntary administrators to Group companies and what the process would entail.   

 

On Tuesday 6 December 2016 the Group sent a letter to the Bank confirming the appointment of the 

financial advisor, Mr Hodgkinson and the intention to appoint Deloitte partners as Voluntary 

Administrators over one of the Group entities.  However, the letter also requested an extension of the 

facilities to 15 December to facilitate the planning of the administration. 

 

A meeting was then arranged on Wednesday 7 December 2016 between the financial advisor, Mr 

Hodgkinson and Vaughan Strawbridge. At that meeting the need for a voluntary administrator’s 

appointment was discussed and consents to act requested. The meeting again discussed the Voluntary 

Administration process and what the appointments would entail. 

 

On Wednesday 7 December 2016 the Bank advised it would not be providing the extension the banking 

facilities sought by the Group. 

 

A further telephone conversation was held on Thursday 8 December 2016 between Vaughan Strawbridge 

and with the financial adviser to discuss possible timing of an appointment and the companies within the 

group structure to be included in the appointment.  

 

We understand that the directors of the Howards Group received independent legal advice regarding the 

appointment of voluntary administrators.   

 

In our opinion, the abovementioned meetings and the IBR engagements do not affect our independence 

or present a conflict or impediment for the following reasons: 

 The meetings were in the nature of obtaining information to provide the Bank an understanding of 

their security position and the potential options available to them  

 Deloitte did not provide any advice to the Howards Group or its directors  

 Deloitte was not, and is not bound to provide any services, deliver or achieve any particular outcome  

in respect of the Howards Group or its directors  

 The IBR completed by Deloitte did not include any work for or on behalf of the Howards Group 

 The IBR completed on behalf of the Bank is not of the nature that would be subject to review by a 

voluntary administrator, or subsequently, a deed administrator or liquidator  

We have provided no other information or advice to the Howards Group and its directors, prior to our 

appointment, beyond that outlined in this DIRRI. 

 

 



 

ii. Relevant Relationships (excluding Professional Services to the Company) 

 

We, or a member of our firm, have, or have had within the preceding 24 months, a relationship with: 
 

Name Nature of relationship Reasons why not an impediment or 

conflict 

National Australia 

Bank Limited (NAB) 

 

NAB holds a general 

security interest over the 

whole of the property of 

the Companies. 

We have undertaken a 

number of formal 

insolvency and advisory 

engagements for NAB in 

the usual course of 

business. 

Deloitte has provided and 

continues to provide 

Accounting, Advisory, 

Consulting, Data Analytics, 

Forensic, Risk Services and 

Tax services to NAB. 

 

We do not consider previous formal 

insolvency and advisory engagements 

accepted for NAB to present a conflict as 

there is no connection between these 

engagements and the Companies. 

The provision of Accounting, Advisory, 

Consulting, Data Analytics, Forensic, Risk 

Services and Tax services to NAB brings 

about a commercial relationship that in our 

opinion does not present a conflict or 

impediment as it does not impact upon the 

position of the Companies. 

We are not paid any commissions, 

inducements or benefits to undertake any 

engagements with NAB and do not consider 

ourselves to be bound or in any way 

obligated to deliver a favourable outcome to 

any party.  

Therefore there is no relationship with NAB 

which in our view would restrict us from 

properly exercising our judgment and duties 

in relation to the appointment. 

NAB 

 

Deloitte was engaged by 

NAB in 2014; 2015 and 

2016 to undertake IBRs of 

the Howards Group. 

The scope of the 

engagements included a 

review of the following 

areas: 

 Business overview 

 Short term cash flow 

forecasts 

 Historical 

Trading/Historical Cash 

flow 

 Balance sheet 

 Forecast trading  

 NAB’s Estimated 

Statement of Position  

 Identify Key 

Performance Indicators 

(KPIs) to monitor 

performance 

The work undertaken during the IBR 

engagements have assisted us to develop an 

understanding of the Companies and their 

activities.  

In addition, the nature of these 

engagements would not be subject to review 

or challenge during the course of the 

Administration. The IBR engagements will 

not influence our ability to be able to fully 

comply with the statutory and fiduciary 

obligations associated with the 

administration of the Company. 

 

Throughout the 2016 IBR engagement: 

 Deloitte did not provide any advice to 

the Howards Group or its directors 

 Discussions were limited to obtaining 

information to enable Deloitte to 

complete its IBR  

 The findings of the IBR was discussed 

with NAB and the Howards Group 

management  



 

Name Nature of relationship Reasons why not an impediment or 

conflict 

 Options analysis  

Professional fees rendered 

were  

 2014 - $50,000 

(excluding GST & 

Expenses) and the 

engagement spanned 

the period from 17 

February 2014 to 

approximately 28 

March 2014  

 2015 – $80,000 

excluding GST & 

Expenses) and the 

engagement spanned 

the period from 23 

April 2015 to 2 July 

2015 

 2016 - $50,000 

excluding GST & 

Expenses) for the 

period 29 August 2016 

to 19 September 2016 

and a further $15,000 

for subsequent 

monitoring services. 

These fees were paid 

in advance of the 

engagement 

commencing. 

Fees incurred for the 

monitoring services 

provided in October 

and November 2016 

totalling $24,747 (plus 

GST) were initially 

invoiced to the Group 

but were subsequently 

written off with credit 

notes issued to the 

Group.   

 Fees incurred for the monitoring services 

provided in September 2016 totalling 

$24,747 (plus GST) were billed to the 

Companies and subsequently written off, 

as such that Deloitte is not a creditor of 

the Howards Group.  

These engagements fall within the 

exceptions to the two year rule for a prior 

professional relationship, where the 

relationship is an IBR leading to a formal 

appointment  under Section 6.8.1(c) of the 

Code of Professional Practice for Insolvency 

Practitioners. 

 

Plaza Home Imports 

(Singapore) Pte Ltd 

(Plaza), a wholly 

owned subsidiary of 

HSW Corp Pty Ltd. 

 

 

Andrew Grimmett and Lim 

Loo Khoon, both partners 

of the Deloitte Touche 

Tohmatsu Limited Member 

Firm in Singapore (Deloitte 

Singapore), were 

appointed provisional 

liquidators of Plaza on 2 

November 2016. 

The role undertaken by Deloitte Singapore 

as provisional liquidators of Plaza will not 

influence our ability to be able to fully 

comply with the statutory and fiduciary 

obligations associated with the voluntary 

administration of the Companies in an 

objective and impartial manner. 

There may be related party loan/s between 

the Howards Group and Plaza. If during our 

appointment any inter-company dealings 



 

Name Nature of relationship Reasons why not an impediment or 

conflict 

The directors of Plaza held 

an  Extraordinary General 

Meeting on 1 December 

2016, which confirmed the 

appointment of Andrew 

Grimmett and Lim Loo 

Khoon as official 

liquidators of Plaza. 

This appointment is 

ongoing. 

give rise to a conflict then we undertake to 

disclose any such conflicts to the creditors 

and, if required, seek Court directions as to 

the appropriate means of resolving the 

conflict among members of the group. 

 

iii. Group Appointment 

 

As noted at page 1, we have been appointed as Voluntary Administrators of four companies in the 

Howards Group of companies. We are of the view that the appointment to the group of companies will 

have practical benefits to the administration of the companies. In particular it will enable an accurate 

view to be obtained of the financial position of the group of companies due to our knowledge of the 

companies’ financial position. We are aware that there may be inter-company transactions within the 

group but at this time we are not aware of any potential conflicts arising from our appointment over the 

group companies. However, if in the future any inter-company dealings give rise to a conflict then we 

undertake to disclose any such conflicts to the creditors and, if required, seek Court directions as to the 

appropriate means of resolving the conflict among members of the group. 

 

iv. Prior Professional services to the Companies  

 

Other than the information provided in Section ii Relevant Relationships, neither we nor our firm have 

provided any other professional services to the Howards Group in the previous 24 months.  

 

v. No other relevant relationships to disclose 

 

There are no other known relevant relationships, including personal, business and professional 

relationships, from the previous 24 months with the Company, an associate of the Company, a former 

insolvency practitioner appointed to the Company or any person or entity that has security over the 

whole or substantially whole of the Company’s property that should be disclosed. 

 

C. Indemnities and up-front payments 

 

We have not been indemnified in relation to this voluntary administration, other than any indemnities 

that we may be entitled to under statute and we have not received any up-front payments in respect of 

our remuneration or disbursements. 

 

Dated: 9th December 2016 

 

 

   

   

Vaughan Neil Strawbridge  David John Frank Lombe 

Notes: 

 

1. If circumstances change, or new information is identified, we are required under the Corporations 

Act and the ARITA Code of Professional Practice to update this Declaration and provide a copy to 

creditors with my/our next communication as well as table a copy of any replacement declaration at 

the next meeting of the insolvent’s creditors. 



 

2. Any relationships, indemnities or up-front payments disclosed in the DIRRI must not be such that 

the Practitioner is no longer independent. The purpose of components B and C of the DIRRI is to 

disclose relationships that, while they do not result in the Practitioner having a conflict of interest or 

duty, ensure that creditors are aware of those relationships and understand why the Practitioner 

nevertheless remains independent. 
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Creditor Information Sheet  

Offences, Recoverable transactions and  
Insolvent Trading  

Offences 
A summary of offences that may be identified by the administrator:  

Section Offence 
180 Failure by officer to exercise a reasonable degree of care and diligence in the exercise of his powers 

and the discharge of his duties.  
181 Failure to act in good faith.  
182 Making improper use of position as an officer or employee, to gain, directly or indirectly, an advantage.  
183 Making improper use of information acquired by virtue of his position.  
184 Reckless or intentional dishonesty in failing to exercise duties in good faith for proper purpose. Use of 

position or information dishonestly to gain advantage or cause detriment. 
206A Contravening an order against taking part in management of a corporation.  
206A, B Taking part in management of corporation while being an insolvent under an administration.  
206A, B Acting as a director or promoter or taking part in the management of a company within five years after 

conviction or imprisonment for various offences.  
209(3) Dishonest failure to observe requirements on making loans to directors or related companies.  
254T Paying dividends except out of profits.  
286 Failure to keep proper accounting records. 
312 Obstruction of auditor.  
314-7 Failure to comply with requirements for financial statement preparation.  
437C Performing or exercising a function or power as officer while a company is under administration.  
437D(5) Unauthorised dealing with company's property during administration.  
438B(4) Failure by directors to assist administrator, deliver records and provide information.  
438C(5) Failure to deliver up books and records to administrator.  
590 Failure to disclose property, concealed or removed property, concealed a debt due to the company, 

altered books of the company, fraudulently obtained credit on behalf of the company, material omission 
from Report as to Affairs or false representation to creditors. 

Voidable Transactions  
Preferences  
A preference is a transaction such as a payment between the company and one or more of its creditors, 
in which the creditor receiving the payment is preferred over the general body of creditors. The relevant 
time period is six months before the commencement of the liquidation. The company must have been 
insolvent at the time of the transaction, or become insolvent as a result of the transaction.  

Where a creditor receives a preferred payment, the payment is voidable as against a liquidator and is 
liable to be paid back to the liquidator subject to the creditor being able to successfully maintain any of 
the defences available to the creditor under either the Corporations Act.  

Uncommercial Transaction  
An uncommercial transaction is one that it may be expected that a reasonable person in the company's 
circumstances would not have entered into having regard to:  
• the benefit or detriment to the company;  
• the respective benefits to other parties; and 
• any other relevant matter.  

To be voidable, an uncommercial transaction must have occurred during the two years before the 
liquidation.  

However, if a related entity is a party to the transaction, the time period is four years and if the intention 
of the transaction is to defeat creditors, the time period is ten years. 
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The company must have been insolvent at the time of the transaction, or become insolvent as a result of 
the transaction.  

Unfair Loan  
A loan is unfair if and only if the interest was extortionate when the loan was made or has since become 
extortionate. There is no time limit on unfair loans – they only have to have been entered into any time 
on or before the day when the winding up began.  

Arrangements to avoid employee entitlements  
If an employee suffers loss because a person (including a director) enters into an arrangement or 
transaction to avoid the payment of employee entitlements, the liquidator or the employee may seek to 
recover compensation from that person. It will only be necessary to satisfy the court that there was a 
breach on the balance of probabilities. There is no time limit on when the transaction occurred.  

Unreasonable payments to directors  
Liquidators have the power to reclaim "unreasonable payments" made to directors by companies prior 
to liquidation. The provision relates to transactions made to, on behalf of, or for the benefit of, a director 
or close associate of a director. To fall within the scope of the section, the transaction must have been 
unreasonable, and have been entered into during the 4 years leading up to a company's liquidation, 
regardless of its solvency at the time the transaction occurred.  

Voidable charges  
Certain charges are voidable by a liquidator:  
• Circulating security interest created with six months of the liquidation unless it secures a 

subsequent advance;  
• Unregistered charges; and  
• Charges in favour of related parties who attempt to enforce the charge within 6 months of its 

creation.  

Insolvent Trading  
In the following circumstances, directors may be personally liable for insolvent trading by the company:  
• a person is a director at the time a company incurs a debt;  
• the company is insolvent at the time of incurring the debt or becomes insolvent because of 

incurring the debt;  
• at the time the debt was incurred, there were reasonable grounds to suspect that the company was 

insolvent;  
• the director was aware such grounds for suspicion existed; and  
• a reasonable person in a like position would have been so aware. 

The law provides that the liquidator, and in certain circumstances the creditor who suffered the loss, 
may recover from the director, an amount equal to the loss or damage suffered. Similar provisions exist 
to pursue holding companies for debts incurred by their subsidiaries.  

A defence is available under the law where the director can establish:  
• there were reasonable grounds to expect that the company was solvent and they actually did so 

expect;  
• they did not take part in management for illness or some other good reason; or,  
• they took all reasonable steps to prevent the company incurring the debt.  

The proceeds of any recovery for insolvent trading by a liquidator are available for distribution to the 
unsecured creditors before the secured creditors.  

Important note: This information sheet contains a summary of basic information on the topic. It is not a substitute for legal 
advice. Some provisions of the law referred to may have important exceptions or qualifications. This document may not contain all 
of the information about the law or the exceptions and qualifications that are relevant to your circumstances.  
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INFORMATION SHEET 85 

Approving fees: a guide for creditors
If a company is in financial difficulty, it can be put under the control of an independent external 
administrator. 

This information sheet gives general information for creditors on the approval of an external 
administrator’s fees in a liquidation of an insolvent company, voluntary administration or deed of 
company arrangement (other forms of external administration are not discussed in this information 
sheet). It outlines the rights that creditors have in the approval process. 

Entitlement to fees and costs 
A liquidator, voluntary administrator or deed administrator (i.e. an ‘external administrator’) is entitled 
to be: 

• paid reasonable fees, or remuneration, for the work they perform, once these fees have been 
approved by a creditors’ committee, creditors or a court, and 

• reimbursed for out-of-pocket costs incurred in performing their role (these costs do not need 
creditors’ committee, creditor or court approval). 

External administrators are only entitled to an amount of fees that is reasonable for the work that they 
and their staff properly perform in the external administration. What is reasonable will depend on the 
type of external administration and the issues that need to be resolved. Some are straightforward, 
while others are more complex. 

External administrators must undertake some tasks that may not directly benefit creditors. These 
include reporting potential breaches of the law and lodging a detailed listing of receipts and payments 
with ASIC every six months. The external administrator is entitled to be paid for completing these 
statutory tasks. 

For more on the tasks involved, see ASIC’s information sheets INFO 45 Liquidation: a guide for 
creditors and INFO 74 Voluntary administration: a guide for creditors. 

Out-of-pocket costs that are commonly reimbursed include: 

a substitute for legal advice. Some provisions of the law referred to may have important exceptions or 
qualifications. This document may not contain all of the information about the law or the exceptions 
and qualifications that are relevant to your circumstances. You will need a qualified professional 
adviser to take into account your particular circumstances and to tell you how the law applies to you. 
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• legal fees 

• valuer’s, real estate agent’s and auctioneer’s fees 

• stationery, photocopying, telephone and postage costs 

• retrieval costs for recovering the company’s computer records, and 

• storage costs for the company’s books and records. 

Creditors have a direct interest in the level of fees and costs, as the external administrator will, 
generally, be paid from the company’s available assets before any payments to creditors. If there are 
not enough assets, the external administrator may have arranged for a third party to pay any shortfall. 
As a creditor, you should receive details of such an arrangement. If there are not enough assets to pay 
the fees and costs, and there is no third party payment arrangement, any shortfall is not paid. 

Who may approve fees 
Who may approve fees depends on the type of external administration: see Table 1. The external 
administrator must provide sufficient information to enable the relevant decision-making body to 
assess whether the fees are reasonable. 

Table 1: Who may approve fees 

 Creditors’ 
committee 

Creditors Court 

Administrator in a 
voluntary administration 

1   

Administrator of a deed of 
company arrangement 

1   

Creditors’ voluntary 
liquidator 

1 5 r3 

Court-appointed liquidator 1 4, 5 2 
1 If there is one. 
2  If there is no approval by the committee or the creditors. 
3 Unless an application is made for a fee review. 
4 If there is no creditors’ committee or the committee fails to approve the fees. 
5 If insufficient creditors turn up to the meeting called by the liquidator to approve fees, the liquidator is entitled to be paid 

up to a maximum of $5000, or more if specified in the Corporations Regulations 2001. 

Creditors’ committee approval 
If there is a creditors’ committee, members are chosen by a vote of creditors as a whole. In approving 
the fees, the members represent the interests of all the creditors, not just their own individual interests. 

There is not a creditors’ committee in every external administration. A creditors’ committee makes its 
decision by a majority in number of its members present at a meeting, but it can only act if a majority 
of its members attend. 

To find out more about creditors’ committees and how they are formed, see ASIC’s information sheets 
INFO 45 Liquidation: a guide for creditors, INFO 74 Voluntary administration: a guide for creditors 
and INFO 41 Insolvency: a glossary of terms. 

Creditors’ approval 
Creditors approve fees by passing a resolution at a creditors’ meeting. Unless creditors call for a poll, 
the resolution is passed if a simple majority of creditors present and voting, in person or by proxy, 

© Australian Securities & Investments Commission, December 2008 
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indicate that they agree to the resolution. Unlike where acting as committee members, creditors may 
vote according to their individual interests. 

If a poll is taken, rather than a vote being decided on the voices or by a show of hands, a majority in 
number and value of creditors present and voting must agree. A poll requires the votes of each creditor 
to be recorded. 

A separate resolution of creditors is required for approving fees for an administrator in a voluntary 
administration and an administrator of a deed of company arrangement, even if the administrator is the 
same person in both administrations. 

A proxy is where a creditor appoints someone else to represent them at a creditors’ meeting and to 
vote on their behalf. A proxy can be either a general proxy or a special proxy. A general proxy allows 
the person holding the proxy to vote as they wish on a resolution, while a special proxy directs the 
proxy holder to vote in a particular way. 

A creditor will sometimes appoint the external administrator as a proxy to vote on the creditor’s 
behalf. An external administrator, their partners or staff must not use a general proxy to vote on 
approval of their fees; they must hold a special proxy in order to do this. They must vote all special 
proxies as directed, even those against approval of their fees. 

Calculation of fees 
Fees may be calculated using one of a number of different methods, such as: 

• on the basis of time spent by the external administrator and their staff 

• a quoted fixed fee, based on an upfront estimate, or 

• a percentage of asset realisations. 

Charging on a time basis is the most common method. External administrators have a scale of hourly 
rates, with different rates for each category of staff working on the external administration, including 
the external administrator. 

If the external administrator intends to charge on a time basis, you should receive a copy of these 
hourly rates soon after their appointment and before you are asked to approve the fees. 

The external administrator and their staff will record the time taken for the various tasks involved, and 
a record will be kept of the nature of the work performed. 

It is important to note that the hourly rates do not represent an hourly wage for the external 
administrator and their staff. The external administrator is running a business—an insolvency 
practice—and the hourly rates will be based on the cost of running the business, including overheads 
such as rent for business premises, utilities, wages and superannuation for staff who are not charged 
out at an hourly rate (such as personal assistants), information technology support, office equipment 
and supplies, insurances, taxes, and a profit. 

External administrators are professionals who are required to have qualifications and experience, be 
independent and maintain up-to-date skills. Many of the costs of running an insolvency practice are 
fixed costs that must be paid, even if there are insufficient assets available to pay the external 
administrator for their services. External administrators compete for work and their rates should reflect 
this. 

These are all matters that committee members or creditors should be aware of when considering the 
fees presented. However, regardless of these matters, creditors have a right to question the external 
administrator about the fees and whether the rates are negotiable. 

It is up to the external administrator to justify why the method chosen for calculating fees is an 
appropriate method for the particular external administration. As a creditor, you also have a right to 
question the external administrator about the calculation method used and how the calculation was 
made. 
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Report on proposed fees 
When seeking approval of fees, the external administrator must send committee members/creditors a 
report with the notice of meeting setting out: 

• information that will enable the committee members/creditors to make an informed assessment of 
whether the proposed fees are reasonable 

• a summary description of the major tasks performed, or to be performed, and 

• the costs associated with each of these tasks. 

Committee members/creditors may be asked to approve fees for work already performed or based on 
an estimate of work yet to be carried out. 

If the work is yet to be carried out, it is advisable to set a maximum limit (‘cap’) on the amount that 
the external administrator may receive. For example, future fees calculated according to time spent 
may be approved on the basis of the number of hours worked at the rates charged (as set out in the 
provided rate scale) up to a cap of $X. If the work involved then exceeds this figure, the external 
administrator will have to ask the creditors’ committee/creditors to approve a further amount of fees, 
after accounting for the fees already incurred. 

Deciding if fees are reasonable 
If asked to approve an amount of fees either as a committee member or by resolution at a creditors’ 
meeting, your task is to decide if that amount of fees is reasonable, given the work carried out in the 
external administration and the results of that work. 

You may find the following information from the external administrator useful in deciding if the fees 
claimed are reasonable: 

• the method used to calculate fees 

• the major tasks that have been performed, or are likely to be performed, for the fees 

• the fees/estimated fees (as applicable) for each of the major tasks 

• the size and complexity (or otherwise) of the external administration 

• the amount of fees (if any) that have previously been approved 

• if the fees are calculated, in whole or in part, on a time basis: 

o the period over which the work was, or is likely to be performed 

o if the fees are for work that has already been carried out, the time spent by each level of staff 
on each of the major tasks 

o if the fees are for work that is yet to be carried out, whether the fees are capped. 

If you need more information about fees than is provided in the external administrator’s report, you 
should let them know before the meeting at which fees will be voted on. 

What can you do if you think the fees are not reasonable? 
If you do not think the fees being claimed are reasonable, you should raise your concerns with the 
external administrator. It is your decision whether to vote in favour of, or against, a resolution to 
approve fees. 

Generally, if fees are approved by a creditors’ committee/creditors and you wish to challenge this 
decision, you may apply to the court and ask the court to review the fees. Special rules apply to court 
liquidations. 

You may wish to seek your own legal advice if you are considering applying for a court review of the 
fees. 
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Reimbursement of out-of-pocket costs 
An external administrator should be very careful incurring costs that must be paid from the external 
administration—as careful as if they were dealing with their own money. Their report on fees should 
also include information on the out-of-pocket costs of the external administration. 

If you have questions about any of these costs, you should ask the external administrator and, if 
necessary, bring it up at a creditors’ committee/creditors’ meeting. If you are still concerned, you have 
the right to ask the court to review the costs. 

Queries and complaints 
You should first raise any queries or complaints with the external administrator. If this fails to resolve 
your concerns, including any concerns about their conduct, you can lodge a complaint with ASIC at 
www.asic.gov.au/complain, or write to: 

ASIC Complaints 
PO Box 9149 
TRARALGON  VIC  3844 

ASIC will usually not become involved in matters of commercial judgement by an external 
administrator. Complaints against companies and their officers can also be made to ASIC. For other 
enquiries, email ASIC through infoline@asic.gov.au, or call ASIC’s Infoline on 1300 300 630 for the 
cost of a local call. 

To find out more 
For an explanation of terms used in this information sheet, see ASIC’s information sheet INFO 41 
Insolvency: a glossary of terms. For more on external administration, see ASIC’s related information 
sheets at www.asic.gov.au/insolvencyinfosheets: 

• INFO 74 Voluntary administration: a guide for creditors 

• INFO 75 Voluntary administration: a guide for employees 

• INFO 45 Liquidation: a guide for creditors 

• INFO 46 Liquidation: a guide for employees 

• INFO 54 Receivership: a guide for creditors 

• INFO 55 Receivership: a guide for employees 

• INFO 43 Insolvency: a guide for shareholders 

• INFO 42 Insolvency: a guide for directors 

• INFO 84 Independence of external administrators: a guide for creditors 

These are also available from the Insolvency Practitioners Association (IPA) website at 
www.ipaa.com.au. The IPA website also contains the IPA’s Code of Professional Practice for 
Insolvency Professionals, which applies to IPA members. 
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Remuneration Report – 20 April 2017 
Introduction 
 
This remuneration report covers the following four administrations: 

 HSW Corp. Pty Ltd, ACN 104 435 181 (HSW Corp)  
 A.C.N. 069 891 201 Pty Ltd (formerly Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd), ACN 069 891 201 

(Administrators Appointed) (PHI) 
 A.C.N. 094 719 490 Pty Ltd (formerly Howards Storage World Pty Ltd) ACN 094 719 490 

(Administrators Appointed) (HSW) 
 Lealdir Pty Ltd ACN 104 246 433 (Lealdir)  

 
(All Administrators Appointed) 
(collectively HSW Group, the Group or the Companies) 

Remuneration will be reported on each of the administrations separately and resolutions for approval 
of fees and disbursements will be detailed separately. 
 
Initial advice to creditors - remuneration 
 
Remuneration Methods  There are four basic methods that can be used to calculate the remuneration charged by an insolvency practitioner.  They are:   
Time based / hourly rates This is the most common method. The total fee charged is based on the hourly rate charged for each person who carried out the work multiplied by the number of hours spent by each person on each of the tasks performed.   
Fixed Fee The total fee charged is normally quoted at the commencement of the administration and is the total cost for the administration.  Sometimes a practitioner will finalise an administration for a fixed fee.  
Percentage The total fee charged is based on a percentage of a particular variable, such as the gross proceeds of assets realisations.   
Contingency  The practitioner’s fee is structured to be contingent on a particular outcome being achieved.  
Method chosen  Given the nature of the four Administrations we propose that our remuneration be calculated on time based/hourly rates basis. This is because:  
 We will only be paid for work done, subject to sufficient realisations of the company assets. 
 It ensures creditors are only charged for work that is performed.  Our time is recorded and 

charged in six minute increments and staff are allocated to duties according to their relevant 
experience and qualifications. 
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 We are required to perform a number of tasks which do not relate to the realisation of assets, 
e.g. responding to creditor enquiries, reporting to the ASIC, distributing funds in accordance with 
the provisions of the Corporations Act 2001. 

 We are unable to estimate with certainty the total amount of fees necessary to complete all tasks 
required in the Administrations. 

 
Explanation of Hourly Rates  The rates for our remuneration calculation are set out in the following table together with a general guide showing the qualifications and experience of staff engaged in the Administrations and the role they take in the Administrations. The hourly rates charged encompass the total cost of providing professional services and should not be compared to an hourly wage.   
Insolvency Staff  
Title  Description Hourly Rate (Excl GST) 
Appointee Registered liquidator.  Brings his or her specialist skills to the administration or insolvency task. $615

Partner Registered liquidator.  Brings his or her specialist skills to the administration or insolvency task. $615

Principal/ Consultant Typically CA or CPA qualified with in excess of 10 years’ experience on insolvency matters with a number of years at manager level.  Answerable to the appointee but otherwise responsible for all aspects of an administration.  Capable of controlling all aspects of an administration.  May be appropriately qualified to take appointments in his/her own right.   

$510

Director  Typically CA or CPA qualified with in excess of 7 years’ experience on insolvency matters with a number of years at manager level.  Answerable to the appointee but otherwise responsible for all aspects of an administration.  Capable of controlling all aspects of an administration.  May be appropriately qualified to take appointments in his/her own right.   

$510

Manager  Typically CA or CPA qualified with 5 to 8 years’ experience working on insolvency matters.  Will have experience conducting administrations and directing a number of staff.   
$440

Senior Analyst Typically completed or near completion of CA or CPA qualifications with 3 to 6 years insolvency experience.  Assists in planning and control of smaller matters as well as performing some more difficult tasks on larger matters. 

$330

Analyst  Typically studying towards CA or CPA qualification with 1 to 4 years insolvency experience. Works under supervision of more senior staff in performing day-to-day fieldwork. 
$220

Graduate Junior staff member who has completed a university degree with less than one year's experience working on insolvency matters.  Works under supervision of more senior staff in performing day-to-day fieldwork. 
This may include staff located in other offices of Deloitte overseas.  These staff work under the supervision of Australian staff with insolvency experience. 

$115
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Title  Description Hourly Rate (Excl GST) 
Secretary Advanced secretarial skills $170
Other Clerical Support secretarial and administrative skills $170
Other Junior Junior staff member who has not yet completed a university degree with less than one year's experience working on insolvency matters.  Works under supervision of more senior staff in performing day-to-day fieldwork. 

$115

  
Other Deloitte Staff – Deloitte Tax  
Title  Description Hourly Rate (Excl GST) 
Partner Specialised qualifications in tax, typically with an excess of 8 years’ experience. Instructed by the Administrators to provide specialist tax advice. 

$615

Principal Specialist staff qualified with an excess of 8 years’ experience in tax matters.  Works under the direction of appropriately qualified insolvency team members.     
$510

 
 
Other Deloitte Staff – Deloitte Risk Services 
 

Title  Description Hourly Rate (Excl GST) 
Director Specialist staff qualified with an excess of 8 years’ experience in computer forensic matters.  Works under the direction of appropriately qualified insolvency team members.     

$510

Manager Specialist staff qualified with 6 - 8 years’ experience in computer forensic matters.  Works under the direction of appropriately qualified insolvency team members.     
$440

Senior Analyst Specialist staff qualified with 4 - 6 years’ experience in computer forensic matters.  Works under the direction of appropriately qualified insolvency team members.     
$330

Analyst Specialist staff qualified with 1 - 4 years’ experience in computer forensic matters.  Works under the direction of appropriately qualified insolvency team members.     
$220

 Our best estimate for the cost of the four administrations is $125,000 per week (excluding GST and disbursements).      
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Disbursements   Disbursements are divided into three types:   
 Externally provided professional services - these are recovered at cost.  An example of an 

externally provided professional service disbursement is legal fees. 
 Externally provided non-professional costs such as travel, accommodation and search fees - 

these are recovered at cost. 
 Internal disbursements such as photocopying, printing and postage.  These disbursements, if 

charged to the Administrations, would generally be charged at cost; though some expenses such 
as telephone calls, photocopying and printing may be charged at a rate which recoups both 
variable and fixed costs.  The recovery of these costs must be on a reasonable commercial basis.     

 We are not required to seek creditor approval for disbursements, but must account to creditors.  Details of the basis of recovering internal disbursements in the Administrations are provided below.  Full details of any actual costs incurred will be provided with future reporting.  
Basis of disbursement claim  
Internal disbursements  Rate (Excl GST) 
Advertising At cost – based on commercial rates charges by ASIC and state and national newspapers 
Postage Australia Post rates 
Courier At cost – based on commercial rates charged by major external courier firms 
Photocopying - external At cost – based on commercial rates as offered by commonly used external providers 
Search and filing fees At cost 
Travel – taxi, train, tolls, parking, mileage At cost, mileage at $0.70 per km 
Stationery, printing, photocopying, telephone and faxes 2.5% of incurred insolvency fees 
 Scale applicable for financial year ending 30 June 2017.   
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Remuneration Request Approval Report  
Part 1: Declaration  
We, Vaughan Neil Strawbridge and David John Frank Lombe of Deloitte Financial Advisory Pty Ltd 
have undertaken a proper assessment of this remuneration claim for our appointments as Joint and 
Several Administrators of HSW Corp. Pty Ltd ACN 104 435 181, A.C.N. 069 891 201 Pty Ltd 
(formerly Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd) ACN 069 891 201 (Administrators Appointed), A.C.N. 094 
719 490 Pty Ltd (formerly Howards Storage World Pty Ltd) ACN 094 719 490 (Administrators 
Appointed), Lealdir Pty Ltd ACN 104 246 433 (All Administrators Appointed) (collectively HSW 
Group, the Group or the Companies) in accordance with the law and applicable professional 
standards.  I am satisfied that the remuneration claimed is in respect of necessary work, properly 
performed, or to be properly performed, in the conduct of each of the four administrations.  
Part 2: Executive Summary  To date, no remuneration has been approved and paid in any of the Administrations.  This remuneration report details approval sought for the following fees:       

Period Report reference 
HSW Corp ($, Excl GST) 

PHI  
 ($, Excl GST) 

HSW  
 ($, Excl GST) 

Lealdir  
($, Excl GST) 

Current remuneration approval sought:     
Voluntary Administration     
Actual remuneration: 9 December 2016 – 7 April 2017 3.1 16,623.58 1,501,586.38 332,627.78    24,149.78 
Future remuneration: 8 April 2017– 1 May 2017* 3.2    16,405.00 116,985.00 90,100.00    16,405.00 
Total – Voluntary Administration*     33,028.58 1,618,571.38 422,727.78    40,554.78 
Liquidation      
Future remuneration: Commencement of liquidation (1 May 2017) to completion* 

3.3    22,055.00 239,860.00 134,075.00    10,235.00 
Total current remuneration approval sought:     55,083.58 1,858,431.38 556,802.78    50,789.78 
*Approval for the future remuneration sought is based on an estimate of the work necessary to the completion of the Administrations and Liquidations (if applicable).  Should additional work be necessary beyond what is contemplated, further approval may be sought from creditors. 
 Please refer to report section references detailed in the above table for full details of the calculation and composition of the remuneration approvals sought.  This is consistent with the estimate of costs provided in the Initial Advice to Creditors dated 12 December 2016, which estimated a cost of $125,000 per week (excluding GST and disbursements).   
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Part 3: Description of work completed / to be completed  
 
3.1 Actual remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 
 
3.1.1 Actual remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 - HSW CORP 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Creditors 32.6 hours $12,073.45 

Creditor enquiries  Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via telephone  Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and their representatives via facsimile, email and post 
PPSR  Search of the PPSR register 
Secured creditor reporting  Preparing reports to secured creditor  Responding to secured creditor’s queries  Meetings and communications with secured creditor regarding security position  Engage and instruct solicitors regarding security positon  Consideration of security position 
Creditor reports   Preparation and mail out of initial correspondence to creditors  Preparing section 439A report including reporting on the affairs of the company, investigations, actions taken, recommendation of the outcome of the administration, notification of the second creditors’ meeting  
Meeting of creditors  Preparation of meeting notices, proxies and advertisements for the first meeting of creditors  Forward notice of first meeting to all known creditors  Preparation of first meeting file, including agenda, certificate of postage, attendance register, list of creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of meeting and draft minutes of meeting  Holding the first meeting of creditors  Preparation and lodgement of minutes of the first meeting with ASIC   Preparation and submission of affidavit for extension of convening period  Liaising with lawyers regarding preparation of affidavit  Attendance at court for the extension of the convening period  Responding to stakeholder queries and questions immediately following the first meeting of creditors 

Investigation 6.6 hours $1,727.53 
Conducting investigation  Review and preparation of company nature and history  Conducting and summarising statutory searches  Preparation of investigation file 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Lodgement of investigation with the ASIC 

ASIC reporting   Preparing statutory investigation reports, s438D report 
Administration 8.2 hours $ 2,822.60 

Correspondence  Correspondence with company directors  Correspondence to various company stakeholders providing notification of appointment  Correspondence with various stakeholders on appointment  Preparation and publication of media release 
ASIC forms  Preparation of Report as to Affairs documentation and mail to company directors  Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505  Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms 
Planning / review  Initial meetings with directors on appointment  Internal discussions regarding status of administration  Internals discussions and strategy for administration going forward  File reviews  Updating checklists 
Fees/billings  Preparation and regular review of fees incurred  Preparation of remuneration report 

TOTAL 47.4 hours $16,623.58 
  

 
3.1.2 Actual remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017– PHI 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Assets 1,384.6 hours $563,622.00 

Sale of business   Identification and collation of interested parties that may be interested in purchasing the business  Preparing an information memorandum  Liaising and negotiating with potential purchasers  Liaising with lawyers regarding structure of sale and preparation of sale and purchase agreements  Data room maintenance for due diligence by interested parties  Collating information for interested parties  Review proposals of offers received  Scenario analysis of purchaser offers received  Internal meetings to discuss/review offers received  Tasks involved in completion of sale including: preparation of contract schedules on assets, inventory, employees and purchase orders; finalising inventory numbers; identifying outstanding purchase orders; drafting circulars to 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
creditors, landlords, employees and franchisees; preparing for and making announcements to staff  Tasks involved in transition of business to purchaser including: liaising with suppliers on new trading processes; reconciling funds received on behalf of purchaser (‘wrong pockets’); liaising with purchasers’ staff re the transition of the business 

Debtors  Correspondence with debtors   Reviewing and assessing debtors ledgers  Discussions with company management regarding debtors 
Leases  Reviewing leasing commitments/documents for plant and equipment leases  Tasks associated with disclaiming plant and equipment leases 
Stock/inventory  Arranging sample stock takes   Reviewing stock mix, ageing and values  Reviewing turnover of stock, sell-through rates and purchasing requirements  Working with company management on sale campaigns and processes  Ascertaining pre-appointment and post-appointment stock  Liaising with overseas suppliers regarding goods on order prior to appointment  Liaising with lawyers regarding inventory issues  Review and calculation of stock on hand for purposes of sale to potential purchaser  Liaising with purchasers regarding mix and value of inventory and value of stock on handover  Tasks involved with stock realisation for store closures  Review inventory mix and quantities for disposal through Hilco and Ozsale  Liaising with Hilco regarding options for disposal of stock  Liaising with Ozsale regarding realisation of excess stock post sale of business 
Plant and equipment  Reviewing asset listings of plant and equipment  Liaising with valuers regarding realisable values of plant and equipment  Reviewing asset valuations and realisations under different scenarios to calculate estimated statement of position 

Creditors 619.3 hours $193,475.55 
Creditor enquiries  Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via telephone regarding setting up new accounts,  ongoing trading processes, invoicing and finalising accounts for the administration period  Maintaining creditor enquiry register  Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and their representatives via facsimile, email and post  Correspondence with committee of creditors members 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
PPSR  Search of the PPSR register  Notifying PPSR registered creditors of appointment and request supporting claim documentation  Contact parties who had non-response  Contact parties who had inadequate documentation to support claim  Receive initial notification of creditor’s regarding their PMSI claim  Adjudicate on PMSI claims  Liaising with lawyers regarding validity of claims  Forward correspondence to PMSI claimants notifying outcome of adjudication   Preparation of correspondence to claimant to accompany payment of claim (if valid) 
Creditor reports   Preparation and mail out of initial correspondence to creditors  Collection of company information for reporting  Preparing section 439A report including reporting on the affairs of the company, investigations, actions taken, recommendation of the outcome of the administration, notification of the second creditors’ meeting 
Secured creditor reporting  Preparing reports to secured creditor  Responding to secured creditor’s queries  Meetings and communications with secured creditors regarding security position  Engage and instruct solicitors regarding security positon  Consideration of security position 
Dealing with proofs of debt  Receipting and filing proofs of debt (POD’s) when not related to a dividend   Corresponding with OSR and ATO regarding POD when not related to a dividend 
Meeting of creditors  Preparation of meeting notices, proxies and advertisements  Forward notice of meeting to all known creditors  Preparation of meeting file, including agenda, certificate of postage, attendance register, list of creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of meeting and draft minutes of meeting  Holding the first meeting of creditors  Preparation and lodgement of minutes of meetings with ASIC  Preparation and submission of affidavit for extension of convening period  Liaising with lawyers regarding preparation of affidavit  Attendance at court for the extension of the convening period  Responding to stakeholder queries and questions immediately following meeting 

Employees 184.1 hours $69,730.50 
Employees enquiries   Receive and follow up employee enquiries via telephone and email  Update employee records for changes in employee details 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Review and prepare correspondence to employees  Preparation of letters to employees advising of their entitlements and options available  Receive and prepare correspondence in response to employees objections to leave entitlements 

Calculation of entitlements  Calculating employee entitlements  Reviewing employee files and company’s books and records and liaising with company staff  Reconciling superannuation accounts   Reviewing awards  Preparing employee entitlement confirmation letters 
Other employee issues  Meetings with staff to provide updates in the administration  Preparation and mail out of Employment Separation Certificates  Preparing actual wage declaration forms  Review insurance policies relating to employment  Correspondence with insurers regarding initial requirements and premiums  Liaising with OSR regarding payroll tax issues  Payment of wages and other entitlements  Addressing and liaising with staff where positions had been made redundant  Liaising with staff regarding transfer of employment between stores 

Trade On 1,731.7 hours $529,326.50 
Trade on management  Liaising and negotiating with suppliers to ensure ongoing trading of the business  Liaising with management and staff  Meetings with management to review trading position and performance  Attendance on site   Addressing general trading issues  Liaising with landlords and attending to leasing matters required for the trading of company operated stores  Liaising with superannuation funds regarding contributions  Identifying non-performing stores and executing a store closure strategy.    Liaising with key utility providers regarding accounts and services provided.  Reconciliation of accounts  Reviewing gift card account and liaising with Wright Express regarding ongoing use of gift cards and transition to new business owner  Reviewing and updating company website in administration  Tasks associated with store closures including: identification of sales strategy to liquidate stock, liaising with landlords of closing stores, negotiating with parties regarding the sale of store furniture, notifying utilities of store closures, collecting and returning of equipment to head office and third parties 
Processing receipts and payments  Reviewing and restructuring purchase order processes operated by company 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Maintaining and reconciling four purchase order systems operated by the business  Authorising purchase orders  Reviewing invoices and liaising with company staff and suppliers on invoice discrepancies and credit notes  Organising payments  Processing payroll  Entering receipts and payments into accounting system  

Budgeting and financial reporting  Preparing, reviewing and updating budgets and cash flow  Finalising trading profit or loss  Meetings to discuss trading position 
Investigation 200.8 hours $50,164.83 

Conducting investigation  Collection and review of company books and records Review and preparation of company nature and history  Conducting and summarising statutory searches  Preparation of comparative financial statements  Preparation of deficiency statement  Review of specific transactions and liaising with directors regarding certain transactions  Creditor preference payments investigations  Preparation of investigation file  Lodgement of investigation with the ASIC 
ASIC reporting   Preparing statutory investigation reports, s438D report 

Administration 231.3 hours $82,580.20 
Correspondence  Correspondence with company directors  Correspondence to various company stakeholders providing notification of appointment  Update Deloitte website for information and documentation for stakeholders 
Planning / review  Initial meetings with directors on appointment  Regular team meetings and discussions with appointees regarding status of administration and outstanding tasks and actions  Internal discussions and strategy for administration going forward  Updating checklists 
Insurance  Identification of potential issues requiring attention of insurance specialists  Correspondence with insurer regarding initial and ongoing insurance requirements  Reviewing insurance policies  Liaising with insurers regarding potential claims  Attending to workers compensation insurance issues including preparing wage declaration forms and liaising with insurers regarding premiums 
Bank account administration  Preparing correspondence regarding opening and closing accounts  Liaising with bank regarding access to pre-appointment accounts and to post-appointment bank accounts to process payments 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Liaising with bank regarding ongoing sweep of funds from pre-appointment to post-appointment bank accounts  Bank account reconciliations  Checking daily bank balances  Correspondence with bank regarding specific transfers   Reviewing merchant facilities and liaising with provider regarding the accounts and transition to new owner. 

ASIC forms  Preparation of Report as to Affairs documentation and mail to company directors  Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505  Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms 
ATO and other statutory reporting  Notification of appointment  Freedom of information requests to ATO  Correspondence with ATO  Preparing BAS  Completing PAYG summaries 
Filing  Filing of documents 
Books and records / storage  Identification and collation of books and records of the company  
Fees/billings  Preparation and regular review of fees incurred  Preparation of remuneration report 

Tax services provided by the Firm 7.7 hours $4,168.80 

Sale of business   Review of proposed sales structures by interested parties and providing information on potential tax implications of various sale options and licensing arrangements 

Risk Services (Forensics) provided by the Firm 21.1 hours $8,518.00 

Conducting investigations   Attendance on site to review data record management processes undertaken by business  Obtaining back-up’s of company electronic data, including financial data, emails and other financial data  Indexing and processing electronic data to assist in investigations 
TOTAL 4,380.6 hours $1,501,586.38 
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3.1.3 Actual remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017– HSW 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Assets 294.5 hours $119,169.50 

Sale of business   Identification and collation of interested parties that may be interested in purchasing the business  Preparing an information memorandum  Liaising and negotiating with potential purchasers  Liaising with lawyers regarding structure of sale and preparation of sale and purchase agreements  Data room maintenance for due diligence by interested parties  Collating information for interested parties  Review proposals of offers received  Scenario analysis of purchaser offers received  Internal meetings to discuss/review offers received  Tasks involved in completion of sale including: preparation of contract schedules on assets, inventory, employees and purchase orders; finalising inventory numbers; identifying outstanding purchase orders; drafting circulars to creditors, landlords, employees and franchisees; preparing for and making announcements to staff  Tasks involved in transition of business to purchaser including: liaising with suppliers on new trading processes; reconciling funds received on behalf of purchaser (‘wrong pockets’); liaising with purchasers’ staff re the transition of the business 
Debtors  Correspondence with debtors   Reviewing and assessing debtors ledgers  Discussions with company management regarding debtors  Liaising with franchisees regarding payment plans for debts 

Creditors 158.3 hours $49,544.85 
Creditor enquiries  Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via telephone regarding setting up new accounts,  ongoing trading processes, invoicing and finalising accounts for the administration period  Maintaining creditor enquiry register  Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and their representatives via facsimile, email and post  Correspondence with committee of creditors members 
PPSR  Search of the PPSR register  Notifying PPSR registered creditors of appointment and request supporting claim documentation  Contact parties who had non-response  Contact parties who had inadequate documentation to support claim  Receive initial notification of creditor’s regarding their PMSI claim  Adjudicate on PMSI claims  Liaising with lawyers regarding validity of claims  Forward correspondence to PMSI claimants notifying outcome of adjudication  
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Preparation of correspondence to claimant to accompany payment of claim (if valid) 

Secured creditor reporting  Preparing reports to secured creditor  Responding to secured creditor’s queries  Meetings and communications with secured creditors regarding security position  Engage and instruct solicitors regarding security positon  Consideration of security position 
Creditor reports   Preparation and mail out of initial correspondence to creditors  Preparing section 439A report including reporting on the affairs of the company, investigations, actions taken, recommendation of the outcome of the administration, notification of the second creditors’ meeting 
Dealing with proofs of debt  Receipting and filing proofs of debt (POD’s) when not related to a dividend   Corresponding with OSR and ATO regarding POD when not related to a dividend 
Meeting of creditors  Preparation of meeting notices, proxies and advertisements  Forward notice of meeting to all known creditors  Preparation of meeting file, including agenda, certificate of postage, attendance register, list of creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of meeting and draft minutes of meeting  Holding the first meeting of creditors  Preparation and lodgement of minutes of meetings with ASIC  Preparation and submission of affidavit for extension of convening period  Liaising with lawyers regarding preparation of affidavit  Attendance at court for the extension of the convening period  Responding to stakeholder queries and questions immediately following meeting 

Employees 120.9 hours $42,074.50 
Employees enquiries   Receive and follow up employee enquiries via telephone and email  Update employee records for changes in employee details  Review and prepare correspondence to employees  Preparation of letters to employees advising of their entitlements and options available  Receive and prepare correspondence in response to employees objections to leave entitlements 
Calculation of entitlements  Calculating employee entitlements  Reviewing employee files and company’s books and records   Reconciling superannuation accounts   Reviewing awards 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Preparing employee entitlement confirmation letters 

Other employee issues  Meetings with staff to provide updates in the administration  Preparation and mail out of Employment Separation Certificates  Liaising with OSR regarding payroll tax issues  Payment of wages and other entitlements  Addressing and liaising with staff where positions had been made redundant 
Trade On 215.4 hours $72,592.00 

Trade on management  Liaising with suppliers   Meetings, emails and telephone calls with franchisees regarding trading and the progress of the administration  Liaising with management and staff  Meetings with management to review trading position and performance  Attendance on site   Addressing general trading issues  Liaising with superannuation funds regarding contributions  
Processing receipts and payments  Reviewing and restructuring purchase order processes operated by company  Maintaining and reconciling four purchase order systems operated by the business  Authorising purchase oders  Reviewing invoices and liaising with company staff and suppliers on invoice discrepancies and credit notes  Organising payments  Processing payroll  Entering receipts and payments into accounting system 
Budgeting and financial reporting  Preparing, reviewing and updated budgets and cash flow  Finalising trading profit or loss  Meetings to discuss trading position 

Investigation 67.6 hours $20,535.13 
Conducting investigation  Collection and review of company’s books and records  Review and preparation of company nature and history  Conducting and summarising statutory searches  Preparation of comparative financial statements  Preparation of deficiency statement  Review of specific transactions and liaising with directors regarding certain transactions  Liaising with directors regarding certain transactions  Creditor preference payments investigations  Preparation of investigation file  Lodgement of investigation with the ASIC 
ASIC reporting   Preparing statutory investigation reports, s438D report 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
Administration 76.1 hours $27,272.40 

Correspondence  Correspondence with company directors  Initial notifications to stakeholders  Correspondence to various company stakeholders providing notification of appointment  Update Deloitte website for information and documentation for stakeholders 
Insurance  Identification of potential issues requiring attention of insurance specialists  Correspondence with insurer regarding initial and ongoing insurance requirements  Reviewing insurance policies  Liaising with insurers regarding potential claims  Attending to workers compensation insurance issues including preparing wage declaration forms and liaising with insurers regarding premiums 
Bank account administration  Preparing correspondence regarding opening and closing accounts  Liaising with bank regarding access to pre-appointment accounts and to post-appointment bank accounts to process payments  Liaising with bank regarding ongoing sweep of funds from pre-appointment to post-appointment bank accounts  Bank account reconciliations  Checking daily bank balances  Correspondence with bank regarding specific transfers  Reviewing nature of marketing fund account and Bear cottage account.  Liaising with company staff, lawyers and bank on account.  Reconciliation of accounts and disbursement of funds in the account. 
ASIC forms  Preparation of Report as to Affairs documentation and mail to company directors  Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505   Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms 
ATO and other statutory reporting  Notification of appointment  Freedom of information requests to ATO  Correspondence with ATO  Preparing BAS  Completing PAYG summaries 
Filing  Filing of documents 
Planning / review  Initial meetings with directors on appointment  Regular team meetings and discussions with appointees regarding status of administration and outstanding tasks and actions  Internal discussions and strategy for administration going forward  Updating checklists 
Fees/billings  Preparation and regular review of fees incurred 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Preparation of remuneration report 

Tax services provided by the Firm 2.4 hours $1,307.40 

Sale of business   Review of proposed sales structures by interested parties and providing information on potential tax implications of various sale options and licensing arrangements 

Risk Services (Forensics) provided by the Firm 0.4 hours $132.00 

Conducting investigations   Attendance on site to review data record management processes undertaken by business  Obtaining back-up’s of company electronic data, including financial data, emails and other financial data  Indexing and processing electronic data to assist in investigations 
TOTAL 935.6 hours $332,627.78 

  

 
3.1.4 Actual remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017– Lealdir 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Assets 12.7 hours $2,338.00 

Leasing  Reviewing leasing commitments/documents  Liaising with owners/lessors  Correspondence with landlords  Liaising with franchisees regarding leases held in the name of the company and following up franchisees regarding payments  Calculation of rental payments due under VA and arranging payment  Attending to other issues regarding leases   Tasks associated with disclaiming leases 
Creditors 40.3 hours $14,648.45 

Creditor enquiries  Attending to landlord queries  Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via telephone  Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and their representatives, email and post  Correspondence with committee of creditors members 
PPSR  Search of the PPSR register  Notifying PPSR registered creditors of appointment and request supporting claim documentation 
Secured creditor reporting  Preparing reports to secured creditor  Responding to secured creditor’s queries  Meetings with secured creditors regarding security position  Engage and instruct solicitors regarding security positon 
Creditor reports   Preparation and mail out of initial correspondence to creditors 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Preparing section 439A report including reporting on the affairs of the company, investigations, actions taken, recommendation of the outcome of the administration, notification of the second creditors’ meeting 

Dealing with proofs of debt  Receipting and filing proofs of debt (POD’s) when not related to a dividend  
Meeting of creditors  Preparation of meeting notices, proxies and advertisements  Forward notice of meeting to all known creditors  Preparation of meeting file, including agenda, certificate of postage, attendance register, list of creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of meeting and draft minutes of meeting  Holding the first meeting of creditors  Preparation and lodgement of minutes of meetings with ASIC  Preparation and submission of affidavit for extension of convening period  Liaising with lawyers regarding preparation of affidavit  Attendance at court for the extension of the convening period  Responding to stakeholder queries and questions immediately following meeting 

Investigation 7.0 hours $2,132.53 
Conducting investigation  Collection and review of company books and records Review and preparation of company nature and history  Conducting and summarising statutory searches  Preparation of deficiency statement  Review of specific transactions and liaising with directors regarding certain transactions  Creditor preference payments investigations  Preparation of investigation file  Lodgement of investigation with the ASIC 
ASIC reporting   Preparing statutory investigation reports, s438D report  Liaising with ASIC  

Administration 16.5 hours $5,030.80 
Correspondence  Correspondence with company directors  Correspondence to various company stakeholders providing notification of appointment  Update Deloitte website for information and documentation for stakeholders 
ASIC forms  Preparation of Report as to Affairs documentation and mail to company directors  Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505  Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms  
Planning / review  Initial meetings with directors on appointment 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Regular team meetings and discussions with appointees regarding status of administration and outstanding tasks and actions  Internal discussions and strategy for administration going forward  Updating checklists 

Filing  Filing of documents 
Fees/billings  Preparation and regular review of fees incurred  Preparation of remuneration report 

TOTAL 76.5 hours $24,149.78 
  

 
3.2 Description of work to be completed for the Administration – 8 April 2017 to 1 May 
2017  
3.2.1 Description of work to be completed for the Administration - 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017 – 
HSW Corp 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Creditors 47.0 hours $16,185.00 

Creditor reports   Preparing and reviewing section 439A report to creditors including reporting on the affairs of the company, investigations, actions taken, recommendation of the outcome of the administration, notification of the second creditors’ meeting   Arrange for 439A report to creditors to be mailed to all known creditors 
Dealing with proofs of debt  Receipting and filing proofs of debt (POD’s) when not related to a dividend  
Meeting of creditors  Preparation of second creditors meeting notices, proxies and advertisements  Forward notice of second creditors meeting to all known creditors  Preparation of second meeting file, including agenda, certificate of postage, attendance register, list of creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of meeting and draft minutes of meeting  Attendance at meeting 

Administration 1.0 hours $220.00 
Document maintenance/file review/checklist  Filing of documents  Updating checklists 
Fees/billings  Preparation of remuneration report  

TOTAL 48.0 hours $16,405.00 
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3.2.2 Description of work to be completed for the Administration - 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017 – PHI 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Creditors 159.0 hours $59,485.00 

Creditor enquiries  Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via telephone  Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and their representatives via facsimile, email and post 
Creditor reports   Preparing and reviewing section 439A report to creditors including reporting on the affairs of the company, investigations, actions taken, recommendation of the outcome of the administration, notification of the second creditors meeting   Arrange for 439A report to creditors to be mailed to all known creditors 
Dealing with proofs of debt  Receipting and filing proofs of debt (POD’s) when not related to a dividend  
Meeting of creditors  Preparation of second creditors meeting notices, proxies and advertisements  Forward notice of second creditors meeting to all known creditors  Preparation of second meeting file, including agenda, certificate of postage, attendance register, list of creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of meeting and draft minutes of meeting  Attendance at meeting 

Employees 16.0 hours $4,490.00 
Employees enquiries   Receive and follow up employee enquiries via telephone and email  Review and prepare correspondence to employees 

Trade On 177.0 hours $41,330.00  

Trade on management  Liaising with suppliers to finalise Administration accounts  Liaising with purchaser regarding transition of accounts  Liaising with management and staff  Attendance on site   Reviewing and reconciling purchase order registry  Liaising with utilities regarding finalisation of accounts  Liaising with landlords and attending to leasing matters regarding the finalisation of leasing matters in the administration and the transition to the purchaser 
Processing receipts and payments  Reviewing invoices and liaising with company staff and suppliers on invoice discrepancies and credit notes  Entering receipts and payments into accounting system   Organising payments  Liaising with purchaser regarding collections of receipts during transition of accounts 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Liaising with purchaser regarding payments during transition of accounts  Tracking the status of administer approved purchase orders not invoiced at the sale completion date 

Budgeting and financial reporting  Preparing, reviewing and updating budgets and cash flow  Finalising trading profit or loss  Meetings to discuss trading position 
Administration 37.0 hours $11,680.00 

Planning / review  Internal discussions regarding status and strategy of administration 
Filing  Filing of documents  Updating checklists 
Insurance  Liaising with insurance broker to finalise insurance during trading period and realising any refunds due  Liaising with insurers regarding potential claims 
Bank account administration  Liaising with bank regarding ongoing sweep of funds from pre-appointment to post-appointment bank accounts  Bank account reconciliations  Checking daily bank balances 
ATO and other statutory reporting  Preparing BAS 

 Fees/billings  Preparation of remuneration report  
TOTAL 389.0 hours $116,985.00 

  

 
3.2.3 Description of work to be completed for the Administration - 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017 – 
HSW 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Creditors 155.0 hours $58,165.00 

Creditor enquiries  Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via telephone  Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and their representatives via facsimile, email and post 
Creditor reports   Preparing and reviewing section 439A report to creditors including reporting on the affairs of the company, investigations, actions taken, recommendation of the outcome of the administration, notification of the second creditors meeting  
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Arrange for 439A report to creditors to be mailed to all known creditors 

Dealing with proofs of debt  Receipting and filing proofs of debt (POD’s) when not related to a dividend  
Meeting of creditors  Preparation of second creditors meeting notices, proxies and advertisements  Forward notice of second creditors meeting to all known creditors  Preparation of second meeting file, including agenda, certificate of postage, attendance register, list of creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of meeting and draft minutes of meeting  Attendance at meeting 

Employees 35.0 hours $14,435.00 
Employees enquiries   Receive and follow up employee enquiries via telephone and email  Review and prepare correspondence to employees  

Trade On 36.0 hours $7,140.00 
Trade on management  Liaising with non-stock suppliers to finalise Administration accounts  Liaising with purchaser regarding transition of accounts  Liaising with management and staff  Attendance on site  
Processing receipts and payments  Reviewing invoices and liaising with company staff and suppliers on invoice discrepancies and credit notes  Entering receipts and payments into accounting system   Organising payments  Liaising with purchaser regarding collections of receipts during transition of accounts  Liaising with purchaser regarding payments during transition of accounts  Tracking the status of administer approved purchase orders not invoiced at the sale completion date 
Budgeting and financial reporting  Preparing, reviewing and updating budgets and cash flow  Finalising trading profit or loss  Meetings to discuss trading position 

Administration 33.0 hours $10,360.00 
Planning / review  Internal discussions regarding status and strategy of administration 
Filing  Filing of documents  Updating checklists 
Insurance  Liaising with insurance broker to finalise insurance during trading period and realising any refunds due  Liaising with insurers regarding potential claims 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
Bank account administration  Liaising with bank regarding ongoing sweep of funds from pre-appointment to post-appointment bank accounts  Bank account reconciliations  Checking daily bank balances 
ATO and other statutory reporting  Preparing BAS 

Fees/billings  Preparation of remuneration report  
TOTAL 259.0 hours $90,100.00 

  

 
3.2.4 Description of work to be completed for the Administration - 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017 – 
Lealdir 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Creditors 47.0 hours $16,185.00 

Creditor reports   Preparing and reviewing section 439A report to creditors including reporting on the affairs of the company, investigations, actions taken, recommendation of the outcome of the administration, notification of the second creditors meeting   Arrange for 439A report to creditors to be mailed to all known creditors 
Dealing with proofs of debt  Receipting and filing proofs of debt (POD’s) when not related to a dividend  
Meeting of creditors  Preparation of second creditors meeting notices, proxies and advertisements  Forward notice of second creditors meeting to all known creditors  Preparation of second meeting file, including agenda, certificate of postage, attendance register, list of creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of meeting and draft minutes of meeting  Attendance at meeting 

Administration 1.0 hours $220.00 
Document maintenance/file review/checklist  Filing of documents  Updating checklists 
Fees/billings  Preparation of remuneration report  

TOTAL 48.0 hours $16,405.00 
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3.3 Description of work to be completed for the Liquidation – 1 May 2017 to completion  
3.3.1 Description of work to be completed for the Liquidation - 1 May 2017 to completion – HSW 
Corp 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Creditors 13.5 hours $4,162.50 

Creditor enquiries  Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via telephone  Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and their representatives via facsimile, email and post 
Creditor reports   Annual reporting obligations 
Meeting of creditors  Preparation and lodgement of the minutes of second meeting of creditors with ASIC  Responding to stakeholder queries and questions immediately following meeting 

Investigation 41 hours $14,890.00 
Conducting investigation  Review investigations and conduct further investigations as appropriate.  Construct investigation file  Liaise with lawyers as appropriate to obtain legal advice as appropriate on potential recovery actions 
ASIC reporting   Preparing statutory investigation reports, s533 report to ASIC   Preparation and lodgement of supplementary report if required 

Administration 6.5 hours $3,002.50 
Planning / review  Internal discussions regarding status and strategy of the liquidation 
Document maintenance/file review/checklist  Filing of documents  File reviews  Updating liquidation checklists 
ASIC forms  Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505, 524, 911 etc  Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms  
Finalisation  Notifying ATO of liquidation and finalisation  Cancelling ABN / GST / PAYG registration  Completing checklists  Finalising remuneration  
Books and records / storage  Dealing with records in storage  Sending job files to storage  

TOTAL 61.0 hours $22,055.00 
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3.3.2 Description of work to be completed for the Liquidation - 1 May 2017 to completion – PHI 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Assets 12.0 hours $2,275.00 

Debtors  Correspondence with debtors   Finalising collection of debtors  Liaising with debt collectors and solicitors if appropriate 
Creditors 221.0 hours $64,165.00 

Creditor enquiries  Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via telephone and email  Maintaining creditor enquiry register  Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and their representatives via facsimile, email and post 
PPSR  Finalising any residual PMSI claims.  Liaising and negotiating with claimants  Liaising with lawyers if required regarding the claim 
Creditor reports   Annual reporting obligations 
Meeting of creditors  Preparation and lodgement of minutes of meetings with ASIC  Responding to stakeholder queries and questions immediately following meeting 

Employees 61.0 hours $15,765.00 
Employees enquiries   Receive and follow up employee enquiries via telephone  Review and prepare correspondence to employees 

Trade On 290.0 hours $66,250.00 
Receipts and payments  Liaising with suppliers to finalise administration trading accounts   Reconciling invoices and resolving discrepancies  Liaising with management and staff  Liaising with utilities regarding finalisation of accounts  Liaising with landlords and attending to leasing matters regarding the finalisation of leasing matters in the administration and the transition to the purchaser 
Processing receipts and payments  Reviewing invoices and liaising with company staff and suppliers on invoice discrepancies and credit notes  Entering receipts and payments into accounting system   Organising payments  Liaising with purchaser regarding collections of receipts during transition of accounts  Liaising with purchaser regarding payments during transition of accounts  Tracking the status of administer approved purchase orders not invoiced at the sale completion date 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
Investigation 202.0 hours $62,930.00 

Conducting investigation  Review investigations and conduct further investigations as appropriate.  Construct investigation file  Identification of potential preference payments and other voidable transactions  Liaise with lawyers as appropriate to obtain legal advice as appropriate on potential recovery action  Commencement of legal action regarding voidable transactions 
ASIC reporting   Preparing statutory investigation reports, s533 report to ASIC  Preparation and lodgement of supplementary report if required  

Administration 75.0 hours $28,475.00 
Correspondence  Correspondence to various company stakeholders providing notification of any significant updates 
Document maintenance/file review/checklist  First month, then six monthly liquidation review  Filing of documents  File reviews  Updating checklists 
Insurance  Liaising with insurance broker to finalise insurance during trading period and realising any refunds due  Liaising with insurers regarding potential claims 
Bank account administration  Liaising with bank regarding weep of funds from pre-appointment to post-appointment bank accounts  Bank account reconciliations  Correspondence regarding closure of accounts 
ASIC forms  Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505, 524, 911 etc  Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms  
ATO and other statutory reporting  Notification of appointment of liquidators  Preparing BAS  Completing PAYG summaries 
Finalisation  Notifying ATO of finalisation  Cancelling ABN / GST / PAYG registration  Completing checklists  Finalising remuneration  
Planning / review  Internal discussions regarding status of the liquidation 
Books and records / storage  Dealing with records in storage  Sending job files to storage  

TOTAL 861.0 hours $239,860.00 
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3.3.3 Description of work to be completed for the Liquidation - 1 May 2017 to completion – HSW 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Assets 12.0 hours $3,325.00 

Debtors  Correspondence with debtors   Finalising collection of debtors  Liaising with debt collectors and solicitors if appropriate 
Creditors 81.0 hours $26,215.00 

Creditor enquiries  Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via telephone and email  Maintaining creditor enquiry register  Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and their representatives via facsimile, email and post 
PPSR  Finalising any residual PPSR claims.  Liaising and negotiating with claimants  Liaising with lawyers if required regarding the claim 
Creditor reports   Annual reporting obligations 
Meeting of creditors  Preparation and lodgement of minutes of meetings with ASIC  Responding to stakeholder queries and questions immediately following meeting 

Employees 90.0 hours $25,575.00 
Employees enquiries   Receive and follow up employee enquiries via telephone  Review and prepare correspondence to employees  Preparation of letters to employees advising of their entitlements and options available  Receive and prepare correspondence in response to employees objections to leave entitlements 
FEG   Correspondence with FEG  Verifying calculations for FEG distribution  Liaising with FEG and employees as appropriate regarding entitlement calculation 
Calculation of entitlements  Calculating employee entitlements  Reviewing employee files and company’s books and records   Reconciling superannuation accounts   Reviewing awards  Liaising with solicitors regarding entitlements  
Employee dividend   Correspondence with employees regarding dividend   Correspondence with ATO regarding SGC proof of debt  Calculating dividend rate  Preparing dividend file   Advertising dividend notice   Preparing distribution  Receipting POD  Adjudicating POD   Ensuring PAYG is remitted to ATO  
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Task Area General Description Includes  
Trade On 95.0 hours $19,475.00 

Receipts and payments  Reviewing invoices and liaising with company staff and suppliers on invoice discrepancies  Entering receipts and payments into accounting system   Organising payments  Liaising with purchaser regarding collections of receipts during transition of accounts  Liaising with purchaser regarding payments during transition of accounts  Tracking the status of administer approved purchase orders not invoiced at the sale completion date 
Investigation 81.0 hours $29,165.00 

Conducting investigation  Review investigations and conduct further investigations as appropriate.  Construct investigation file  Identification of potential preference payments and other voidable transactions  Liaise with lawyers as appropriate to obtain legal advice as appropriate on potential recovery action  Commencement of legal action regarding voidable transactions 
ASIC reporting   Preparing statutory investigation reports, s533 report to ASIC  Preparation and lodgement of supplementary report if required 

Administration 78.0 hours $30,320.00 
Correspondence  Correspondence to various company stakeholders providing notification of any significant updates 
Document maintenance/file review/checklist  First month, then six monthly liquidation review  Filing of documents  File reviews  Updating checklists 
Insurance  Liaising with insurance broker to finalise insurance during trading period and realising any refunds due  Liaising with insurers regarding potential claims 
Bank account administration  Liaising with bank regarding weep of funds from pre-appointment to post-appointment bank accounts  Bank account reconciliations  Correspondence regarding closure of accounts 
ASIC forms  Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505, 524, 911 etc  Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms  
ATO and other statutory reporting  Notification of liquidation appointment  Preparing BAS  Completing PAYG summaries 
Finalisation  Notifying ATO of finalisation 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Cancelling ABN / GST / PAYG registration  Completing checklists  Finalising WIP  

Planning / review  Internal discussions regarding status of administration 
Books and records / storage  Dealing with records in storage  Sending job files to storage  

TOTAL 437.0 hours $134,075.00 
  

 
3.3.4 Description of work to be completed for the Liquidation - 1 May 2017 to completion – Lealdir 
Task Area General Description Includes  
Creditors 12.5 hours $3,832.50 

Creditor enquiries  Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via telephone  Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and their representatives via facsimile, email and post  
Reports  Annual reporting obligations 
Meeting of creditors  Review investigations and conduct further investigations as appropriate.  Construct investigation file  Liaise with lawyers as appropriate to obtain legal advice as appropriate on potential recovery actions 

Investigation 10.0 hours $3,910.00 
Conducting investigation  Preparation and lodgement of the minutes of second meeting of creditors with ASIC  Responding to stakeholder queries and questions immediately following meeting 
ASIC reporting   Preparing statutory investigation reports, s533 report to ASIC  

Administration 5.5 hours $2,492.50  

Planning / review  Internal discussions regarding status and strategy of the Liquidation 
Document maintenance/file review/checklist  Filing of documents  File reviews  Updating liquidation checklists 
ASIC forms  Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505, 524, 911 etc  Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms  
Finalisation  Notifying ATO of liquidation and finalisation 
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Task Area General Description Includes  
 Cancelling ABN / GST / PAYG registration  Completing checklists  Finalising WIP  

Planning / review  Internal discussions regarding status and outstanding matters in the liquidation 
Books and records / storage  Dealing with records in storage  Sending job files to storage  

TOTAL 28.0 hours $10,235.00 
  

  
Part 4: Calculation of Remuneration  
4.1 Calculation of Current Remuneration for work completed for the Administration from 9 
December 2016 to 7 April 2017  Please see Attachment A of this remuneration report, calculation tables for the four companies.  
4.2 Calculation of Future Remuneration for work to be completed for the Administration 
from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017  Please see Attachment B of this remuneration report, calculation tables for the four companies.  
4.3 Calculation of Future Remuneration for work to be completed for the Liquidation from 
1 May 2017 to completion of the Liquidation.  Please see Attachment C of this remuneration report, calculation tables for the four companies.  
Part 5: Statement of remuneration claim  
5.1 Administrators’ Current Remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 
 
5.1.1  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ current remuneration will be 

proposed to the creditors of HSW Corp: 
 “That the remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent by the Administrators and the Administrators’ partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017 of fees equalling $16,623.58 plus GST and disbursements, and that the Administrators can draw the remuneration as required.”  
5.1.2  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ current remuneration will be 

proposed to the creditors of PHI: 
  “That the remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent by the Administrators and the Administrators’ partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017 of fees equalling 
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$1,501,586.38 plus GST and disbursements, and that the Administrators can draw the remuneration as required.”  
5.1.3  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ current remuneration will be 

proposed to the creditors of HSW:   “That the remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent by the Administrators and the Administrators’ partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017 of fees equalling $332,627.78 plus GST and disbursements, and that the Administrators can draw the remuneration as required.”  
5.1.4  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ current remuneration will be 

proposed to the creditors of Lealdir:   “That the remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent by the Administrators and the Administrators’ partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017 of fees equalling $24,149.78 plus GST and disbursements, and that the Administrators can draw the remuneration as required.”  
5.2 Administrators’ Prospective Remuneration from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017 
 
5.2.1  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ future remuneration will be 

proposed to the creditors of HSW Corp: 
  “That the prospective remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $16,405.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be sought.” 
 
5.2.2  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ future remuneration will be 

proposed to the creditors of PHI: 
  “That the prospective remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $116,985.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be sought.”  
5.2.3  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ future remuneration will be 

proposed to the creditors of HSW: 
  “That the prospective remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $90,100.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be sought.” 
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5.2.4  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ future remuneration will be 

proposed to the creditors of Lealdir: 
  “That the prospective remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $16,405.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors Committee of Creditors will be sought.”  
 
5.3 Liquidators’ Prospective Remuneration from 1 May 2017 to the completion of the 
Liquidation 

 
5.3.1  The following resolution in relation to the Liquidators’ future remuneration will be proposed to 

the creditors of HSW Corp: 
 
 “That the prospective remuneration of the Liquidators, their partners and staff, calculated at 
the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 
1 May 2017 to the completion of the Liquidation, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of 
$22,055.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser 
amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount 
be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be 
sought.”  

5.3.2  The following resolution in relation to the Liquidators’ future remuneration will be proposed to 
the creditors of PHI:   “That the prospective remuneration of the Liquidators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 1 May 2017 to the completion of the Liquidation, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $239,860.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be sought.”  

5.3.3  The following resolution in relation to the Liquidators’ future remuneration will be proposed to 
the creditors of HSW:   “That the prospective remuneration of the Liquidators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 1 May 2017 to the completion of the Liquidation, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $134,075.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be sought.”  

5.3.4  The following resolution in relation to the Liquidators’ future remuneration will be proposed to 
the creditors of Lealdir:   “That the prospective remuneration of the Liquidators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 1 May 2017 to the completion of the Liquidation, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $10,235.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be sought.” 
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Part 6: Disbursements   Disbursements are divided into three types:   
 Externally provided professional services - these are recovered at cost.  An example of an 

externally provided professional service disbursement is legal fees. 
 Externally provided non-professional costs such as travel, accommodation and search fees - 

these are recovered at cost. 
 Internal disbursements such as photocopying, printing and postage.  These disbursements, if 

charged to the Administration, would generally be charged at cost; though some expenses such 
as telephone calls, photocopying and printing may be charged at a rate which recoups both 
variable and fixed costs.  The recovery of these costs must be on a reasonable commercial basis.     

We have undertaken a proper assessment of disbursements claimed for the Companies, in accordance with the law and applicable professional standards. We are satisfied that the disbursements claimed are necessary and proper.  The following disbursements have been paid by the Administration to our firm for the period from 6 December 2016 to 7 April 2017.  Where amounts have been paid to our firm for externally provided services and costs, that is in reimbursement of a cost previously paid by my firm either due to a lack of funds in the Administration at the time the payment was due or the direct invoicing of my firm by the supplier.  All of the below transactions appear in the receipts and payments listing attached to this report as Appointee disbursements.  Where payments to third parties are paid directly from the Administration bank account, they are only included in the attached listing of receipts and payments.   
Disbursements paid 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 Basis 

HSW Corp PHI HSW Lealdir 
($, Excl GST) ($, Excl GST) ($, Excl GST) ($, Excl GST) 

Externally provided non-professional services 
     

Advertising            -   5,396.54  1,349.13             -   
Internal disbursements      
IT Consumables At cost           -    1,412.10    353.02            -   
Search and Filing Fees At cost      14.65     131.85     131.85      14.65  
Travel – Taxi/train/tolls/parking/ mileage 

At cost, mileage at $0.70 per km           -     9,909.46   2,477.37            -   
Stationery, printing, photocopying, telephone and faxes 

2.5% of incurred insolvency fees    415.59    37,539.66     8,315.69    603.74  
Total     430.24  54,389.61   12,627.07   618.39  
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The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ disbursements will be proposed to the creditors of HSW Corp:   “That the disbursements of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017, as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, are approved in the sum of $430.24 plus GST.”  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ disbursements will be proposed to the creditors of PHI:   “That the disbursements of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017, as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, are approved in the sum of $54,389.61 plus GST.”  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ disbursements will be proposed to the creditors of HSW:   “That the disbursements of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017, as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, are approved in the sum of $12,627.07 plus GST.”  The following resolution in relation to the Administrators’ disbursements will be proposed to the creditors of Lealdir:   “That the disbursements of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017, as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, are approved in the sum of $618.39 plus GST.”  Future disbursements provided by my firm will be charged to the Administrations and Liquidations on the following basis:   
Internal disbursements  Rate (Excl GST) 
Advertising At cost – based on commercial rates charges by ASIC and state and national newspapers 
Postage Australia Post rates 
Courier At cost – based on commercial rates charged by major external courier firms 
Photocopying - external At cost – based on commercial rates as offered by commonly used external providers 
Search and filing fees At cost 
Travel – taxi, train, tolls, parking, mileage At cost, mileage at $0.70 per km 
Stationery, printing, photocopying, telephone and faxes 2.5% of incurred insolvency fees 
 Scale applicable for financial year ending 30 June 2017.  
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Part 7: Summary of Receipts and Payments  Please refer to Appendix I of this Report to Creditors dated 20 April 2016 for a summary of the receipts and payments for the period 9 December 2016 to 31 March 2017.  
Part 8: Queries  Should you have any queries regarding this remuneration report, please contact Andrew Whittingham on telephone (02) 8260 4390 or by email on anwhittingham@deloitte.com.au.   
Part 9: Information Sheet  Please refer to Appendix C of this Report to Creditors dated 20 April 2016 for ASIC Information Sheet 85 Approving fees: a guide to creditors.  
 



Attachment A
Calculation of remuneration to Appendix D
HSW Corp Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed)
Actual Remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Appointee          615           2.0     1,230.00            -              -             1.7       1,045.50            -              -              -              -              -                 -             0.3        184.50 
Vaughan Strawbridge Appointee          615           1.4        861.00            -              -             0.8          492.00            -              -              -              -              -                 -             0.6        369.00 
Kathryn Evans Partner          615           1.5        944.03            -              -             1.0          636.53            -              -              -              -              -                 -             0.5        307.50 
Bernard Hall Director          510           0.0          10.20            -              -             0.0            10.20            -              -              -              -              -                 -              -                 -   
Ingrid Oey Director          510           4.7     2,397.00            -              -             3.5       1,785.00            -              -              -              -             0.6        306.00           0.6        306.00 
Matt Carter Manager          440           3.4     1,487.20            -              -             3.0       1,311.20            -              -              -              -              -                 -             0.4        176.00 
Jacqueline Hermann Manager          440           0.4        176.00            -              -              -                  -              -              -              -              -              -                 -             0.4        176.00 
Kamuran Musker Manager          440           4.3     1,892.00            -              -             3.7       1,628.00            -              -              -              -              -                 -             0.6        264.00 
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst          330         10.8     3,564.00            -              -             9.0       2,970.00            -              -              -              -             1.8        594.00            -                 -   
George Simos Senior Analyst          330           2.5        825.00            -              -             1.9          627.00            -              -              -              -             0.3          99.00           0.3          99.00 
Dale Rodrigues Senior Analyst          330           3.2     1,064.25            -              -             1.7          569.25            -              -              -              -              -                 -             1.5        495.00 
Daniel Jackson Senior Analyst          330           0.3          89.10            -              -             0.3            89.10            -              -              -              -              -                 -              -                 -   
Nicole Libardo Senior Analyst          330           0.4        132.00            -              -             0.4          132.00            -              -              -              -              -                 -              -                 -   
Dany Abouchaya Analyst          220           1.1        233.20            -              -             1.1          233.20            -              -              -              -              -                 -              -                 -   
Sarah-Jane Czapla Analyst          220           0.1          16.50            -              -             0.1            16.50            -              -              -              -              -                 -              -                 -   
Rosie Hassall Analyst          220           3.8        832.70            -              -             0.2            35.20            -              -              -              -             2.6        581.90           1.0        215.60 
Kevin Thay Graduate          115           1.7        193.20            -              -             1.0          112.70            -              -              -              -             0.2          23.00           0.5          57.50 
Jack McGrath Graduate          115           3.0        342.70            -              -             0.4            46.58            -              -              -              -             1.1        123.63           1.5        172.50 
Tania Seage Other Junior          115           2.9        333.50            -              -             2.9          333.50            -              -              -              -              -              -                 -   

        47.4  16,623.58             -               -           32.6    12,073.45             -               -               -               -             6.6    1,727.53           8.2    2,822.60 
    1,662.36       1,207.35        172.75        282.26 
 18,285.93    13,280.80    1,900.28    3,104.86 
       350.63         370.24        260.96        345.06 

Trade on Investigations AdministrationEmployee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Assets Creditors

TOTAL 
GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 

Employees



Attachment A
Calculation of remuneration to Appendix D
A.C.N. 069 891 201 Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (formerly Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd)
Actual Remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Appointee          615       156.3          96,124.50               58.9       36,223.50               22.9       14,083.50               16.9       10,393.50               43.3       26,629.50                 1.0            615.00                 13.3         8,179.50 
Vaughan Strawbridge Appointee          615         61.8          37,982.40               33.6       20,664.00                 4.5         2,767.50                   -                     -                 14.4         8,856.00                   -                     -                     9.3         5,694.90 
Kathryn Evans Partner          615       280.1        172,233.83             104.3       64,169.10                 5.9         3,637.73                 6.8         4,182.00             142.3       87,514.50                 1.9         1,168.50                 18.8       11,562.00 
Bernard Hall Director          510           0.2                 91.80                   -                     -                   0.2             91.80                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -   
Ingrid Oey Director          510       371.8        189,618.00             121.8       62,118.00               73.4       37,434.00               28.3       14,433.00             119.8       61,098.00                 3.7         1,887.00                 24.8       12,648.00 
Phil Smith Director          510       166.0          84,670.20             166.0       84,670.20                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -   
Damian Nikolic Manager          440         20.9            9,196.00               20.9         9,196.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -   
Matt Carter Manager          440         22.6            9,935.20                   -                     -                 20.8         9,143.20                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     1.8            792.00 
Tanya George Manager          440           7.7            3,388.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                   7.7         3,388.00                   -                     -                      -                     -   
Guy Gunasekera Manager          440           4.8            2,112.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                   4.8         2,112.00                   -                     -                      -                     -   
Jacqueline Hermann Manager          440           3.1            1,364.00                   -                     -                   0.3            132.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     2.8         1,232.00 
Kamuran Musker Manager          440       273.2        120,208.00               30.8       13,552.00               27.4       12,056.00                 2.5         1,100.00             171.5       75,460.00               20.7         9,108.00                 20.3         8,932.00 
Christopher Wollinski Manager          440       274.3        120,700.80             190.7       83,916.80                   -                     -                     -                     -                 82.6       36,344.00                   -                     -                     1.0            440.00 
Carol Clark Senior Analyst          330           9.4            3,102.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                   9.4         3,102.00                   -                     -                      -                     -   
Nicole Libardo Senior Analyst          330       226.6          74,784.60             226.1       74,619.60                 0.5            165.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -   
Dale Rodrigues Senior Analyst          330         10.1            3,334.65                   -                     -                   8.4         2,773.65                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     1.7            561.00 
James Rogge Senior Analyst          330       178.7          58,971.00             178.7       58,971.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -   
George Simos Senior Analyst          330       186.2          61,432.80               19.0         6,270.00                 8.2         2,706.00             110.0       36,300.00               39.0       12,870.00                 2.4            792.00                   7.6         2,494.80 
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst          330       347.1        114,543.00               84.8       27,984.00             153.1       50,523.00                   -                     -                 47.8       15,774.00               31.8       10,494.00                 29.6         9,768.00 
Joel Allison Senior Analyst          330       391.4        129,162.00                 9.4         3,102.00               46.3       15,279.00                 3.6         1,188.00             295.1       97,383.00               10.7         3,531.00                 26.3         8,679.00 
Naty Spowart Senior Analyst          330           1.1               363.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     1.1            363.00 
Daniel Jackson Senior Analyst          330         62.9          20,766.90                   -                     -                 57.9       19,116.90                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     5.0         1,650.00 
Dany Abouchaya Analyst          220           3.6               800.80                   -                     -                   3.1            690.80                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     0.5            110.00 
Will Hanrahan Analyst          220           3.7               814.00                 3.2            704.00                   -                     -                   0.5            110.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -   
Rosie Hassall Analyst          220       220.9          48,589.20                   -                     -                 13.1         2,882.00                 2.3            506.00             115.1       25,322.00               74.1       16,293.20                 16.3         3,586.00 
Khushbu Varma Analyst          220         17.0            3,740.00               17.0         3,740.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -   
Sarah-Jane Czapla Analyst          220           0.7               148.50                   -                     -                   0.7            148.50                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -   
Lyn Au Graduate          115       462.2          53,150.70               14.3         1,642.20               47.2         5,428.00                   -                     -               364.6       41,929.00                   -                     -                   36.1         4,151.50 
Naomi Fu Graduate          115           9.0            1,035.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                   7.5            862.50                   -                     -                     1.5            172.50 
Edwina Irwin Graduate          115           7.3               839.50                   -                     -                   3.0            345.00                 2.0            230.00                 2.3            264.50                   -                     -                      -                     -   
Kevin Thay Graduate          115       353.3          40,624.90             105.0       12,079.60                 3.1            358.80                 0.8             92.00             241.6       27,784.00                 1.4            161.00                   1.3            149.50 
Jack Mcgrath Graduate          115         47.3            5,441.80                   -                     -                 28.6         3,294.18                 9.8         1,127.00                 6.2            713.00                 2.7            307.63                    -                     -   
Tania Seage Other Junior          115       170.7          19,630.50                   -                     -                 90.6       10,419.00                 0.6             69.00               16.7         1,920.50               50.5         5,807.50                 12.3         1,414.50 

  4,351.9   1,488,899.58         1,384.6   563,622.00            619.3   193,475.55            184.1     69,730.50         1,731.7   529,326.50            200.8     50,164.83              231.3     82,580.20 
       148,889.96       56,362.20       19,347.56         6,973.05       52,932.65         5,016.48         8,258.02 
  1,637,789.53   619,984.20   212,823.11     76,703.55   582,259.15     55,181.31     90,838.22 
             342.13           407.06           312.42           378.76           305.67           249.78           357.00 

Employees Trade on Investigations AdministrationEmployee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Assets Creditors

TOTAL 
GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 



Attachment A
Calculation of remuneration to Appendix D
A.C.N. 069 891 201 Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (formerly Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd)
Actual Remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017
Other professional services provided by Deloitte Risk Services

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
Chris Pilgram Director          510              1               510.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                   1.0            510.00                    -                     -   
Norman Napiza Manager          440            16            6,820.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                 15.5         6,820.00                    -                     -   
Ramindu Silva Senior Analyst          330              2               528.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                   1.6            528.00                    -                     -   
Hareendra Kondragunta Analyst          220              3               660.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                   3.0            660.00                    -                     -   
TOTAL        21.1           8,518.00                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                21.1       8,518.00                    -                    -   
GST               851.80                 2.1            851.80 
TOTAL (including GST)           9,369.80              23.2       9,369.80 
Average hourly rate              403.70           403.70 

Other professional services provided by Deloitte Tax Services
Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
Sanjeev Fernandez Partner          615           2.4            1,476.00                 2.4         1,476.00                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -   
Justin Allen Principle          510           5.3            2,692.80                 5.3         2,692.80                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                      -                     -   
TOTAL          7.7           4,168.80                 7.7       4,168.80                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                      -                    -   
GST               416.88                 0.8          416.88 
TOTAL (including GST)           4,585.68                 8.4       4,585.68 
Average hourly rate              542.81           542.81 

Administration

Assets Creditors Employees Trade on Investigations Administration

Assets Creditors Employees Trade on InvestigationsEmployee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Employee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours



Attachment A
Calculation of remuneration to Appendix D
A.C.N. 094 719 490 Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (formerly Howards Storage World Pty Ltd)
Actual Remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Appointee         615        77.8     47,847.00        17.8       10,947.00          7.5      4,612.50          3.6      2,214.00        34.6    21,279.00          3.5      2,152.50        10.8      6,642.00 
Vaughan Strawbridge Appointee         615        11.3       6,924.90        10.4         6,396.00           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -            0.9         528.90 
Kathryn Evans Partner         615        61.3     37,684.13        11.4         6,986.40          4.2      2,592.23          7.0      4,305.00        27.1    16,666.50          1.0         615.00        10.6      6,519.00 
Bernard Hall Director         510          0.2            91.80           -                     -            0.2           91.80           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -   
Ingrid Oey Director         510        42.0     21,420.00          4.4         2,244.00          8.8      4,488.00        15.1      7,701.00          7.8      3,978.00          0.7         357.00          5.2      2,652.00 
Phil Smith Director         510        71.6     36,505.80        71.6       36,505.80           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -   
Matt Carter Manager         440        15.9       6,978.40           -                     -          14.1      6,186.40           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -            1.8         792.00 
Tanya George Manager         440          9.0       3,960.00           -                     -             -                 -             -                 -            9.0      3,960.00           -                 -             -                 -   
Guy Gunasekera Manager         440          1.2          528.00           -                     -             -                 -             -                 -            1.2         528.00           -                 -             -                 -   
Jacqueline Hermann Manager         440          1.8          792.00           -                     -            0.4         176.00           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -            1.4         616.00 
Kamuran Musker Manager         440        75.1     33,044.00        15.7         6,908.00        13.0      5,720.00          7.6      3,344.00        24.8    10,912.00          7.7      3,388.00          6.3      2,772.00 
Christopher Wollinski Manager         440        35.0     15,391.20        34.8       15,303.20           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -            0.2           88.00 
Joel Allison Senior Analyst         330          4.2       1,386.00           -                     -            3.5      1,155.00           -                 -            0.7         231.00           -                 -             -                 -   
Naty Spowart Senior Analyst         330          0.5          165.00           -                     -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -            0.5         165.00 
Daniel Jackson Senior Analyst         330          2.5          834.90           -                     -            2.5         834.90           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -   
Carol Clark Senior Analyst         330          4.6       1,518.00           -                     -             -                 -             -                 -            4.6      1,518.00           -                 -             -                 -   
Nicole Libardo Senior Analyst         330        58.3     19,232.40        57.8       19,067.40          0.5         165.00           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -   
Dale Rodrigues Senior Analyst         330          9.4       3,103.65           -                     -            7.8      2,575.65           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -            1.6         528.00 
George Simos Senior Analyst         330      103.9     34,300.20        12.0         3,960.00          8.0      2,640.00        67.0    22,110.00          6.3      2,079.00          5.4      1,782.00          5.2      1,729.20 
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst         330        80.2     26,466.00        18.5         6,105.00        34.4    11,352.00           -                 -             -                 -          25.3      8,349.00          2.0         660.00 
Dany Abouchaya Analyst         220          3.1          690.80           -                     -            3.1         690.80           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -   
Will Hanrahan Analyst         220          0.8          176.00          0.8            176.00           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -   
Rosie Hassall Analyst         220        17.3       3,799.40          0.4              88.00          3.9         864.60          0.3           66.00          0.2           44.00        10.8      2,365.00          1.7         371.80 
Sarah-Jane Czapla Analyst         220          0.7          148.50           -                     -            0.7         148.50           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -   
Lyn Au Graduate         115        29.2       3,360.30          1.1            128.80          0.3           34.50           -                 -          12.4      1,426.00           -                 -          15.4      1,771.00 
Edwina Irwin Graduate         115          5.0          575.00           -                     -             -                 -             -                 -            4.7         540.50           -                 -            0.3           34.50 
Jack McGrath Graduate         115        88.5     10,177.50          2.4            276.00          1.1         126.50          7.2         828.00        75.2      8,648.00           -                 -            2.6         299.00 
Kevin Thay Graduate         115        56.7       6,518.20        35.5         4,077.90          3.9         450.80          2.0         230.00          5.5         632.50          1.0         115.00          8.8      1,012.00 
Jack McGrath Graduate         115          6.0          692.30           -                     -            3.6         419.18           -                 -            1.3         149.50          1.1         123.63           -                 -   
Tania Seage Other Junior         115        59.8       6,877.00           -                     -          36.7      4,220.50        11.1      1,276.50           -                 -          11.2      1,288.00          0.8           92.00 

     932.8  331,188.38      294.5    119,169.50      158.3   49,544.85      120.9   42,074.50      215.4   72,592.00        67.6   20,535.13        76.1   27,272.40 
    33,118.84       11,916.95      4,954.49      4,207.45      7,259.20      2,053.51      2,727.24 
 364,307.21    131,086.45   54,499.34   46,281.95   79,851.20   22,588.64   29,999.64 
        355.05           404.68        312.98        348.01        337.01        303.66        358.42 

Trade on Investigations AdministrationEmployee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours Assets Creditors

TOTAL 
GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 

Employees



Attachment A
Calculation of remuneration to Appendix D
A.C.N. 094 719 490 Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (formerly Howards Storage World Pty Ltd)
Actual Remuneration from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017
Other professional services provided by Deloitte Risk Services

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
Ramindu Silva Senior Analyst         330          0.4          132.00           -                     -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -            0.4         132.00           -                 -   
TOTAL          0.4         132.00            -                      -              -                  -              -                  -              -                  -            0.4        132.00            -                  -   
GST            13.20           13.20 
TOTAL (including GST)         145.20        145.20 
Average hourly rate         330.00        330.00 

Other professional services provided by Deloitte Tax Services
Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
Sanjeev Fernandez Partner         615          0.6          369.00          0.6            369.00           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -   
Justin Allen Principle         510          1.3          683.40          1.3            683.40           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -   
Dominik Giemza Principle         510          0.5          255.00          0.5            255.00           -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -             -                 -   
TOTAL          2.4      1,307.40          2.4         1,307.40            -                  -              -                  -              -                  -              -                  -              -                  -   
GST          130.74            130.74 
TOTAL (including GST)      1,438.14         1,438.14 
Average hourly rate         535.82           535.82 

Administration

Assets Creditors Employees Trade on Investigations Administration

Assets Creditors Employees Trade on Investigations$/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Employee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

PositionEmployee



Attachment A
Calculation of remuneration to Appendix D
Lealdir Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed)
Actual Remuneration from 9 December to 7 April 2017

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Appointee          615          5.2     3,198.00            -               -            4.4     2,706.00            -              -              -              -              -               -            0.8      492.00 
Vaughan Strawbridge Appointee          615          1.2        725.70            -               -            0.7        430.50            -              -              -              -              -               -            0.5      295.20 
Kathryn Evans Partner          615          2.3     1,436.03            -               -            1.0        636.53            -              -              -              -              -               -            1.3      799.50 
Bernard Hall Director          510          0.0          10.20            -               -            0.0          10.20            -              -              -              -              -               -              -               -   
Ingrid Oey Director          510          2.6     1,326.00            -               -            1.2        612.00            -              -              -              -            1.3      663.00          0.1        51.00 
Christopher Wollinksi Manager          440          2.7     1,188.00          2.7   1,188.00            -                 -              -              -              -              -              -               -              -               -   
Kamuran Musker Manager          440          7.8     3,432.00            -               -            5.8     2,552.00            -              -              -              -            1.4      616.00          0.6      264.00 
Matt Carter Manager          440          3.4     1,487.20            -               -            1.6        695.20            -              -              -              -              -               -            1.8      792.00 
Jacqueline Hermann Manager          440          0.4        176.00            -               -              -                 -              -              -              -              -              -               -            0.4      176.00 
Daniel Jackson Senior Analyst          330          0.3          89.10            -               -            0.3          89.10            -              -              -              -              -               -              -               -   
Nicole Libardo Senior Analyst          330          0.4        132.00            -               -            0.4        132.00            -              -              -              -              -               -              -               -   
George Simos Senior Analyst          330          1.3        429.00            -               -            0.7        231.00            -              -              -              -            0.3        99.00          0.3        99.00 
Dale Rodregues Senior Analyst          330          2.9        965.25            -               -            1.5        503.25            -              -              -              -              -               -            1.4      462.00 
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst          330         17.3     5,709.00            -               -           14.5     4,785.00            -              -              -              -            0.8      264.00          2.0      660.00 
Dany Abouchaya Analyst          220          1.9        409.20            -               -            1.9        409.20            -              -              -              -              -               -              -               -   
Sarah-Jane Czapla Analyst          220          0.1          16.50            -               -            0.1          16.50            -              -              -              -              -               -              -               -   
Rosie Hassall Analyst          220          3.3        722.70            -               -            1.2        255.20            -              -              -              -            1.1      251.90          1.0      215.60 
Kevin Thay Graduate          115         17.9     2,056.20         10.0   1,150.00          0.8          89.70            -              -              -              -            1.0      115.00          6.1      701.50 
Edwina Irwin Graduate          115          0.2          23.00            -               -              -                 -              -              -              -              -              -               -            0.2        23.00 
Jack McGrath Graduate          115          1.5        170.20            -               -            0.4          46.58            -              -              -              -            1.1      123.63            -               -   
Tania Seage Other Junior          115          3.9        448.50            -               -            3.9        448.50            -              -              -              -              -               -              -               -   

       76.5  24,149.78        12.7  2,338.00        40.3  14,648.45            -              -              -              -            7.0  2,132.53        16.5  5,030.80 
    2,414.98      233.80     1,464.85      213.25      503.08 
 26,564.75  2,571.80  16,113.30  2,345.78  5,533.88 
      315.72     184.09       363.39     303.78     305.64 

AdministrationTrade on InvestigationsEmployee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours Assets Creditors

TOTAL 
GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 

Employees



Attachment B
Calculation of prospective remuneration to Appendix D
HSW Corp Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed)
Future Remuneration for work to be completed for the Administration from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Partner 615 5.0     3,075.00 -        -        5.0        3,075.00    -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Vaughan Strawbridge Partner 615 1.0        615.00 -        -        1.0        615.00       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Kathryn Evans Partner 615 1.0        615.00 -        -        1.0        615.00       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Ingrid Oey Director 510 10.0     5,100.00 -        -        10.0      5,100.00    -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Christopher Wollinski Manager 440 0.0               -   -        -        -        -            -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Tanya George Manager 440 0.0               -   -        -        -        -            -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Geroge Simos Senior Analyst 330 0.0               -   -        -        -        -            -        -        -        -        -        
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst 330 15.0     4,950.00 -        -        15.0      4,950.00    -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Carol Clark Senior Analyst 330 0.0               -   -        -        -            -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Rosie Hassall Analyst 220 2.0        440.00 -        -        1.0        220.00       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        1.0        220.00   
Kevin Thay Graduate 115 2.0        230.00 -        -        2.0        230.00       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Lyn Au Graduate 115 2.0        230.00 -        -        2.0        230.00       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Jack McGrath Graduate 115 5.0        575.00 -        -        5.0        575.00       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Edwina Irwin Graduate 115 5.0        575.00 -        -        5.0        575.00       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

48.0  16,405.00            -              -          47.0   16,185.00            -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -            1.0    220.00 
    1,640.50      1,618.50 
 18,045.50   17,803.50 
      341.77        344.36 

Trade on Investigations Dividend Administration$/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Assets Creditors Employees

TOTAL 
GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 

Employee Position



Attachment B
Calculation of prospective remuneration to Appendix D
A.C.N. 069 891 201 Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (formerly Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd)
Future Remuneration for work to be completed for the Administration from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Partner 615 23.5        14,452.50 -        -        20.0       12,300.00  1.0         615.00     2.0         1,230.00    -        -        -        -        0.5         307.50       
Vaughan Strawbridge Partner 615 10.5          6,457.50 -        -        10.0       6,150.00    -        -          -        -            -        -        -        -        0.5         307.50       
Kathryn Evans Partner 615 9.0          5,535.00 -        -        4.0         2,460.00    -        -          -        -            -        -        -        -        5.0         3,075.00    
Ingrid Oey Director 510 50.0        25,500.00 -        -        30.0       15,300.00  -        -          15.0       7,650.00    -        -        -        -        5.0         2,550.00    
Christopher Wollinski Manager 440 45.0        19,800.00 -        -        5.0         2,200.00    -        -          40.0       17,600.00  -        -        -        -        -        -            
Tanya George Manager 440 1.0             440.00 -        -        -        -            -        -          -        -            -        -        -        -        1.0         440.00       
George Simos Senior Analyst 330 15.0          4,950.00 -        -        5.0         1,650.00    10.0       3,300.00  -        -            -        -        -        -        -        -            
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst 330 35.0        11,550.00 -        -        35.0       11,550.00  -        -          -        -            -        -        -        -        -        -            
Carol Clark Senior Analyst 330 10.0          3,300.00 -        -        5.0         1,650.00    -        -          -        -            -        -        -        -        5.0         1,650.00    
Rosie Hassall Analyst 220 30.0          6,600.00 -        -        10.0       2,200.00    -        -          10.0       2,200.00    -        -        -        -        10.0       2,200.00    
Kevin Thay Graduate 115 42.0          4,830.00 -        -        10.0       1,150.00    -        -          30.0       3,450.00    -        -        -        -        2.0         230.00       
Lyn Au Graduate 115 50.0          5,750.00 -        -        5.0         575.00       -        -          40.0       4,600.00    -        -        -        -        5.0         575.00       
Jack McGrath Graduate 115 55.0          6,325.00 -        -        10.0       1,150.00    5.0         575.00     40.0       4,600.00    -        -        -        -        -        -            
Edwina Irwin Graduate 115 13.0          1,495.00 -        -        10.0       1,150.00    -        -          -        -            -        -        -        -        3.0         345.00       

389.0    116,985.00           -             -   159.0  59,485.00 16.0  4,490.00 177.0  41,330.00           -             -             -             -   37.0  11,680.00 
       11,698.50      5,948.50      449.00      4,133.00      1,168.00 
   128,683.50  65,433.50  4,939.00  45,463.00  12,848.00 
           300.73        374.12      280.63        233.50        315.68 Average hourly rate 

Employee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Administration

TOTAL 
GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 

Assets Creditors Employees Trade on Investigations Dividend



Attachment B
Calculation of prospective remuneration to Appendix D
A.C.N. 094 719 490 Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (formerly Howards Storage World Pty Ltd)
Future Remuneration for work to be completed for the Administration from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Partner 615        23.5        14,452.50 -        -        20.0       12,300.00   2.0         1,230.00     1.0         615.00      -        -        -        -        0.5         307.50        
Vaughan Strawbridge Partner 615        10.5          6,457.50 -        -        10.0       6,150.00     -        -             -        -           -        -        -        -        0.5         307.50        
Kathryn Evans Partner 615        19.0        11,685.00 -        -        4.0         2,460.00     10.0       6,150.00     -        -           -        -        -        -        5.0         3,075.00     
Ingrid Oey Director 510        43.0        21,930.00 -        -        30.0       15,300.00   3.0         1,530.00     5.0         2,550.00   -        -        -        -        5.0         2,550.00     
Christopher Wollinski Manager 440          5.0          2,200.00 -        -        5.0         2,200.00     -        -             -        -           -        -        -        -        -        -             
Tanya George Manager 440          1.0             440.00 -        -        -        -             -        -             -        -           -        -        -        -        1.0         440.00        
George Simos Senior Analyst 330        20.0          6,600.00 -        -        5.0         1,650.00     15.0       4,950.00     -        -           -        -        -        -        -             
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst 330        35.0        11,550.00 -        -        35.0       11,550.00   -        -             -        -           -        -        -        -        -             
Carol Clark Senior Analyst 330          2.0             660.00 -        -        1.0         330.00        -        -             -        -           -        -        -        -        1.0         330.00        
Rosie Hassall Analyst 220        25.0          5,500.00 -        -        10.0       2,200.00     -        -             5.0         1,100.00   -        -        -        -        10.0       2,200.00     
Kevin Thay Graduate 115        17.0          1,955.00 -        -        10.0       1,150.00     -        -             5.0         575.00      -        -        -        -        2.0         230.00        
Lyn Au Graduate 115        20.0          2,300.00 -        -        5.0         575.00        -        -             10.0       1,150.00   -        -        -        -        5.0         575.00        
Jack McGrath Graduate 115        25.0          2,875.00 -        -        10.0       1,150.00     5.0         575.00        10.0       1,150.00   -        -        -        -        -        -             
Edwina Irwin Graduate 115        13.0          1,495.00 -        -        10.0       1,150.00     -        -             -        -           -        -        -        -        3.0         345.00        

     259.0        90,100.00            -              -        155.0    58,165.00        35.0    14,435.00        36.0   7,140.00            -              -              -              -          33.0    10,360.00 
         9,010.00      5,816.50      1,443.50       714.00      1,036.00 
       99,110.00    63,981.50    15,878.50   7,854.00    11,396.00 
           347.88         375.26         412.43      198.33         313.94 

Investigations Administration

TOTAL 

Employee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Assets Creditors Dividend

GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 

Employees Trade on



Attachment B
Calculation of prospective remuneration to Appendix D
Lealdir Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed)
Future Remuneration for work to be completed for the Administration from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Partner 615          5.0     3,075.00 -        -        5.0        3,075.00   -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Vaughan Strawbridge Partner 615          1.0        615.00 -        -        1.0        615.00      -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Kathryn Evans Partner 615          1.0        615.00 -        -        1.0        615.00      -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Ingrid Oey Director 510        10.0     5,100.00 -        -        10.0      5,100.00   -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Christopher Wollinski Manager 440           -                 -   -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Tanya George Manager 440           -                 -   -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Geroge Simos Senior Analyst 330           -                 -   -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst 330        15.0     4,950.00 -        -        15.0      4,950.00   -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Carol Clark Senior Analyst 330           -                 -   -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Rosie Hassall Analyst 220          2.0        440.00 -        -        1.0        220.00      -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        1.0        220.00   
Kevin Thay Graduate 115          2.0        230.00 -        -        2.0        230.00      -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Lyn Au Graduate 115          2.0        230.00 -        -        2.0        230.00      -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Jack McGrath Graduate 115          5.0        575.00 -        -        5.0        575.00      -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
Edwina Irwin Graduate 115          5.0        575.00 -        -        5.0        575.00      -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

       48.0  16,405.00            -              -          47.0  16,185.00            -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -            1.0    220.00 
    1,640.50     1,618.50      22.00 
 18,045.50  17,803.50    242.00 
      341.77       344.36    220.00 

Administration

TOTAL 
GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 

Creditors Employees Trade on Investigations DividendEmployee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Assets



Attachment C
Calculation of prospective remuneration to Appendix D
HSW Corp Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed)
Future Remuneration for work to be completed for the Liquidation from 1 May 2017 to completion of the Liquidation

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Partner 615 7.0     4,305.00 -        -        1.0        615.00     -        -        -        -        5.0        3,075.00    -        -        1.0        615.00     
Vaughan Strawbridge Partner 615 2.0     1,230.00 -        -        0.5        307.50     -        -        -        -        1.0        615.00       -        -        0.5        307.50     
Kathryn Evans Partner 615 0.0               -   -        -        -        -          -        -        -        -        -        -            -        -        -        -          
Ingrid Oey Director 510 15.0     7,650.00 -        -        2.0        1,020.00  -        -        -        -        10.0      5,100.00    -        -        3.0        1,530.00  
Christopher Wollinski Manager 440 0.0               -   -        -        -        -          -        -        -        -        -        -            -        -        -        -          
Tanya George Manager 440 0.0               -   -        -        -        -          -        -        -        -        -        -            -        -        -        -          
Geroge Simos Senior Analyst 330 0.0               -   -        -        -        -          -        -        -        -        -        -            -        -        -          
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst 330 19.0     6,270.00 -        -        3.0        990.00     -        -        -        -        15.0      4,950.00    -        -        1.0        330.00     
Carol Clark Senior Analyst 330 1.0        330.00 -        -        1.0        330.00     -        -        -        -        -        -            -        -        -        -          
Rosie Hassall Analyst 220 3.0        660.00 -        -        2.0        440.00     -        -        -        -        -        -            -        -        1.0        220.00     
Kevin Thay Graduate 115 11.0     1,265.00 -        -        1.0        115.00     -        -        -        -        10.0      1,150.00    -        -        -        -          
Lyn Au Graduate 115 1.0        115.00 -        -        1.0        115.00     -        -        -        -        -        -            -        -        -        -          
Jack McGrath Graduate 115 1.0        115.00 -        -        1.0        115.00     -        -        -        -        -        -            -        -        -        -          
Edwina Irwin Graduate 115 1.0        115.00 -        -        1.0        115.00     -        -        -        -        -            -        -        -        -          

61.0   22,055.00           -             -   13.5  4,162.50           -             -             -             -   41   14,890.00           -             -   6.5  3,002.50 
    2,205.50      416.25     1,489.00      300.25 
  24,260.50  4,578.75   16,379.00  3,302.75 
       361.56      308.33        363.17      461.92 

Administration

TOTAL 
GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 

Creditors Employees Trade on Investigations DividendEmployee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Assets



Attachment C
Calculation of prospective remuneration to Appendix D
A.C.N. 069 891 201 Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (formerly Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd)
Future Remuneration for work to be completed for the Liquidation from 1 May 2017 to completion of the Liquidation

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Partner 615 52.0      31,980.00 1.0        615.00     10.0      6,150.00    1.0        615.00       10.0      6,150.00    20.0      12,300.00  -        -        10.0      6,150.00    
Vaughan Strawbridge Partner 615 8.0        4,920.00 -        -          1.0        615.00       -        -            -        -            2.0        1,230.00    -        -        5.0        3,075.00    
Kathryn Evans Partner 615 0.0                 -   -        -          -        -            -        -            -        -            -        -            -        -        -        -            
Ingrid Oey Director 510 156.0      79,560.00 1.0        510.00     30.0      15,300.00  10.0      5,100.00    60.0      30,600.00  40.0      20,400.00  -        -        15.0      7,650.00    
Christopher Wollinski Manager 440 20.0        8,800.00 -        -          20.0      8,800.00    -        -            -        -            -        -            -        -        -        -            
Tanya George Manager 440 0.0                 -   -        -          -        -            -        -            -        -            -        -            -        -        -        -            
Geroge Simos Senior Analyst 330 20.0        6,600.00 -        -          -        -            20.0      6,600.00    -        -            -        -            -        -        -        -            
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst 330 110.0      36,300.00 -        -          40.0      13,200.00  -        -            -        -            60.0      19,800.00  -        -        10.0      3,300.00    
Carol Clark Senior Analyst 330 15.0        4,950.00 -        -          -        -            -        -            -        -            -        -            -        -        15.0      4,950.00    
Rosie Hassall Analyst 220 110.0      24,200.00 -        -          60.0      13,200.00  -        -            40.0      8,800.00    -        -            -        -        10.0      2,200.00    
Kevin Thay Graduate 115 155.0      17,825.00 10.0      1,150.00  20.0      2,300.00    -        -            40.0      4,600.00    80.0      9,200.00    -        -        5.0        575.00       
Lyn Au Graduate 115 95.0      10,925.00 -        -          10.0      1,150.00    -        -            80.0      9,200.00    -        -            -        -        5.0        575.00       
Jack McGrath Graduate 115 120.0      13,800.00 -        -          30.0      3,450.00    30.0      3,450.00    60.0      6,900.00    -        -            -        -        -        -            
Edwina Irwin Graduate 115           -                   -   -        -          -        -            -        -            -        -            -        -            -        -        -        -            

861.0   239,860.00        12.0  2,275.00      221.0   64,165.00        61.0   15,765.00      290.0   66,250.00      202.0   62,930.00            -              -          75.0   28,475.00 
     23,986.00      227.50      6,416.50      1,576.50      6,625.00      6,293.00      2,847.50 
  263,846.00  2,502.50   70,581.50   17,341.50   72,875.00   69,223.00   31,322.50 
         278.58      189.58        290.34        258.44        228.45        311.53        379.67 

Investigations Dividend Administration

TOTAL 

Employee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Assets Creditors

GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 

Employees Trade on



Attachment C
Calculation of prospective remuneration to Appendix D
A.C.N. 094 719 490 Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (formerly Howards Storage World Pty Ltd)
Future Remuneration for work to be completed for the Liquidation from 1 May 2017 to completion of the Liquidation

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Partner 615        46.0          28,290.00 1.0         615.00      10.0       6,150.00     10.0       6,150.00     5.0         3,075.00     10.0       6,150.00       -        -        10.0       6,150.00     
Vaughan Strawbridge Partner 615          7.0            4,305.00 -        -           1.0         615.00        -        -             -        -             1.0         615.00          -        -        5.0         3,075.00     
Kathryn Evans Partner 615          3.0            1,845.00 -        -           -        -             -        -             -        -             -        -               -        -        3.0         1,845.00     
Ingrid Oey Director 510        71.0          36,210.00 1.0         510.00      10.0       5,100.00     15.0       7,650.00     10.0       5,100.00     20.0       10,200.00     -        -        15.0       7,650.00     
Christopher Wollinski Manager 440            -                       -   -        -           -        -             -        -             -        -             -        -               -        -        -        -             
Tanya George Manager 440            -                       -   -        -           -        -             -        -             -        -             -        -               -        -        -        -             
George Simos Senior Analyst 330        20.0            6,600.00 -        -           -        -             20.0       6,600.00     -        -             -        -               -        -        -        -             
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst 330        60.0          19,800.00 -        -           20.0       6,600.00     -        -             -        -             30.0       9,900.00       -        -        10.0       3,300.00     
Carol Clark Senior Analyst 330        15.0            4,950.00 -        -           -        -             -        -             -        -             -        -               -        -        15.0       4,950.00     
Rosie Hassall Analyst 220        70.0          15,400.00 10.0       2,200.00   30.0       6,600.00     -        -             20.0       4,400.00     -        -               -        -        10.0       2,200.00     
Kevin Thay Graduate 115        35.0            4,025.00 -        -           10.0       1,150.00     -        -             -        -             20.0       2,300.00       -        -        5.0         575.00        
Lyn Au Graduate 115        35.0            4,025.00 -        -           -        -             -        -             30.0       3,450.00     -        -               -        -        5.0         575.00        
Jack McGrath Graduate 115        75.0            8,625.00 -        -           -        -             45.0       5,175.00     30.0       3,450.00     -        -               -        -        -        -             
Edwina Irwin Graduate 115            -                       -   -        -           -        -             -        -             -        -             -        -               -        -        -        -             

    437.0      134,075.00       12.0   3,325.00       81.0   26,215.00       90.0   25,575.00       95.0   19,475.00       81.0     29,165.00           -             -         78.0   30,320.00 
         13,407.50       332.50       2,621.50       2,557.50       1,947.50         2,916.50       3,032.00 
     147,482.50   3,657.50   28,836.50   28,132.50   21,422.50     32,081.50   33,352.00 
             306.81       277.08         323.64         284.17         205.00           360.06         388.72 

Investigations Dividend Administration

TOTAL 

Employee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours

Assets Creditors

GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 

Employees Trade on



Attachment C
Calculation of prospective remuneration to Appendix D
Lealdir Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed)
Future Remuneration for work to be completed for the Liquidation from 1 May 2017 to completion of the Liquidation

Total Task Area
($)

Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($) Hrs Total ($)
David Lombe Partner 615          3.0      1,845.00 -        -        1.0        615.00     -        -        -        -        1.0        615.00     -        -        1.0        615.00     
Vaughan Strawbridge Partner 615          1.0         615.00 -        -        0.5        307.50     -        -        -        -        -        -           -        -        0.5        307.50     
Kathryn Evans Partner 615           -                  -   -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -           
Ingrid Oey Director 510          7.0      3,570.00 -        -        2.0        1,020.00   -        -        -        -        3.0        1,530.00   -        -        2.0        1,020.00   
Christopher Wollinski Manager 440           -                  -   -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -           
Tanya George Manager 440           -                  -   -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -           
Geroge Simos Senior Analyst 330           -                  -   -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -           
Andrew Whittingham Senior Analyst 330          9.0      2,970.00 -        -        3.0        990.00     -        -        -        -        5.0        1,650.00   -        -        1.0        330.00     
Carol Clark Senior Analyst 330           -                  -   -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -           
Rosie Hassall Analyst 220          3.0         660.00 -        -        2.0        440.00     -        -        -        -        -        -           -        -        1.0        220.00     
Kevin Thay Graduate 115          2.0         230.00 -        -        1.0        115.00     -        -        -        -        1.0        115.00     -        -        -        -           
Lyn Au Graduate 115          1.0         115.00 -        -        1.0        115.00     -        -        -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -           
Jack McGrath Graduate 115          1.0         115.00 -        -        1.0        115.00     -        -        -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -           
Edwina Irwin Graduate 115          1.0         115.00 -        -        1.0        115.00     -        -        -        -        -        -           -        -        -        -           

       28.0   10,235.00            -              -          12.5   3,832.50            -              -              -              -          10.0   3,910.00            -              -            5.5   2,492.50 
     1,023.50       383.25       391.00       249.25 
  11,258.50   4,215.75   4,301.00   2,741.75 
        365.54      306.60      391.00      453.18 

Administration

TOTAL 
GST 
TOTAL (including GST) 
Average hourly rate 

Creditors Employees Trade on Investigations DividendEmployee Position $/hr  (ex 
GST)

Total 
actual 
hours Assets
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Appendix E 

   

FORM 529 

Subregulation 5.6.12 (6) 

CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 

Section 439A 

 

NOTICE OF MEETING OF 

CREDITORS 

 

HSW CORP. PTY LTD ACN 104 435 181 

A.C.N. 094 719 490 PTY LTD (FORMERLY HOWARDS STORAGE WORLD PTY LTD) ACN 094 719 490 

A.C.N. 069 891 201 PTY LTD (FORMERLY PLAZA HOME-IMPORTS PTY LTD) ACN 069 891 201 

LEALDIR PTY LTD ACN 104 246 433 

 (ALL ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED) 

(the Companies or HSW Group) 

 

NOTICE is given that a meeting of creditors of the Companies will be held concurrently at the offices of Deloitte 

Financial Advisory, Level 9 Grosvenor Place, 225 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000, on Monday, 1 May 2017 at 

11:30AM (AEST). 

 

Attendance by teleconference facilities will also be available at the offices of Deloitte Financial Advisory, Level 10, 

550 Bourke Street, Melbourne VIC NSW 3000, at 11:30AM (AEST). 

 

A G E N D A 

 

1. To receive a statement about the Companies’ business, property, affairs and financial circumstances 

2. To receive the report from the Administrators pursuant to Section 439A of the Corporations Act 2001 

3. Questions from creditors. 

4. For creditors to resolve for each company: 

a. that the Company execute a Deed of Company Arrangement; or 

b. that the administration should end; or 

c. that the Company be wound up. 

5. To consider and if thought fit, approve the remuneration of the Joint and Several Administrators of each 

company 

6. To consider and if thought fit, approve the remuneration of the Joint and Several Liquidators of each 

company 

7. If the Companies are wound up, to consider appointing Committees of Inspection for each company 

8. To consider the destruction of the books and records for each company at the conclusion of the winding 

up. 

9. Any other business that may be lawfully brought forward. 

 

Proxies to be used at the meeting should be lodged at the office of the Joint and Several Administrators by 

4.00pm on Friday, 28 April 2017.  A creditor can only be represented by proxy or by an attorney pursuant to 

corporations Regulations 5.6.28 and 5.6.32 (inclusive) and if a body corporate by a representative appointed 

pursuant to Section 250D. 

 

In accordance with Regulation 5.6.23(1) of the Corporations Regulations, creditors will not be entitled to vote at 

this meeting unless they have previously lodged particulars of their claim against the Companies in accordance 

with the Corporations Regulations and that clause has been admitted for voting purposes wholly or in part by the 

voluntary administrators. 

 

DATED this 20th day of April 2016 

 

 

 

 

David Lombe 

Joint and Several Administrator 
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Appendix F 

VA-B-023.DOC 

INFORMAL PROOF OF DEBT FORM 
 

Regulation 5.6.47 
 

(please tick) 
HSW CORP. PTY LTD ACN 104 435 181 

LEALDIR PTY LTD ACN 104 246 433 
A.C.N. 094 719 490 PTY LTD (FORMERLY HOWARDS STORAGE WORLD PTY LTD) 

A.C.N. 069 891 201 PTY LTD (FORMERLY PLAZA HOME-IMPORTS PTY LTD) 
 (ALL ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED) 

 
 

Name of creditor: .........................................................................................................  
 
Address of creditor: .........................................................................................................  
 
 .........................................................................................................  
 
ABN: .........................................................................................................  
 
Telephone number: .........................................................................................................  
 
Amount of debt claimed: $ ............................................ (including GST $ .................................... ) 
 
Consideration for debt (i.e, the nature of goods or services supplied and the period during which they  
were supplied): 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Is the debt secured? YES/NO 
 
If secured, give details of security including dates, etc: 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Other information: 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
................................................................   .................................................. 
Signature of Creditor Dated 
(or person authorised by creditor) 
 

Notes: 
 
Under the Corporations Regulations, a creditor is not entitled to vote at a meeting unless (Regulation 
5.6.23): 
a. his or her claim has been admitted, wholly or in part, by the Joint and Several Administrators; or 
b. he or she has lodged with the Joint and Several Administrators particulars of the debt or claim, or 

if required, a formal proof of debt. 
 
At meetings held under Section 436E and 439A, a secured creditor may vote for the whole of his or her 
debt without regard to the value of the security. 
 
Proxies must be made available to the Joint Administrators. 
 

☐ 

☐ 

☐ 

☐ 
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Appendix G   

FORM 532 

Regulation 5.6.29 

CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 

 

APPOINTMENT OF PROXY 

CREDITORS MEETING 

 

HSW CORP. PTY LTD  

ACN 104 435 181 (the Company) 

(ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED) 

*I/*We (1) ________________________________________________________________________________ 

of ______________________________________________________________________________ 

a creditor of HSW Corp. Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed), appoint (2) ________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

or in his or her absence _____________________________________________________________ 

as *my/our *general/special proxy to vote at the meeting of creditors to be held on Monday, 1 May 2017 at the 

offices of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Level 9 Grosvenor Place, 225 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000, at 

11:30AM (AEST) or at any adjournment of that meeting.(3) 

 

 (i)  to vote on all matters arising at the meeting (IF GERNAL PROXY) .......................................... ☐ 

 

      OR 

 

 (ii) to vote for or against the following resolutions (IF SPECIAL PROXY):  ..................................... ☐ 

ONLY COMPLETE THE FOLLLOWING IF YOU HAVE APPOINTED A SPECIAL PROXY ABOVE: 

Please circle your preferred voting option. 

1. To consider and if thought fit, pass one of the following resolutions (choose ONE of a, b or c): 

a. “That the Company execute a Deed of Company Arrangement”                    FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

b.  “That the Administration end”                                                                  FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

c. “That the Company be wound up and David Lombe and Vaughan Strawbridge be appointed Joint and 

Several Liquidators”  

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

2. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrators’ current 

remuneration for the period 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017: 

“That the remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration 

from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent by the 

Administrators and the Administrators’ partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the 

Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017 of fees equalling $16,623.58 plus GST and disbursements, and that 

the Administrators can draw the remuneration as required.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

3. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrator’s future remuneration 

for the period 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017: 

“That the prospective remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly 

rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 

2017, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $16,405.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn 

only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  

Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors or the Committee of 

Creditors will be sought.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

 

 

 

 



4. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Liquidators’ future remuneration for 

the period 1 May 2017 to the completion of the Liquidation: 

“That the prospective remuneration of the Liquidators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly 

rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 1 May 2017 to the 

completion of the Liquidation, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $22,055.00 plus GST and 

disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the 

lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from 

Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be sought.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

5. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrator’s current 

disbursements for the period 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017: 

“That the disbursements of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration 

from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017, as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, are 

approved in the sum of $430.24 plus GST.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

6. To consider and if thought fit, should creditors resolve that the Company be wound up, pass the 

following resolution: 

“That a Committee of Inspection be appointed.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

I am prepared / not* prepared to sit on the Committee of Inspection. 

7. In the event that the creditors vote to wind up the Company, to consider and if thought fit, 

approve destruction of the books and records of the Company at the conclusion of the winding 

up: 

“That subject to obtaining the approval of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission under 

section 542(4) of the Corporations Act 2001, the books and records of the Company and of the 

Liquidation be disposed of by the Liquidators 6 months after the dissolution of the Company or earlier at 

the discretion of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

I am an unsecured creditor and the amount owed to me is $............... 

OR 

I am a secured creditor and the amount owed to me is $............... 

DATED this day of  2016. 

 

  

Signature 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 

This certificate is to be completed only if the person giving the proxy is blind or incapable of writing.  The 

signature of the creditor, contributory, debenture holder or member must not be witnessed by the person 

nominated as proxy. 

I,  .............................................................  of  ...................................................................................... 

certify that the above instrument appointing a proxy was completed by me in the presence of and at the request 

of the person appointing the proxy and read to him or her before he or she signed or marked the instrument. 
 

Dated: 
 

Signature of Witness: 
 

Description: 
 

Place of Residence: 
 

* Strike out if inapplicable 

 

(1) If a firm, strike out "I" and set out the full name of the firm. 

(2) Insert the name, address and description of the person appointed. 

(3) If a special proxy, specify the particular resolution by checking the relevant tick boxes in section (ii) 



Appendix G   

Regulation 5.6.29 

CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 

 

APPOINTMENT OF PROXY 

CREDITORS MEETING 

 

A.C.N. 069 891 201 PTY LTD (FORMERLY PLAZA HOME-IMPORTS PTY LTD) 

 ACN 069 891 201 (the Company) 

(ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED) 

 

*I/*We (1) ________________________________________________________________________________ 

of ______________________________________________________________________________ 

a creditor of A.C.N. 069 891 201 Pty Ltd (formerly Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd) (Administrators appointed),  

appoint (2) ________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

or in his or her absence _____________________________________________________________ 

as *my/our *general/special proxy to vote at the meeting of creditors to be held on Monday, 1 May 2017 at the 

offices of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Level 9 Grosvenor Place, 225 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000, at 

11:30AM (AEST) or at any adjournment of that meeting.(3) 

 

 (i)  to vote on all matters arising at the meeting (IF GERNAL PROXY) .......................................... ☐ 

 

      OR 

 

 (ii) to vote for or against the following resolutions (IF SPECIAL PROXY):  ..................................... ☐ 

ONLY COMPLETE THE FOLLLOWING IF YOU HAVE APPOINTED A SPECIAL PROXY ABOVE: 

Please circle your preferred voting option. 

1. To consider and if thought fit, pass one of the following resolutions (choose ONE of a, b or c): 

a. “That the Company execute a Deed of Company Arrangement”                    FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

b.  “That the Administration end”                                                                  FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

c. “That the Company be wound up and David Lombe and Vaughan Strawbridge be appointed Joint and 

Several Liquidators”  

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

2. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrators’ current 

remuneration for the period 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017: 

“That the remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration 

from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent by the 

Administrators and the Administrators’ partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the 

Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017 of fees equalling $1,501,586.38 plus GST and disbursements, and 

that the Administrators can draw the remuneration as required.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

3. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrator’s future remuneration 

for the period 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017: 

“That the prospective remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly 

rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 

2017, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $116,985.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn 

only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  

Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors or the Committee of 

Creditors will be sought.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

 

 



4. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Liquidators’ future remuneration for 

the period 1 May 2017 to the completion of the Liquidation: 

“That the prospective remuneration of the Liquidators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly 

rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 1 May 2017 to the 

completion of the Liquidation, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $239,860.00 plus GST and 

disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the 

lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from 

Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be sought.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

5. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrator’s current 

disbursements for the period 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017: 

“That the disbursements of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration 

from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017, as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, are 

approved in the sum of $54,389.61 plus GST.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

6. To consider and if thought fit, should creditors resolve that the Company be wound up, pass the 

following resolution: 

“That a Committee of Inspection be appointed.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

I am prepared / not* prepared to sit on the Committee of Inspection. 

7. In the event that the creditors vote to wind up the Company, to consider and if thought fit, 

approve destruction of the books and records of the Company at the conclusion of the winding 

up: 

“That subject to obtaining the approval of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission under 

section 542(4) of the Corporations Act 2001, the books and records of the Company and of the 

Liquidation be disposed of by the Liquidators 6 months after the dissolution of the Company or earlier at 

the discretion of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

I am an unsecured creditor and the amount owed to me is $............... 

OR 

I am a secured creditor and the amount owed to me is $............... 

DATED this day of  2016. 

 

  

Signature 
 

 

CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 

This certificate is to be completed only if the person giving the proxy is blind or incapable of writing.  The 

signature of the creditor, contributory, debenture holder or member must not be witnessed by the person 

nominated as proxy. 
 

I,  .............................................................  of  ...................................................................................... 

certify that the above instrument appointing a proxy was completed by me in the presence of and at the request 

of the person appointing the proxy and read to him or her before he or she signed or marked the instrument. 
 

Dated: 
 

Signature of Witness: 
 

Description: 
 

Place of Residence: 

 

* Strike out if inapplicable 
 

(1) If a firm, strike out "I" and set out the full name of the firm. 

(2) Insert the name, address and description of the person appointed. 

(3) If a special proxy, specify the particular resolution by checking the relevant tick boxes in section (ii) 



Appendix G   

Regulation 5.6.29 

CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 

 

APPOINTMENT OF PROXY 

CREDITORS MEETING 

 

A.C.N. 094 719 490 PTY LTD (FORMERLY HOWARDS STORAGE WORLD PTY LTD) 

ACN 094 719 490 (the Company) 

(ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED) 

 

*I/*We (1) ________________________________________________________________________________ 

of ______________________________________________________________________________ 

a creditor of A.C.N. 094 719 490 Pty Ltd (formerly Howards Storage World Pty Ltd) (Administrators appointed), 

appoint (2)_________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

or in his or her absence _____________________________________________________________ 

as *my/our *general/special proxy to vote at the meeting of creditors to be held on Monday, 1 May 2017 at the 

offices of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Level 9 Grosvenor Place, 225 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000, at 

11:30AM (AEST) or at any adjournment of that meeting.(3) 

 

 (i)  to vote on all matters arising at the meeting (IF GERNAL PROXY) .......................................... ☐ 

 

      OR 

 

 (ii) to vote for or against the following resolutions (IF SPECIAL PROXY):  ..................................... ☐ 

ONLY COMPLETE THE FOLLLOWING IF YOU HAVE APPOINTED A SPECIAL PROXY ABOVE: 

Please circle your preferred voting option. 

1. To consider and if thought fit, pass one of the following resolutions (choose ONE of a, b or c): 

a. “That the Company execute a Deed of Company Arrangement”                    FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

b.  “That the Administration end”                                                                  FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

c. “That the Company be wound up and David Lombe and Vaughan Strawbridge be appointed Joint and 

Several Liquidators”  

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

2. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrators’ current 

remuneration for the period 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017: 

“That the remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration 

from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent by the 

Administrators and the Administrators’ partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the 

Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017 of fees equalling $332,627.78 plus GST and disbursements, and that 

the Administrators can draw the remuneration as required.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

3. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrator’s future remuneration 

for the period 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017: 

“That the prospective remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly 

rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 

2017, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $90,100.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn 

only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  

Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors or the Committee of 

Creditors will be sought.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

 



4. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Liquidators’ future remuneration for 

the period 1 May 2017 to the completion of the Liquidation: 

“That the prospective remuneration of the Liquidators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly 

rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 1 May 2017 to the 

completion of the Liquidation, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $134,075.00 plus GST and 

disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the 

lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from 

Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be sought.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

5. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrator’s current 

disbursements for the period 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017: 

“That the disbursements of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration 

from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017, as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, are 

approved in the sum of $12,627.07 plus GST.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

6. To consider and if thought fit, should creditors resolve that the Company be wound up, pass the 

following resolution: 

“That a Committee of Inspection be appointed.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

I am prepared / not* prepared to sit on the Committee of Inspection. 

7. In the event that the creditors vote to wind up the Company, to consider and if thought fit, 

approve destruction of the books and records of the Company at the conclusion of the winding 

up: 

“That subject to obtaining the approval of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission under 

section 542(4) of the Corporations Act 2001, the books and records of the Company and of the 

Liquidation be disposed of by the Liquidators 6 months after the dissolution of the Company or earlier at 

the discretion of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

I am an unsecured creditor and the amount owed to me is $............... 

OR 

I am a secured creditor and the amount owed to me is $............... 

DATED this day of  2016. 

 

  

Signature 
 

 

CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 

This certificate is to be completed only if the person giving the proxy is blind or incapable of writing.  The 

signature of the creditor, contributory, debenture holder or member must not be witnessed by the person 

nominated as proxy. 

 

I,  .............................................................  of  ...................................................................................... 

certify that the above instrument appointing a proxy was completed by me in the presence of and at the request 

of the person appointing the proxy and read to him or her before he or she signed or marked the instrument. 
 

Dated: 
 

Signature of Witness: 
 

Description: 
 

Place of Residence: 
 

* Strike out if inapplicable 
 

(1) If a firm, strike out "I" and set out the full name of the firm. 

(2) Insert the name, address and description of the person appointed. 

(3) If a special proxy, specify the particular resolution by checking the relevant tick boxes in section (ii) 



Appendix G   

Regulation 5.6.29 

CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 

 

APPOINTMENT OF PROXY 

CREDITORS MEETING 

 

LEALDIR PTY LTD 

ACN 104 246 433 (the Company) 

(ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED) 

 

*I/*We (1) ________________________________________________________________________________ 

of ______________________________________________________________________________ 

a creditor of Lealdir Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed), appoint (2) ____________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

or in his or her absence _____________________________________________________________ 

as *my/our *general/special proxy to vote at the meeting of creditors to be held on Monday, 1 May 2017 at the 

offices of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Level 9 Grosvenor Place, 225 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000, at 

11:30AM (AEST) or at any adjournment of that meeting.(3) 

 

 (i)  to vote on all matters arising at the meeting (IF GERNAL PROXY) .......................................... ☐ 

 

      OR 

 

 (ii) to vote for or against the following resolutions (IF SPECIAL PROXY):  ..................................... ☐ 

ONLY COMPLETE THE FOLLLOWING IF YOU HAVE APPOINTED A SPECIAL PROXY ABOVE: 

Please circle your preferred voting option. 

1. To consider and if thought fit, pass one of the following resolutions (choose ONE of a, b or c): 

a. “That the Company execute a Deed of Company Arrangement”                    FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

b.  “That the Administration end”                                                                  FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

c. “That the Company be wound up and David Lombe and Vaughan Strawbridge be appointed Joint and 

Several Liquidators”  

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

2. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrators’ current 

remuneration for the period 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017: 

“That the remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration 

from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent by the 

Administrators and the Administrators’ partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the 

Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017 of fees equalling $24,149.78 plus GST and disbursements, and that 

the Administrators can draw the remuneration as required.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

3. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrator’s future remuneration 

for the period 8 April 2017 to 1 May 2017: 

“That the prospective remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly 

rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 8 April 2017 to 1 May 

2017, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $16,405.00 plus GST and disbursements, to be drawn 

only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the lesser amount will be drawn.  

Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from Creditors Committee of Creditors will 

be sought.”  

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

 

 



4. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Liquidators’ future remuneration for 

the period 1 May 2017 to the completion of the Liquidation: 

“That the prospective remuneration of the Liquidators, their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly 

rates as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, for the period from 1 May 2017 to the 

completion of the Liquidation, is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $10,235.00 plus GST and 

disbursements, to be drawn only when incurred. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the 

lesser amount will be drawn.  Should a greater amount be actually incurred, further approval from 

Creditors or the Committee of Creditors will be sought.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

5. To consider and if thought fit, approve the Joint and Several Administrator’s current 

disbursements for the period 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017: 

“That the disbursements of the Administrators, their partners and staff, for the period of the Administration 

from 9 December 2016 to 7 April 2017, as detailed in the Remuneration Report of 20 April 2017, are 

approved in the sum of $618.39 plus GST.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

 

6. To consider and if thought fit, should creditors resolve that the Company be wound up, pass the 

following resolution: 

“That a Committee of Inspection be appointed.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

I am prepared / not* prepared to sit on the Committee of Inspection. 

7. In the event that the creditors vote to wind up the Company, to consider and if thought fit, 

approve destruction of the books and records of the Company at the conclusion of the winding 

up: 

“That subject to obtaining the approval of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission under 

section 542(4) of the Corporations Act 2001, the books and records of the Company and of the 

Liquidation be disposed of by the Liquidators 6 months after the dissolution of the Company or earlier at 

the discretion of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.” 

FOR / AGAINST / ABSTAIN 

I am an unsecured creditor and the amount owed to me is $............... 

OR 

I am a secured creditor and the amount owed to me is $............... 

DATED this day of  2016. 

 

  

Signature 
 

 

CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 

This certificate is to be completed only if the person giving the proxy is blind or incapable of writing.  The 

signature of the creditor, contributory, debenture holder or member must not be witnessed by the person 

nominated as proxy. 
 

I,  .............................................................  of  ...................................................................................... 

certify that the above instrument appointing a proxy was completed by me in the presence of and at the request 

of the person appointing the proxy and read to him or her before he or she signed or marked the instrument. 
 

Dated: 
 

Signature of Witness: 
 

Description: 
 

Place of Residence: 

 

* Strike out if inapplicable 
 

(1) If a firm, strike out "I" and set out the full name of the firm. 

(2) Insert the name, address and description of the person appointed. 

(3) If a special proxy, specify the particular resolution by checking the relevant tick boxes in section (ii) 
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Report for HSW Group of Companies 
20 April 2017  Appendix H 

Schedule of all PPSR registrations by entity 

 

HSW Corp. Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) 

Secured Party Group 
Collateral 
Class 

Number 
Registration 
Start Time 

PMSI 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112141532457 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112204868639 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201401240284521 23/01/2010 Not Provided 

 

A.C.N. 069 891 201 Pty Ltd (formerly Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd) (Administrators 
Appointed) 

Secured Party Group 
Collateral 
Class 

Number 
Registration 
Start Time 

PMSI 

3M PURIFICATION PTY LIMITED, 3M 
AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 

Other Goods 201202270132895 26/02/2008 Yes 

CANON FINANCE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Other Goods 201508040055469 3/08/2011 Yes 

CANON FINANCE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Other Goods 201605120041432 11/05/2012 Yes 

DKSH AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. Other Goods 201310240006308 23/10/2009 Yes 

DKSH AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. Other Goods 201310240006455 23/10/2009 Yes 

DONALDSON ENTERPRISES PTY. 
LTD., DONALDSON ENTERPRISE 
TRUST 

Other Goods 201403140048466 13/03/2010 Yes 

GISPAC PTY LIMITED Other Goods 201203160054063 15/03/2008 Yes 

HILLS HOLDINGS LIMITED Other Goods 201201110477424 29/01/2008 Yes 

HILLS HOLDINGS LIMITED Other Goods 201201110499025 29/01/2008 Yes 

MACQUARIE LEASING PTY LTD Motor 
Vehicle 

201508100006814 9/08/2011 Yes 

MCPHERSON'S CONSUMER 
PRODUCTS PTY LTD 

Other Goods 201309140007006 13/09/2009 No 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112141532997 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112204864876 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201401240284584 23/01/2010 Not Provided 

NEWELL AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED Other Goods 201112230950757 29/01/2008 Yes 

OGILVIES DESIGNS PTY LTD Other Goods 201604150036448 14/04/2012 Yes 

OUTLIVING PTY LIMITED Other Goods 201401310376135 30/01/2010 Yes 

POS - P.O.S. PTY. LTD. Other Goods 201209180063159 17/09/2008 Yes 

POWER PACKAGING PTY. LIMITED Other Goods 201609060026313 5/09/2012 Yes 

PRO-PAC PACKAGING (AUST) PTY. 
LIMITED 

Other Goods 201201051983106 29/01/2008 Yes 

SUSSKIND AND DANZIGER PTY. LTD. Other Goods 201403270027324 26/03/2010 Yes 

SUSSKIND AND DANZIGER PTY. LTD. Other Goods 201403270027330 26/03/2010 Yes 
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A.C.N. 094 719 490 Pty Ltd (formerly Howards Storage World Pty Ltd) (Administrators 
Appointed) 

Secured Party Group 
Collateral 
Class 

Number 
Registration 
Start Time 

PMSI 

CANON FINANCE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Other Goods 201512150072929 14/12/2011 Yes 

DATA#3 LIMITED. Other Goods 201306130011798 12/06/2009 Yes 

DKSH AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. Other Goods 201401280031354 27/01/2010 Yes 

IFISH FINANCE PTY LTD Other Goods 201305220033710 21/05/2009 No 

IFISH FINANCE PTY LTD Other Goods 201305280047153 27/05/2009 No 

IFISH FINANCE PTY LTD Other Goods 201309200016077 19/09/2009 No 

IFISH FINANCE PTY LTD Other Goods 201312240062596 23/12/2009 Yes 

IFISH FINANCE PTY LTD Other Goods 201504140030045 13/04/2011 No 

IFISH FINANCE PTY LTD Other Goods 201510010046666 30/09/2011 Yes 

MASTER DISTRIBUTORS PTY LTD Other Goods 201605200041846 19/05/2012 No 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112040763466 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112141533196 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112150784548 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112151353573 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112160191814 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112161175958 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112190741119 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112201854735 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112204867065 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112211733039 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112212856932 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112212858268 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112220661317 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201401240284550 23/01/2010 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED Motor 
Vehicle 

201202080116430 7/02/2008 Yes 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED Other Goods 201202080010722 7/02/2008 Yes 

 

Lealdir Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) 

Secured Party Group 
Collateral 
Class 

Number 
Registration 
Start Time 

PMSI 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112141532847 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201112204868320 29/01/2008 Not Provided 

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED All PAAP 201401240284610 23/01/2010 Not Provided 

STOCKLAND TRUST MANAGEMENT 
LIMITED 

Other Goods 201410020009790 1/10/2010 Yes 
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A.C.N. 069 891 201 Pty Ltd (formerly Plaza Home-Imports Pty Ltd) (Administrators 

Appointed) Amount ($)

Summary of Receipts and Payments for the period 9 December 2016 to 12 April 2017 (Including GST)

Receipts 

Sales - Company Stores               7,999,880 

Sales - Plaza               1,279,042 

Sale of Stock                  102,747 

Pre-appointment debtors               1,326,802 

MHS suspense account                  817,432 

Reimbursements from MHS                  568,854 

Sale of fixtures and fittings                    12,000 

Gift cards income                     4,389 

Workers compensation receipts                     2,215 

Miscellaneous income                     1,809 

Insurance refund                        275 

Cash at bank                    12,079 

Bank interest                    11,492 

Total receipts           12,139,016 

Payments

Inter-company services               2,026,818 

Inventory purchases - domestic               1,246,693 

Inventory purchases - international                  774,123 

Miscellaneous purchases                        797 

Sales refunds                    13,838 

Employee costs               1,938,691 

Advertising                     5,515 

Commissions paid                          99 

Electricity                     2,633 

Hire of equipment                     4,966 

Insurance                    33,814 

Lease payments                    21,859 

Postage                    31,202 

Repairs and maintenance                    34,843 

Stationery and printing                    43,867 

Sundry expenses                        650 

Telephone and fax                     7,246 

Freight                  575,907 

Software and IT support                    19,741 

Labour hire                  112,863 

Tyro fees                    77,670 

Settlement of ROT claim                    20,396 

MHS wrong pockets reimbursements                    12,384 

Bank charges                     6,552 

Total payments             7,013,167 

Subtotal - trading & administration             5,125,849 

Sale of business proceeds               4,034,496 

Less: Employee entitlements transferred               (337,496) 

Net sale proceeds             3,697,000 

Cash at bank 12 April 2017             8,822,849 



A.C.N. 094 719 490 Pty Ltd (formerly Howards Storage World Pty Ltd) (Administrators 

Appointed) Amount ($)

Summary of Receipts and Payments for the period 9 December 2016 to 12 April 2017 (Including GST)

Receipts 

Franchise fees                 564,918 

Marketing fees                  83,342 

Inter-company services provided                 579,646 

Pre-appointment debtors                  80,278 

Other franchisee income                  11,968 

MHS suspense sccount                 323,184 

Donations received                         67 

Marketing trust funds                 156,082 

Bank interest                       333 

Total receipts             1,799,819 

Payments

Advertising                  71,223 

Inter-company services                  39,730 

Purchases                    4,354 

Employee costs                 631,735 

Insurance                       477 

Lease payments                    6,785 

Software and IT support                    7,537 

MHS wrong pockets reimbursements                 170,366 

Bank charges                         95 

Total payments                932,301 

Subtotal - trading & administration                867,518 

Sale of business proceeds                 546,843 

Less: Employee entitlements transferred              (243,843) 

Net sale proceeds                303,000 

Cash at bank 12 April 2017             1,170,518 



Lealdir Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) Amount ($)

Summary of Receipts and Payments for the period 9 December 2016 to 12 April 2017 (Including GST)

Receipts 

Inter-company services provided 1,486,901            

Reimbursements from MHS (Rent) 972,596               

Bank Interest 345                     

Total receipts 2,459,843           

Payments

Rent 2,201,978            

Rent outgoings 248,720               

Legal fees 8,800                   

Total payments 2,459,498           

Cash at bank 12 April 2017 345
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Appendix J – Election to receive correspondence electronically 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

Appendix J 
 

 

 
CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 

 
Section 600G 

 
ELECTION TO RECEIVE CORRESPONDENCE ELECTRONICALLY 

 
 

Creditor Name: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Creditor ACN:  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
To the Administrators of the below companies: 
 
HSW CORP. PTY LTD ACN 104 435 181 

A.C.N. 094 719 490 PTY LTD (FORMERLY HOWARDS STORAGE WORLD PTY LTD) ACN 094 719 490 

A.C.N. 069 891 201 PTY LTD (FORMERLY PLAZA HOME-IMPORTS PTY LTD) ACN 069 891 201 

LEALDIR PTY LTD ACN 104 246 433 

(ALL ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED) 

(the Companies or HSW Group) 

 
1. This is to state that I/We are a creditor of ________________________________________________  
    (select from list of companies above) 
 
2. The Creditor consents to the receipt of all correspondence as deemed by the Administrators as 
appropriate by electronic means. 
 
3. The email address for delivery of correspondence is as follows: 
 
     __________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. This authority will remain in effect unless rescinded in writing. 
 
 
DATED this                              day of                                          2017. 
 
 
Signature of Signatory 
............................................................................................................................. ......................... 
 
NAME IN BLOCK 
LETTERS........................................................................................................................ .................. 
 
Occupation............................................................................................................................. .......... 

 

Address............................................................................................................................................ 

.......................................................................................................................................................  

 

Telephone Number............................................................................................................................. 
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